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Abstract
Contemporary digital displays feature multi-million pixels at ever-increasing refresh rates. Reality,
on the other hand, provides us with a view of the world that is continuous in space and time. The
discrepancy between viewing the physical world and its sampled depiction on digital displays gives
rise to perceptual quality degradations. By measuring or estimating where we look, gaze-contingent
algorithms aim at exploiting the way we visually perceive to remedy visible artifacts. This dissertation
presents a variety of novel gaze-contingent algorithms and respective perceptual studies. Chapter 4
and 5 present methods to boost perceived visual quality of conventional video footage when viewed
on commodity monitors or projectors. In Chapter 6 a novel head-mounted display with real-time
gaze tracking is described. The device enables a large variety of applications in the context of Virtual
Reality and Augmented Reality. Using the gaze-tracking VR headset, a novel gaze-contingent render
method is described in Chapter 7. The gaze-aware approach greatly reduces computational efforts
for shading virtual worlds. The described methods and studies show that gaze-contingent algorithms
are able to improve the quality of displayed images and videos or reduce the computational effort for
image generation, while display quality perceived by the user does not change.

Kurzfassung
Moderne digitale Bildschirme ermöglichen immer höhere Auflösungen bei ebenfalls steigenden Bild-
wiederholraten. Die Realität hingegen ist in Raum und Zeit kontinuierlich. Diese Grundverschieden-
heit führt beim Betrachter zu perzeptuellen Unterschieden. Die Verfolgung der Aug-Blickrichtung
ermöglicht blickpunktabhängige Darstellungsmethoden, die sichtbare Artefakte verhindern kön-
nen. Diese Dissertation trägt zu vier Bereichen blickpunktabhängiger und wahrnehmungstreuer
Darstellungsmethoden bei. Die Verfahren in Kapitel 4 und 5 haben zum Ziel, die wahrgenommene
visuelle Qualität von Videos für den Betrachter zu erhöhen, wobei die Videos auf gewöhnlicher
Ausgabehardware wie z.B. einem Fernseher oder Projektor dargestellt werden. Kapitel 6 beschreibt
die Entwicklung eines neuartigen Head-mounted Displays mit Unterstützung zur Erfassung der
Blickrichtung in Echtzeit. Die Kombination der Funktionen ermöglicht eine Reihe interessanter
Anwendungen in Bezug auf Virtuelle Realität (VR) und Erweiterte Realität (AR). Das vierte und
abschließende Verfahren in Kapitel 7 dieser Dissertation beschreibt einen neuen Algorithmus, der
das entwickelte Eye-Tracking Head-mounted Display zum blickpunktabhängigen Rendern nutzt.
Die Qualität des Shadings wird hierbei auf Basis eines Wahrnehmungsmodells für jeden Bildpixel
in Echtzeit analysiert und angepasst. Das Verfahren hat das Potenzial den Berechnungsaufwand
für das Shading einer virtuellen Szene auf ein Bruchteil zu reduzieren. Die in dieser Dissertation
beschriebenen Verfahren und Untersuchungen zeigen, dass blickpunktabhängige Algorithmen die
Darstellungsqualität von Bildern und Videos wirksam verbessern können, beziehungsweise sich
bei gleichbleibender Bildqualität der Berechnungsaufwand des bildgebenden Verfahrens erheblich
verringern lässt.

Summary
The discrepancy between viewing the physical world and its sampled depiction on digital displays
gives rise to perceptual quality degradation. By measuring or estimating where we look, gaze-
contingent algorithms aim to exploit the way we visually perceive digital images and videos to remedy
visible artifacts. This dissertation presents novel gaze-contingent algorithms to enhance the perceived
visual quality of conventional video footage and to improve performance when rendering virtual
worlds.
This thesis starts out by highlighting fundamental background in the areas visual perception, gaze
estimation, and recent research results on gaze-aware display algorithms in computer graphics.
As a first contribution, a novel gaze-aware resolution enhancement approach is presented. The
algorithm allows boosting the perceived video quality beyond the actual, physical resolution of the
display. The algorithm generalizes previous apparent display resolution enhancement techniques to
conventional videos of arbitrary content. An optimization-based approach continuously translates each
video frame in such a way that the added motion enables support for apparent resolution enhancement
for the salient image region. The salient region – being congruent with the foveal viewing area allowing
highest perceivable detail – is derived from an eye tracking study. The optimization algorithm takes
optimal velocity, smoothness and similarity into account to compute an appropriate trajectory. For
interactive guidance of the algorithm an intuitive user interface is provided. The algorithm is evaluated
in a perceptual study with respect to apparent rendering quality and versatility of the method on a
variety of general test scenes.
Next, the computation of perceptual motion blur in videos is presented. The technique takes
the predicted eye motion into account when watching videos. Compared to traditional motion blur
recorded by a video camera this approach results in perceptual blur that is closer to reality. This
post-process can also be used to simulate different shutter effects for artistic purposes, or for subtle
gaze direction. The proposed method handles real and artificial video input, is easy to compute and
has little overhead for rendered content. A perceptual study illustrates its advantages.
The third contribution addresses the lack of reliable eye tracking in Virtual Reality (VR) headsets
and precise gaze calibration. This thesis contributes an affordable hardware and software solution
for drift-free eye-tracking and user-friendly lens calibration within an HMD. The use of dichroic
mirrors leads to a lean design that provides full field of view while using commodity cameras for eye
tracking. The prototype supports personalizable lens positioning for different inter-ocular distances.
On the software side, a model-based calibration procedure adjusts the eye tracking system and gaze
estimation to varying lens positions. Challenges such as partial occlusions due to the lens holders
and eye lids are handled by a novel robust monocular pupil-tracking approach. As a demonstration, a
variety of gaze-aware applications are presented: gaze map estimation, accommodation simulation,
gaze-contingent level-of-detail, gaze control of virtual avatars, and gaze analysis for immersive videos.
With increasing display resolution for wide-field-of-view VR headsets, shading has become the
major computational cost in real-time rendering. Therefore, the fourth and last contribution addresses
gaze-contingent rendering. To reduce computational effort, an algorithm is presented that only shades
visible features of the image. The remaining image pixels are cost-effectively interpolated without
affecting perceived quality. In contrast to previous approaches the novel perceptual method introduces
a flexible sampling scheme that incorporates multiple aspects of the human visual system: acuity, eye
motion, contrast (stemming from geometry, material or lighting properties), and brightness adaptation.
The sampling scheme is incorporated into a deferred shading pipeline to shade perceptually relevant
fragments of the image while a pull-push algorithm interpolates the radiance for the remaining pixels.
The approach does not impose any restrictions on the performed shading. Conducted psycho-visual
experiments validate scene- and task-independence of the method. The number of fragments that
need to be shaded is reduced by 50 % to 80 %. Importantly, the algorithm scales favorably with
increasing resolution and field of view, rendering it well-suited for VR headsets and wide field of view
projection.
The dissertation concludes with a discussion on future directions of gaze-aware displays and
extensions of the presented approaches.
x
Zusammenfassung
Die Differenz zwischen der physischen Welt und deren digitale Repräsentation führt zu wahrnehm-
baren Qualitätseinbußen bei der Darstellung auf dem Bildschirm. Die Bestimmung der Blickrichtung
(Eye Tracking) erlaubt es blickpunktabhängigen Algorithmen, unter Ausnutzung der Grenzen der
menschlichen Wahrnehmunug sichtbare Artefakte zu reduzieren. Im Rahmen dieser Dissertation
werden neuartige Algorithmen für blickpunktabhängige Displays vorgestellt, um die wahrgenommene
visuelle Videoqualität zu erhöhen und das Rendern virtueller Welten zu beschleunigen.
Einleitend werden die Grundlagen der visuellen Wahrnehmung und Blickrichtungserfassung
sowie darauf bezogene forschungsrelevante Arbeiten im Bereich Computergraphik dargestellt.
Als erster Beitrag der Arbeit wird ein Algorithmus zur wahrnehmungsbasierten Auflösungser-
höhung vorgestellt. Dieser erlaubt es, den wahrgenommenen Detailgrad von Videos über die physis-
che Displayauflösung hinaus zu erhöhen. Der Algorithmus stellt eine Verallgemeinerung vorheriger
software-basierter Methoden zur wahrnehmungsbasierten Auflösungserhöhung für beliebiges Video-
material dar. Der Ansatz baut auf einem Optimierungsverfahren auf, mithilfe dessen eine kon-
tinuierliche Translation eines jeden Videobildes herbeigeführt wird. Diese Bewegung resultiert in
einer Maximierung des Auflösungserhöhungseffektes in jenem Bereich des Videobildes, der die
höchste Salienz aufweist und sich daher mit größter Wahrscheinlichkeit im fovealen Sichtbereich
befindet. Die Berechnung der Salienz des Videos erfolgt auf Basis zuvor gemessener Blickdaten.
Der Optimierungsalgorithmus nutzt Informationen über die optimale Bewegungsgeschwindigkeit,
die Glattheit der generierten Bewegung und die Nähe zur Ausgangsposition des Videobildes, um
eine geeignete Bewegungstrajektorie zu ermitteln. Zur interaktiven Unterstützung des Algorithmus
wurde eine geeignete Benutzeroberfläche umgesetzt. Der Algorithmus wurde im Rahmen einer
Wahrnehmungsstudie evaluiert. Dabei wurden Erkenntnisse über die resultierende Videoqualität und
die Anwendbarkeit des Verfahrens für allgemeine Videoinhalte gewonnen.
Im zweiten Beitrag der Dissertation wird ein Berechnungsmodell zur Generierung der perzeptuellen
Bewegungsunschärfe in Videos vorgestellt. Die neue Technik filtert auf Basis eines Wahrnehmungs-
modells zeitlich entlang des geschätzten Blickpfades, einer Abfolge aus Fixationspunkten, den ein
Zuschauer bei der Betrachtung eines Videos im Mittel vollführt. Im Vergleich zu herkömmlichen
Videos, in denen die Bewegungsunschärfe durch die Kamera selbst aufgezeichnet wurde, erlaubt der
perzeptuelle Filter eine natürlichere und realitätsnähere Darstellung bei der Betrachtung des Videos.
Der Filtermechanismus kann zusätzlich zur Vermeidung von wahrnehmbaren Videoartefakten wie
zum Beispiel Ghosting im periphären Sichtbereich auch zur Simulation unterschiedlicher Shutter-
verfahren eingesetzt werden oder sogar den Blick des Betrachters auf subtile Weise zu lenken. Die
Methode erlaubt das Filtern sowohl von realen wie auch von künstlich generierten Videos und ist
zudem effizient berechenbar. Das Verfahren wird im Rahmen einer Wahrnehmungsstudie evaluiert.
Der dritte Beitrag resultiert aus der Beobachtung, dass mobile VR displays (Head-mounted Dis-
plays, HMDs) in Verbindung mit Eye Tracking wenig verbreitet sind. Zusätzlich ist die Kalibrierung
dieser Geräte schwierig. Zu diesem Zweck wird in diesem Teil der Arbeit eine kostengünstige
Hardware- und Softwarelösung zur driftfreien Blickrichtungserfassung und zur praktikablen Kalib-
rierung des HMDs vorgstellt. Die Integration dichroitischer Spiegel ermöglicht den Erhalt des vollen
Blickfeldes des Nutzers und zudem den Einsatz kostengünstiger Kameras normaler Größe für das
Tracking. Der erstellte Prototyp erlaubt die Anpassung der Linsen an die Sehfähigkeiten des Trägers
des HMDs. Softwareseitig ermöglicht die modellbasierte Kalibrierungsprozedur die Blickrichtungser-
fassung für variable Linseneinstellungen. Partielle Verdeckungen durch die Linsenhalterungen und
die Augenlider des Benutzers werden bei der robusten monokularen Pupillenerfassung berücksichtigt.
Die Vorteile und die Funktionalität des HMD-Prototypen werden für verschiedene Anwendungen
demonstriert. Dazu gehören die Erstellung von Blickpunktkarten (Gaze map), Akkommodationssim-
ulation des Auges, blickpunktabhängige Renderqualität, Blickanimation virtueller Avatare und die
Blickanalyse in immersiven Videos.
Aufgrund der steigenden Auflösung von HMDs stellt die Berechnung des Shadings im Bereich
des Echtzeitrenderns den rechenintensivsten Schritt dar. Der vierte und letzte Beitrag untersucht
daher das blickpunktabhängige Rendern für Echtzeitanwendungen (Gaze-contingent Rendering). Das
Resultat ist ein Algorithmus, der den Berechnungsaufwand beim Render reduziert, indem ausschließ-
lich die bei der Wahrnehmung ausschlaggebenden visuellen Merkmale ausgewertet werden. Die
übrigen Bildpixel werden ohne größeren Berechnungsaufwand interpoliert. Im Vergleich zu bisheri-
gen Rendertechniken erlaubt das neue Verfahren ein flexibles Sampling entsprechend eines effizient
auswertbaren Wahrnehmungsmodells. Komponenten des Modells umfassen die räumlich-zeitliche
Wahrnehmungsschwelle, Kontrast auf Basis von Szenengeometrie, Material und der Beleuchtungssit-
uation, sowie die zeitbedingte Helligkeitsadaption. Das Samplingschema ist in ein modernes Deferred
Shading Renderverfahren eingebettet. Ein effizienter Pull-Push Schritt ermöglicht nach dem Shading
der perzeptuell ausgewählten Bildpixel die Komplettierung der noch fehlenden Bildteile. Der Ansatz
erhebt dabei keine Ansprüche an das verwendete Shadingverfahren. Die Unabhängigkeit von der zu-
grundeliegenden Szene und von kognitiven Faktoren wurden im Rahmen einer psychophysiologischen
Studie für eine Auswahl von Testszenen bestätigt.
Die Anzahl der vollständig darzustellenden Bildpixel wird durch das Verfahren um 50 bis 80 %
reduziert. Eine wesentliche Eigenschaft des Verfahrens ist die sublineare Skalierung entsprechend der
Bildauflösung und des Blickbereiches, wodurch die Methode insbesondere für zukünftige HMDs mit
großem Blickbereich und hoher Auflösung einen steigenden Laufzeitvorteil bedeutet.
Die Dissertation schließt mit der Diskussion weiterführender Arbeiten im Bereich blickpunktab-
hängiger Bildschirme und der Erweiterungsmöglichkeiten der dargebrachten Methoden.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Display technology is advancing at a breath-taking pace. Driven by consumer market demands,
screen size, resolution, contrast and refresh rates are growing bigger, higher and faster almost on a
weekly basis. Nevertheless, the fundamental difference between the continuous physical world and its
digitally sampled and displayed image still gives rise to perceptually noticeable quality degradation.
If matched to eye acuity so that single pixels cannot be perceived anymore, common Full-HD screens
result in a narrow vertical field of view (FOV) of 18◦ [SM16]. For a more immersive viewing
experience high-end screens with 5k or 8k resolution are required to widen the FOV. Exceptions are
smartphone displays that do feature high pixel densities of 500 to 800 pixels per inch (ppi) to enable
clear readability of small-scale text and playback of high-resolution videos. This implies, however,
that more and more pixels must be rendered on resource-limited mobile devices. Unfortunately, the
provided video bandwidth and rendering performance increases at a lower pace than what can be
displayed in terms of the total number of pixels.
Incongruities also exist in the temporal domain between digital video recording and display
capabilities. While TV display refresh rates today commonly match or exceed 60 Hz, standard video
acquisition frame rates still hover between 24 and 30fps. The discrepancies between the physical
world and its digital representation, as well as the mismatch in acquisition vs. display capabilities and
displays vs. human visual perception, can cause noticeable artifacts.
Gaze-contingent display (GCD) algorithms basically follow a simple idea. If it is known, or can be
reliably estimated, how the human visual system perceives digital images at any time, gaze-contingent
display methods are able to make use of a number of perceptual strategies to improve perceived visual
quality beyond the limits of the physical devices. In addition, gaze contingency allows allocating
computational resources on-the-fly to image regions that are perceptually relevant for the current gaze
direction, resulting in reduced bandwidth or processing requirements while keeping rendering quality
perceptually lossless compared to traditional full-resolution rendering. The perceptual importance of
a given image or video is either described by saliency and task maps or directly estimated by tracking
the gaze of the user.
The notion of GCD devices dates back at least two decades. GCD research touches various fields,
including computer graphics, computer vision, visualization, psychology as well as neuroscience.
Respective computational algorithms enable a great variety of applications in research, industry and
entertainment. A taxonomy of state-of-the-art gaze-contingent algorithms based on properties of the
plenoptic function 1 such as contrast, color gamut, spatial resolution, temporal resolution, and angular
resolution, is given in Masia et al. [MWDG13].
While gaze-contingent display approaches have been proposed before, only recently have eye
tracking hardware, saliency estimation methods and graphics hardware become sufficiently fast,
1The plenoptic illumination function by Adelson et al. is an idealized model to express a 2D image of a scene from any
possible viewing position at any viewing angle at any point in time [AB91].
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robust and affordable to allow for incorporating advanced gaze-aware methods in mass-market
devices [New16]. However, only few gaze-aware methods have so far been adopted to VR headsets
due to lack of available gaze-tracking hardware.
This dissertation proposes novel gaze-contingent computational display approaches suited for
video playback and real-time VR rendering, enhancing perceived visual fidelity of common, consumer-
market display technologies. The proposed techniques have been inspired by the success of previous
gaze-contingent displays that show great potential to enhance the visual quality of computer graphics
by fruitful combinations of perceptual considerations, computational display algorithms and minor
hardware modifications [OHM+04, DÇ07, MWDG13].
1.2 Topics and Contribution
The ideas described in this dissertation have been published in international journals and conference
proceedings. An overview of the proposed contributions will be published in the Special Issue on
Computational Photography and Displays of the IEEE Signal Processing Magazine [SM16]. The
main parts and corresponding contributions of the dissertation are summarized in the following.
Boosting Spatial Resolution
The required down-sampling from spatially high-resolution video footage to the resolution of a
display device results in a loss of fine details and an overall reduction of perceived image quality.
Modern smart phone displays and selected desktop monitors, such as Apple’s Retina DisplayTM,
achieve eye resolution limit. However, this is not true for most display devices, particularly for
VR headsets. Screens for VR headsets must be small in size but at the same time cover a very
wide FOV. Even with state-of-the-art 350 ppi screens, current HMD displays are still an order of
magnitude away from eye acuity, exacerbated even more by significant pixel magnification in the
central region of lens-based HMDs.
Super-resolution displays mostly require specialized hardware configurations, such as regular
vibrations of the screen [BF12b]. Alternatively, apparent display resolution enhancement techniques
have been recently proposed to provide purely software-based super-resolution on high refresh-
rate displays [DER+10a, TDR+11]. By exploiting how the Human Visual System observes and
processes moving content, these approaches are able to boost perceived resolution beyond the actual,
physical resolution of the display. With active-matrix organic light-emitting diode technology,
refresh rates in excess of 1000 Hz are achievable, allowing for a sixfold increase in apparent display
resolution. VR headsets may therefore significantly benefit from super-resolution techniques. In
essence, apparent display resolution enhancement allows trading screen refresh rate for perceived
resolution as long as the user’s gaze continuously and predictably tracks the moving foreground via
smooth pursuit eye movement.
This thesis introduces an approach that allows for apparent resolution enhancement even for scenes
that originally do not contain any movement or for which optical flow computation is difficult
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or impossible. Based on the assumption that our gaze follows the most salient regions of the
sequence, in a pre-process the salient foreground regions are determined. The video frames are
then continuously and unnoticeably shifted in such a way that, in combination with the postulated
smooth pursuit eye movement, the tracked foreground moves in a diagonal direction, facilitating
the exploitation of the resolution enhancement effect, Chapter 4.
Boosting Temporal Fidelity
In the physical world our individual gaze determines if, how, and where we perceive blur. Our
blur perception in the real world can differ distinctly from camera-recorded motion blur. While
watching live-action shots on screen, we may notice annoying ghosting, judder, or edge banding
artifacts [Abr13, Fen14].
These judder artifacts become especially apparent when viewed on wide-angle displays because
spurious high-frequency details in the moving background lead to the perception of discontinuous,
jaggy motion by our peripheral vision. Because our peripheral vision is especially sensitive to
movements and expects consistent, smooth motion, the discontinuous motion of the background
distracts our visual attention from the tracked foreground.
A straightforward solution to reduce jaggy motion is to use higher frame rates. Indeed, new displays
work with higher refresh rates. However, video content is still broadcast at a low frame rate (24-30
fps) in the consumer market environment due to limited bandwidth of used media. Therefore, TV
manufacturers try to solve the problem by frame interpolation [Fen06]. However, required optical
flow computations are prone to errors for fast motion [DER+10b].
To overcome such limitations, in this thesis a software-based technique is proposed which replicates
the temporal summation behavior of the human visual system (HVS) based on eye-tracking and
saliency data created for the movie. Based on interpolated ultra high-frame rate videos, the technique
filters the movie by introducing the correct amount of blur on a per-pixel basis that is required for a
given output frame rate. When watching the filtered video, hold-type blur and other perceivable
artifacts are greatly reduced, Chapter 5.
Gaze Tracking in VR Headsets
A renaissance of Virtual Reality (VR) and Augmented Reality (AR) can be observed due to the
success of high-quality VR/AR headsets such as the RiftTM from Oculus VR, HTC ViveTM or
Microsoft HololensTM and also low-cost solutions such as the Google CardboardTM. However,
the display quality in terms of spatial resolution and dynamic range is still far from optimal.
Although computational power of GPUs grows quickly, the development cannot compensate for
the demands of increasing screen resolution, refresh rate and scene complexity required for high-
fidelity rendering. As an alternative, perceptually-inspired rendering methods offer an attractive
alternative. VR developers also face other challenging problems. One recurrent issue is the need
for precise calibration to correctly adjust disparity and parallax [JSIS+08]. Missing calibration
and the well-known vergence-accommodation conflict (VAC), which happens when presenting
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stereoscopic 3D content with a fixed-focus distance of the screen, result in fatigue and other forms of
visual discomfort [HGAB08]. A decrease in immersion can also be observed in indirect interaction
concepts and restricted inter-subject communication solutions due to limitations in tracking and
corresponding constraints in avatar animation.
Real-time gaze tracking in the VR headset can be helpful for all of these problems. Calibration is
much easier and offers higher precision in case the locations of the eyes can be measured. Real-time
eye tracking also allows reducing VAC by adjusting vergence and simulating accommodation on
the fly. Avatars can be rendered much more naturally if gaze is animated which increases the
possibility to overcome the Uncanny Valley and enhances immersion by enabling collaborating
users to establish eye contact in VR. Last but not least, and maybe most importantly, the amount of
rendered pixels can be adjusted to the resolution of the HVS. This is known as foveated rendering
and results in a fraction of the rendering cost. The notion of foveated rendering is also useful for
broadcasting and for rendering of immersive 360◦ videos. Currently, video codecs are optimized
for encoding blocks of pixels at the same resolution in every part of the video frame. In light of the
retina’s vastly varying perception characteristics from foveal to peripheral vision, however, future
gaze-contingent video codecs may be able to adapt coding rate to local view eccentricity. With
gaze-contingent video encoding, only perceptually relevant information needs to be transmitted and
rendered, saving bandwidth and memory.
Although expensive solutions for VR headsets exist, gaze-tracking has not yet been widely inves-
tigated due to the cost and hardware complexity. This thesis contributes a novel gaze-tracking
head-mounted display based on a mirror-based setup.In addition, a precise low-latency tracking
algorithm and a simple and efficient calibration method for the proposed hardware setup are pre-
sented. The overall objective of the proposed gaze-aware VR headset is to exploit properties of
the HVS for immersive displays, leaving limitations of current HMDs behind for a completely
immersive experience, Chapter 6.
Boosting Rendering Performance
With knowledge about where visual attention will be directed in an image or video, only perceptually
important regions need to be rendered with high quality. Therefore, rendering time does not have
to be spent on perceptually less important regions. However, it is crucial for a gaze-contingent
rendering method to achieve image quality that is perceptually indistinguishable from a fully
converged solution.
This thesis contributes a gaze-contingent render pipeline for accelerated real-time rendering in VR
environments with a wide FOV. Incorporating visual cues such as acuity, eye motion, adaptation
and contrast into a single flexible perceptual model, the algorithm employs a perceptually-adaptive
sampling pattern which is used for sparse shading of the scene to be rendered. Efficient image
interpolation creates an image of the same perceived quality as if shading each fragment, but at a
fraction of the original shading costs. The resulting image contains high object detail in the foveal
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region and increasingly less detail towards the periphery. It has been proven to be indistinguishable
from a fully shaded reference. Therefore, the proposed algorithm is suitable for optimizing the visual
experience of full FOV immersive displays by simultaneously accommodating the characteristics of
the HVS across the full visual field, Chapter 7;.
1.3 Dissertation Organization
Chapter 2 conveys an understanding of perception mechanisms of human vision. The following
Chapter 3 describes recent work on gaze-contingent display algorithms and applications being related
to contributions proposed in this thesis. Due to the large body of literature, however, only the
most relevant publications of existing literature can be covered. Next, two novel display methods
are presented to enhance perceived visual quality of conventional video footage when viewed on
commodity monitors or projectors. Chapter 4 covers spatial resolution enhancement, whereas temporal
fidelity is covered in Chapter 5. For gaze-aware Virtual Reality, a novel head-mounted display with
real-time gaze tracking is described in Chapter 6, as well as different applications in the context
of Virtual Reality and Augmented Reality. A novel gaze-contingent render method is described
in Chapter 7 that greatly reduces computational effort for shading virtual worlds. The dissertation
concludes with an appraisal of the contributed techniques in Chapter 8.
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2 Background
This chapter presents the background on the human visual system (HVS) and visual perception
being important for the methods covered in this dissertation. Relevant sections of this background
chapter are referred to in the remaining parts of the thesis.
Although correlations between physical stimuli and perceived information are not yet fully
understood, models of the HVS enable us to conservatively express different important features of
human vision. Due to the vast amount of research during the last centuries, the section will cover only
those aspects of visual perception which are of concern for the gaze-contingent approaches proposed
in this dissertation.
2.1 Introduction to Human Visual Perception
The goal of this section is to provide an understanding of human vision with respect to perceptually-
motivated computer graphics methods. The chapter focuses on the limits of visual performance,
especially on visual acuity. Although human vision is a highly non-linear system that is not yet
understood completely, selected aspects can be modeled successfully. Interestingly, some of those
models can be described by linear functions rendering them ideally suited for efficient implementation
in real-time computer graphics applications.
The first part of the section will briefly describe low-level features of the visual system beginning
with eye physiology and the capturing of light in this complex organ. Features of different cells in the
eye and in the brain are described and their importance for low-level vision.
In the next part, concepts of visual acuity are outlined. The quality of vision is highly dynamic
across the visual field and across the spectrum of environmental conditions. Modeling visual acuity
forms the starting point to exploit limitations in perceivable image detail.
Humans sense the intensity of light, but they are much more sensitive to contrast. For example,
when the sun is occluded by clouds, we see the changing intensity of light, but much more do we
perceive the difference of brightness between one object and another. In order to benefit from this and
related observations, the perception of spatial contrast is discussed in greater detail.
Interestingly, we are able to perceive contrast over a huge range of intensities. Why this works
and which parts of the HVS are involved is described in the section on adaptation.
Our brain integrates discrete snapshots of objects and actors into dynamic perceptual events.
Discussions on temporal contrast and motion processing explain dependencies, requirements and
limits in human perception of a dynamic world.
Gaze contingency can only be achieved if gaze direction can be derived. The orientation of
both eyes is a strong hint for gaze. However, the gaze direction does not change arbitrarily but is
constrained by physical limitations and influenced by higher-level vision. Resulting effects and ways
for taking those into account computationally are covered in the parts on eye motion and attention.
A list of facts describing the most relevant properties of visual perception for the area of gaze-
contingent algorithms summarizes the section.
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Fig. 2.1 Major parts of the Human Visual System. Image after [Lue03]
2.2 The Visual System
Our visual system contains at least three processing parts: the eyes, the visual pathways and the visual
cortex. The eyes receive incoming light reflected from the environment. They convert collections of
photons into electrical signals which are then transported along the visual pathways [Lue03]. The
visual cortex of the brain interprets the incoming signals and enables visual perception. Since the eye
and the visual cortex contribute most to the vision process they are discussed in detail in the following
sections.
Eye Physiology
The human eye is a complex optical instrument which has been tuned precisely to life on earth by
evolution. The spherical eye ball consists of a focusable lens, an adjustable aperture (iris and pupil), a
photodetector layer (the retina) and fluids supporting its optical requirements (aqueous humor and
vitreous humor). In the following the most important components of the eye are briefly explained.
First, visible light 1 travels from the outermost layer to the innermost surface of the eye, called the
retina. With a thickness of 0.55 - 1.0 mm and about 12 mm in diameter, the sclera forms a protecting
layer for the eye. Toward the front of the eye the mostly white tissue turns into the transparent cornea
which allows photons to enter the eye. The cornea has a index of refraction (IOR) close to that of
1The human eye is tuned to respond to light ranging from 370 to 730 nm in wavelength, consequently referred to as
visible light.
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Fig. 2.2 Average dimensions of the eye. The angular eccentricity values indicate locations in degrees
visual angle relative to the fovea. Image after [AKLA11]
water and has a convex surface resulting in the most powerful focusing element of the eye.2 From the
cornea the light enters the anterior chamber which is filled with a water-like substance, the aqueous
humor. This chamber is confined by the iris, a muscle with a central aperture known as the pupil.
Pigments distributed in the iris result in characteristic eye colors. With contraction of the iris the size
of the pupil changes and, correspondingly, the amount of light entering the eye. From a maximum
diameter of 8 mm in lowest light levels the pupil diameter may decrease to less than 2 mm at sunlight.
The pupil allows access of the light to a crystalline lens with dynamic optical power. The lens contains
a unique protein concentration which results in material of high refractive index and transparency. The
action of the surrounding ciliary muscles permits the lens to increase or decrease power and therefore
allows the eye to focus at different distances. The accommodation mechanism is explained in greater
detail in Sec. 2.4. After the light is refracted by the lens, it enters the inner part of the eye, called the
posterior chamber. This chamber is filled with a transparent fluid, the vitreous humor, and contains
two layers of tissue: the choroid and the retina. Caused by its pigmentation, the choroid forms a
layer that reduces light scattering inside the posterior chamber. After passing through the cornea,
the aqueous humor, the lens and the vitreous humor, light is focused onto the innermost layer, the
retina. This layer of transparent tissue covers the back of the eyeball and consists of photoreceptors
and neurons to collect photons and to process the resulting impulses. Many aspects of vision result
from the physiology of the retina. Therefore, this layer is explained in greater detail in the following.
2Refractive indices: air 1.000; glass 1.520; water 1.333; cornea 1.376. Optical power (diopters): cornea 43; lens (relaxed)
20; whole eye 60. [Wan95]
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The Retina
The retina contains photoreceptor cells that convert incoming light energy into neural signals. The
neural signals are gathered by connected collector cells and filtered by the higher-level retinal ganglion
cells. In the optic nerve the filtered signals leave the retina and are transported to the visual cortex via
the visual pathways.
Retinal photoreceptor cells come in two principal classes: rods and cones.
Rods absorb light over a broad spectral range with high sensitivity. They provide monochromatic
vision under low light-level conditions (scotopic vision), e.g. at night. At daylight, the rods are
permanently saturated and therefore deactivated.
Cones are responsible for sharp color vision under normal daylight conditions (photopic vision).
The denser the cone receptors are packed, the more acute the vision.
Rods and cones contain the molecule rhodopsin which absorbs visible light and eventually triggers an
electrical nerve signal. The signal is then transported to the higher-level ganglion cells. This event
occurs in less than one millisecond. In total, the human retina contains about 90 to 200 million rods
and about 4 to 8 million cones. However, the optic nerve contains only about 1 million individual
fibers and an equal amount of connected retinal ganglion cells [Fai13]. The raw visual information
received by the photoreceptors must therefore be downscaled to a more compact, non-uniform retinal
image by the ganglion cells before it is transported further via the visual pathways.
For photopic vision, three distinct classes of cones exist: S-cones, M-cones and L-cones. The
distribution of S-, M- and L-cones follows a ratio of roughly 1:5:10 [TFCRS11, p.130]. Each class of
cones is sensitive to a limited spectral range and has its peak sensitivity at a different wavelength.3
3Three types of cones let humans be classified as trichromats.
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Fig. 2.4 Foveal zones with eccentricity values. Classification according to [Wan95].
S-cones have a peak sensitivity at 440 nm whereas M-cones and L-cones reach peak sensitivity at 530
nm and 560 nm, respectively. The combined responses of all the cone types allows us to distinguish
tens of thousands of different color hues. On the retina still, output of the cones is re-encoded into
tree opponent values: red-green, blue-yellow and a brightness value [DVDV93].
Photoreceptors are not uniformly distributed across the retina. The packing density of both rods
and cones varies dramatically over the retina (see Fig. 2.3). The cones reach their highest density at
the fovea with a peak density of approx. 1.6×105/mm². In this area cones are distributed in an almost
regular, dense arrangement. The higher the packing of cones the higher the spatial resolution of the
retinal image. S-cones are completely absent from the fovea. Hence, fine spatial details are received
only by using M- and L-cones. Rods are completely missing from the fovea. The transition between
the fovea and its periphery is smooth and there is no well-defined boundary in between [SRJ11].
Commonly, the foveola (also fovea centralis) covers 1◦ of visual angle [Wan95]. The fovea extends to
5◦ (Fig. 2.4). The parafovea (5 - 8◦) and the perifovea (8 - 18◦) extend around the fovea. Together the
foveal regions make up the macula. The peripheral vision follows from 18◦ up to 180◦ horizontal
visual angle. For this dissertation foveal vision refers to eccentricities < 2◦, the central visual field to
< 8◦ and peripheral vision to larger eccentricities.
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Fig. 2.5 Retinal receptive fields. On-center ganglion cells cover a receptive field with a central
excitatory area (+) and a peripheral inhibitory area (-). The size of the receptive field varies across the
retina. The luminance profile and the resulting response of the ganglion cell is shown for different
patterns stimulating the receptive field. Image after Ferwerda [FPSG96]
Low-level Vision
The signals from the retinal photoreceptor cells are accumulated by connected collector cells and then
transported to the retinal ganglion cells. These cells define a receptive field which allows the cell to
receive signals from multiple connected collector cells. The size of the receptive field correlates to
the size of a stimulus to which it is most sensitive. Light hitting the retina outside of the respective
receptive field has no effect on the response of that cell. In the fovea each cone has a ”private line”
to a ganglion cell. Otherwise the advantage of having a dense packing of cones would be lost. In
contrast, towards the periphery, multiple cones or rods are connected to a single ganglion cell limiting
peripheral vision resolution [AKLA11]. Additionally, neighboring ganglion cells may receive input
from the same cone implying that receptive fields can overlap [Thi89].
The retinal ganglion cells always consist of an ON-region and an OFF-region in a concentric
pattern. Depending on the response in correspondence to the center region, a ganglion cell is referred to
as an ON-center cell or an OFF-center cell. The response of the cell is an antagonistic reaction between
the surround region and the center region (Fig. 2.5). This unique property enables retinal ganglion
cells to perform as high-pass image filter that is not direction-sensitive (spatial tuning) [Lue03].
In addition, ganglion cells are different in another functional aspect: The majority of ganglion cells
(80%) are midget ganglion cells which are connected to the “small” parvocellular neurons (P-cells)
in the visual pathways and transport primarily mid to high spatial and lower temporal frequencies,
as well as red/green color differences. Second, the small bi-stratified ganglion cells (10%) carry
blue/yellow color information for moderate spatial and temporal frequencies. Third, parasol ganglion
cells (10%) are connected to “large” magnocellular neurons (M-cells) and are biased towards lower
spatial but mid-temporal frequencies and deliver achromatic signals [Gol09, p.869]. The output of
the retinal ganglion cells is transported via the visual pathways to the visual cortex (V1-V5 also
known as Brodmann area 17-19) which is located in the occipital lobe of the brain. Midget cells
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Fig. 2.6 Natural and constrained field of view. (left) With two eyes looking in the same direction
human vision naturally achieves a wide field of view . (center) Common head-mounted displays
significantly reduce the available field of view which may result in motion sickness and reduced depth
perception. (right) With head-tracking sensors, the user can rotate his head resulting in a full field of
regard of 360°.
transport signals to the primary visual cortex V1 whereas parasol cells transport to extrastriate cortical
area V2. Similar to the ganglion cells, also cortical cells of the visual cortex have a receptive field
as input. Two cell types exist in V1, both responding to contrast gradients: Simple cells respond
to stationary or slow-moving stimuli and are orientation selective with a sensitivity of approx. 15
degrees (orientation tuning). Complex cells respond to moving stimuli and are selective to particular
movement directions [Gol09].
Binocular Vision
Humans have binocular vision which means that we have two eyes pointing in the same direction
with an overlapping field of view (FOV) from which visual information is fused into a single viewing
area. Each eye has a FOV of 160◦ in horizontal and 135◦ in vertical direction, respectively. From
the information of both eyes, the brain creates a combined field of view of 200◦× 135◦(Fig. 2.6,
left). Depth perception is possible in the overlapping region of 120◦× 135◦ [Wan95]. For centuries,
researchers could not explain how the visual system produced an impression of a single world from
both eyes. In 1838 Sir Charles Wheatstone presented the “stereoscope”, a mirror-based box that
presents separate images to both eyes. This simple display enabled scientists to precisely manipulate
the input to the binocular visual system and therefore to examine fusion of both eyes into a single
view. Since visual information from each eye is slightly different our brain may interpret the spatial
object differences (disparity) as depth so that the world is perceived three-dimensional. Owing to the
low distance of the eyes, the depth perception disparity works best for close objects and is based on
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other higher-level mechanisms for distant objects beyond 3m such as size, linear perspective, shading
and interposition [Gol09, p.913].
Displays have evolved over time, and current head-mounted displays (HMD) provide stereo vision
into convincing three-dimensional worlds rendered in real-time with a full field of regard (Fig. 2.6,
right). However, due to limitations in the optics design most common HMDs significantly reduce
the available FOV (Fig. 2.6, center). In addition, to enable depth perception, HMDs still follow the
basic principle of the stereoscope by rendering a pair of images with a distinct viewpoint per eye.
Unfortunately, in this case all objects in a scene are shown at the same focal distance due to the
fact that they are shown on one single screen. Regardless of the virtual distance of the objects the
eyes of the viewer constantly adjust focus so that the objects are clearly visible (accommodation and
convergence). The difference between focus distance and virtual object distance results in conflicting
depth cues for the brain. Using HMDs over an extended period of time can therefore lead to eye strain
and an effect known as motion sickness arising by the “tunnel vision” from the reduced FOV and the
conflict between accommodation and convergence (see Sec. 2.4).
2.3 Visual Sensitivity
Sensitivity of the HVS to visual detail varies spatially and temporally. Researchers are still not sure
why the HVS does not provide uniform resolution. Currently, the best answer is that this would
consume too many resources. Partly, this observation can be derived from physiological properties
described in the previous section such as the physical acuity limit. Other explanations are based on
empirical measurements of visual acuity, cortical magnification and the contrast sensitivity function
which are discussed in this section. Importantly, these concepts are approximations of the HVS
and still subject of active research. Many questions remain unanswered, such as the influence of
attentional adaptation on visual sensitivity. The interested reader is referred to additional literature
presented in the summary section.
The Foveal Spotlight
From the distribution of the retinal photoreceptors, one can expect that the spatial resolution is
non-uniform over the field of view from both eyes. Indeed, we receive much more visual detail from
the central viewing area than from the periphery. However, under normal conditions we do not have
the impression of a non-uniform spatial resolution. This perceptual effect is known as the foveal
spotlight. Under normal conditions when we look at things, our eyes are oriented towards the object
without effort. This happens in a way that the area of interest is projected onto the region of highest
spatial resolution, the fovea, so that it is viewed with the high-resolution spotlight. While reading
this text the direction of the high-detail spotlight is wandering across the text. The HVS fuses the
spotlight information with the surrounding low-detail peripheral data into one, coherent, seemingly
high-resolution mental representation [Gol09, p.454].
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Visual Acuity
“Visual acuity is a measurement of the keenness of sight” [AKLA11]. Historically, this property of
human vision was measured by the minimal angular distance of two stars that can still be distinguished.
More precisely, acuity can be described in the following ways:
Minimum visible acuity - detection of a feature
Minimum resolvable acuity - resolution of two features
Minimum recognizable acuity - identification of a feature
Minimum discriminable auity - discrimination of a change in a feature
The minimum visible acuity provides an estimate of the smallest visual detail the HVS is spatially
able to resolve. A good example under ideal conditions could be a dark wire in front of the bright
blue sky. Since the optics of the eye is not perfect, it spreads the image of the wire onto a wider area
of the retina. Hence, a row of cones receives less light. Under ideal conditions the minimum visible
acuity achieves an angle of just 0.5 arc seconds (≈ 0.00014◦) [HM39].
The resolvable acuity (also acuity limit) provides a fundamental limit on spatial vision that can be
defined as the “finest distinction between two high contrast features”. The acuity limit can be derived
from the spacing of photoreceptors in the retina: In the fovea, the most densely packed region of
the retina, cones subtend around 0.5 minutes of visual arc [TFCRS11].4 The cone spacing of 0.5 arc
minutes results in a spatial period of about 1 minute. From the Nyquist limit it follows that this period
corresponds to a grating spatial frequency of 60 cycles per degree (cpd) since two cones per cycle,
each connected to a separate ganglion cell, are required to resolve the spatial frequency. Towards
the periphery visual acuity gets lower since multiple photoreceptors are connected to one ganglion
cell and the packing of photoreceptors is less dense. It is known from sampling theory that aliasing
occurs if a signal contains frequencies higher than the observer’s Nyquist frequency [Sha49]. In
human vision, this undersampling effect occurs if spatial frequencies higher than approx. 60 cpd are
received in the retina. The aliasing in human vision has been demonstrated by projecting a projected
high-frequency pattern onto the retina [Wil85]. Usage of a laser interferometer for projection enables
to bypass the blurring effect of the cornea and lens so that the tested person actually perceives an
aliased pattern. Fortunately, the optics of the eye diminishes the contrast of high spatial frequencies
at the wavelength-dependent cutoff spatial frequency so that aliasing is not perceived. The cutoff
frequency f in cpd can be estimated by the equation f = π/180 · pd/λ , where pd is the pupil diameter
in mm and λ is the wavelength of light in mm [AKLA11]. As an example, the cutoff frequency for a
3 mm pupil and a wavelength λ = 600nm is 87.27 cyc/deg. Hence, for plausible pupil sizes of 2 to
8 mm, the resulting cutoff frequency exceeds the perceivable high frequencies.
The minimum recognizable acuity describes the angular size of the smallest feature that can be
identified. This size, as well as the minimum resolvable acuity, can be estimated by the famous Snellen
4The “rules of thumb”: 1.5◦, 2.0◦, and 8-10◦ visual arc correspond to roughly the apparent sizes of the thumbnail, thumb
joint and fist at arm’s length. 1◦= 60 minutes of arc.
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Fig. 2.7 Snellen letter and chart. Letters of specific sizes and line spacing form the basis for
traditional acuity testing. Common sizing conventions are given (Snellen values, MAR, log MAR).
test. In this test letters of defined sizes are presented to the subject at a distance of 20 feet. The task is
to identify the letter on the Snellen chart correctly. For example, the spacing between the bars of the
letter “E” may be exactly 1 arc minute, and the entire letter is 5 arc minutes high. Normal vision can
be confirmed in case the tested person is able to identify the letter correctly (20/20). However, most
healthy young adults have better acuity (20/15). The size can also be expressed as minimum angle of
resolution (MAR).5 Normal vision corresponds to 1 MAR. If smaller letters can be identified, vision
is better than normal (e.g. 20/10 or 0.5 MAR). The acuity limit is lower if only larger letters can be
identified on the Snellen chart (e.g. 20/30, or 1.25 MAR).
Visual Acuity depends on the contrast of the test image or letter. Therefore, the acuity limit is
measured for high contrast and under photopic luminance conditions, which corresponds to typical
daylight and display use cases (80-320 cd/m2). Visual acuity reduces significantly for mesopic and
scotopic luminance levels (20/200) [AKLA11].
Reduced vision performance may have different individual reasons: myopia, commonly known
as near-sightedness, or an eye disease, or a reduced refraction quality of the lens due to aging. In
many cases, glasses can compensate for reduced refraction performance so that vision quality again
achieves 20/20 Snellen and is considered as corrected-to-normal6.
Last but not least, the minimum discriminable acuity describes the angular size of the smallest
change in a feature that a person can discriminate [AKLA11]. This change can be in size, position
or orientation. The smallest misalignment of two horizontal line segments that the HVS can discern
is known as Vernier acuity [LKA85]. Measured by this definition, human vision provides an acuity
limit of just three arc seconds (≈ 0.0008◦) which is one magnitude higher than what is expected from
5Depending on the application also the logarithm of the minimum angle of resolution, log10 of MAR, is a popular
unit [AKLA11].
6Rule of thumb: 1 diopter of uncorrected myopia results in a decrease of Snellen acuity to ≈20/60.
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Fig. 2.8 Visual tasks and cortical magnification. (left) Different acuity measures can be described
by linear functions with respect to eccentricity, such as minimum angle of resolution (MAR), line
segment disalignment (Vernier acuity), or the minimal perceivable positional change of a feature
(Motion in light). (right) The cortical magnification maps the small area of the fovea to a much larger
area on the visual cortex. Image after Weymouth [Wey63] and Goldstein [Gol09]
cone spacing. This observation and other related tasks have created the term hyperacuity. However,
hyperacuity does not refer to a greater ability to resolve fine detail.
Acuity Models
Due to the non-uniform distribution of photoreceptors in the retina the minimum resolvable acuity
varies with eccentricity, i.e., the distance to the fovea given in degrees of visual arc. However, studies
have shown that at eccentricities greater than two degrees actual acuity differs from what would be
expected from average cone spacing [Gre70].
The psychophysical model by Aubert and Foerster from 1857 is the first model that mathematically
describes visual acuity distribution [AF57]. Based on letter acuity measurements, Aubert and Foerster
derived a map of isopters, i.e. lines of equal acuity. Interestingly, the isopters have elliptic shapes
resulting in a rather anisotropic acuity distribution. The model follows approximately the distribution
of cones and rods in the retina. It reaches its highest value in the foveal region. In the periphery acuity
falls-off rapidly with eccentricity.
Later, Weymouth has shown that many visual tasks described as functions of eccentricity decrease
roughly linearly with eccentricity for the first 20−30 degrees [Wey63]. Visual performance decreases
more rapidly for higher eccentricities [Wey63]. His results for visual acuity, i.e. the minimum angle of
resolution (MAR), vernier acuity, and the minimal perceivable motion of a small stimulus are shown
in Fig. 2.8 (left).
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Fig. 2.9 Cortical magnification definition. Levi’s E2-value and the inverse foveal value M−10 (left)
allow for a linear description of the inverse cortical magnification for different visual tasks (right).
Image after Strasburger [SRJ11]
Cortical Magnification
Levi and collaborators parameterized visual performance across the visual field by a gradient called
E2 and a foveal value M0 [LKA85]. The E2 value represents the eccentricity at which the task-
specific foveal value has doubled (Fig. 2.9, left). An explanation for the linear behavior has been
provided through the concept of cortical magnification by Whitteridge & Daniel and Cowey &
Rolls [DW61, CR74]. The cortical magnification factor (CMF) M represents a mapping from
visual angle to a cortical diameter in mm (Fig. 2.8, right). The factor M is largest for those areas
corresponding to the fovea and decreases with eccentricity for “peripheral” areas. In the fovea 1
degree viewing angle is mapped to a cortical distance of 20 mm. At 10 degrees eccentricity the
cortical distance has reduced already to 1.5 mm. The CMF is usually given in mm/deg but plotted
inversely (deg/mm). The CMF describes neuroanatomical properties. However, it has been shown
for many acuity tasks that M can be directly measured by psychophysical approaches [DW61]. The
inverse CMF (Fig. 2.9) is described by the following linear function [RV79]:
M−1 = M−10 · (1+E/E2),where (2.1)
M−1 is the inverse cortical magnification factor,
M−10 is the task-specific inverse foveal value,
E is the eccentricity in visual angle,
and E2 is the eccentricity at which magnification has fallen by a factor of 2.
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One striking advantage of the inverse cortical magnification concept is the ability to establish
comparability of different visual tasks. Figure 2.9 (right) shows the CMF for Vernier acuity (E2 =
0.64), Landolt rings acuity (E2 = 1.0), differential motion in light (E2 = 1.75), Letter acuity (E2 =
2.32) and Grating acuity (E2 = 2.63) normalized for the foveal value M0 = 1 [SRJ11].7 Comparison
of different slopes requires both the gradient E2 and the foveal value M0.
The applicability of the E2 value to many different visual tasks gave evidence that the variation
of performance across the visual field is related to the mapping properties of the visual pathways.
Resulting from the linear cortical magnification the M-scaling hypothesis has been derived which
claims that performance degradation with eccentricity can by canceled out by scaling stimuli spatially.
For example, in order to compensate for the loss in acuity when trying to read letters in the periphery,
those letters just have to be enlarged in accordance to the linear CMF (Fig. 2.9, right) to be equally
readable again. This method has been successfully demonstrated by Cowey and Rolls [CR74] and
motivated researchers to unify fovea and periphery. Strong supporters of the concept claimed that
“a picture can be made equally visible at any eccentricity by scaling its size by the magnification
factor” [RV79].
However, other researchers have pointed out difficulties of the M-scaling concept [WM78]: First,
the linear CMF model only approximates the complexity of the HVS, as peripheral vision is not a
scaled-down version of foveal vision [BKM05]. Second, several studies exist in which the CMF
concept is less convincing or clearly fails, such as stereo acuity, two-point separation in the far
periphery, or contrast sensitivity for scotopic vision [SRJ11]. In addition, due to variations in the
measurements for different visual tasks as well as due to inter-individual differences, it is still an open
question whether M−1 is linear also at near-foveal eccentricities [SRJ11].
Acuity is affected by eye adaptation in very bright and dark areas. Additionally, eye motion and
cognitive factors influence the amount of detail perceived [Gol09]. Therefore, acuity slopes over
eccentricity (for simplicity described as acuity in the remainder of this thesis) are strongly task- and
user-dependent and cannot be precisely predicted beforehand with any known model. However, Levi’s
E2 and the CMF concept is still able to describe a large portion of performance variations across the
visual field for many gaze-contingent visual tasks. The estimated E2 values can therefore still be used
as a yardstick.8
7A more comprehensive list of E2 values and a list of failure cases for the CMF concept can be found in [SRJ11,
p.12-15].
8A study with seven spatial threshold tasks by Virsu et al. shows that 85-97% of the variance was removed by M-
scaling [VNO87].
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Fig. 2.10 Spatial contrast sensitivity function. (left) Sine wave pattern for estimating spatial contrast
sensitivity (Campbell-Robson chart). Spatial frequency is modulated horizontally whereas contrast
varies vertically. (right) The derived contrast sensitivity function (CSF) mirrors the inverted U-shaped
region in which the wave pattern is visible. Image after Snowden [SSTT12]
Spatial Contrast Sensitivity
Spatial detail in a pattern can only be perceived if the pattern has sufficient contrast. Consequently,
perceived spatial detail not only depends on the spatial frequency of a certain pattern but also on the
amplitude of the pattern frequency [AKLA11].
One common variant to measure perceivable contrast are sine wave patterns of changing black
and white stripes whereby spatial frequency increases from left to right and contrast increases from
top to bottom (Fig. 2.10, left). One period in the sinusoidal grating at the projected size of 1 degree is
defined as 1 cycle per degree (cpd). The higher the number of line pairs per degree viewing angle,
the higher the spatial frequency in cycles per degree.9 The sensitivity of contrast is measured by
determining the lowest contrast for which the wave pattern is still visible. Usage of a sine wave
pattern for contrast sensitivity estimation is reasonable since there are cells in the visual cortex that
selectively respond to contrast and different spatial frequencies [Lue03].
The contrast sensitivity function (CSF) is derived by computing the inverse of the contrast required
for threshold detection (Fig. 2.10, right). The region under the curve is commonly coined the window
of visibility [AKLA11]. The resolvable acuity limit (60 cpd) corresponds to the lowest contrast
sensitivity value. Contrast sensitivity peaks at about two cycles per degree (half the width of a finger
nail at arm’s length) and decreases to both sides towards higher as well as lower spatial frequencies.
Very high (>60 cpd) and very low frequencies (<0.1 cpd) cannot be perceived at all. The upper limit
corresponds to the acuity limit derived from cone spacing in the last section. However, the lower limit
cannot be directly derived by the eye’s physiology. Recent research has given evidence that limits for
9Snellen values can be converted to cpd by multiplication of the Snellen denominator with 30: for example 20/20
converts to 600/20 = 30 cpd. 20/200 converts into 600/200 = 3 cpd.
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contrast sensitivity may be explained by a combination of optical and neural properties of the HVS.
One explanation could be that for lower frequencies more rods must be not firing due to the receptive
field size. Due to measurable noise in rod activation, this state gets more unlikely with decreasing
frequency [AKLA11].
From the fovea to the periphery, contrast sensitivity decreases significantly at all frequencies but
fastest for high frequencies [RVN78]. As for visual acuity, M-scaling can approximately compensate
for the performance reduction. Rovamo et al. achieves comparable peak sensitivity values across the
visual field if the stimulus size is scaled by the receptive field at each eccentricity, a factor derived from
retinal ganglion cell density. Hence, contrast sensitivity at any eccentricity depends on the number of
ganglion cells stimulated by the respective grating pattern [RVN78]. A CSF model including spatial
frequency and retinal velocity is proposed by Daly et al. [Dal98].
In addition, contrast sensitivity depends on the chromaticity of the stimulus10. Previous mea-
surements focused on achromatic light. However, the fovea is tuned to chromatic red/green stimuli,
whereas those stimuli are significantly less salient in the periphery. Blue/yellow and achromatic
stimuli result in a less pronounced decrease in terms of contrast threshold [Mul85].
Adaptation
A circumstance with which the human eye deals impressively well is the change of total luminance.
Ranging from low light-levels at night to bright sunlight, basic visual tasks are maintained without
effort. The human eye can cope with illumination levels between 10−4 and 108 cd/m2. The adaptation
mechanisms to a lower or higher luminance can be grouped into pupil size adjustment, retinal
photoreceptor adjustment, and neural activity adjustment in the visual cortex. However, retinal and
neural adjustment contribute significantly more to the overall adaptation effect. Hence, Adaptation
can be defined as the time-dependent process of tuning sensitivity of retinal cells and neurons to the
amount of incoming light.
The pupil’s contribution to dark and light adaptation takes only a few seconds to be completed.
Triggered by the pupillary reflex the iris can adjust pupil diameter from 2 to 8 mm [Gol13]. Therefore,
the pupil area can change by a factor of 16. Hence, only about one magnitude of light intensity
difference (1 log unit) can be controlled by adjusting the pupil size. Presumably, with the change of
pupil size the HVS primarily tries to limit the optical effect of aberrations [FPSG96]. Therefore, most
of the adaption task takes place on the retina level.
Given that there are two different kinds of receptors present, rods and cones, adaptation needs
to be addressed separately. In fact, the sensitivity of either system is not affected by the stimuli of
the other one at all (receptoral duplicity) [HF86]. Additionally, sensitivity of neurons in the visual
cortex adjust to different light levels during adaptation [AKLA11]. As a result, adaptation enables the
HVS to perceive visual information robustly over seven orders of magnitude of brightness intensities.
10 Midget ganglion cells (80% of total retinal population) carry red/green opponency information, bi-stratified cells (10%)
carry blue/yellow information and parasol cells (10%) carry achromatic signals.
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Fig. 2.11 Adaptation sensitivity curves. Light adaptation (left) and dark adaptation curves (right)
for rods and cones. Active photoreceptors at each stage are visualized by a solid line whereas dashed
line parts represent photoreceptor saturation or inactivity. Image after Goldstein [Gol13]
However, we are not able to see equally well at all intensity levels. It is therefore difficult to read a
book in a dim room without additional light. Adaptation comes at the expense of reduced acuity at
lower light levels. At daytime, contrast sensitivity is lower but visual acuity and color vision excel.
Almost everybody has experienced the situation when leaving a building and being blinded by
the sunlight outside at daytime. Vision is significantly impaired and can be even painful at first, but
within seconds our eyes get used to the sunlight. In perception literature this process is known as
light adaptation. It reduces sensitivity of the HVS as light intensity increases. Conversely, Dark
Adaptation describes the change of vision from brightness to darkness. For example when entering a
cave or dark tunnel after having been in the sunlight, vision is temporally almost disabled but restored
in a matter of minutes.
The gradient of inverse sensitivity versus environment luminance during light adaptation is shown
in Fig. 2.11 (left). For very low luminance values, rods are most sensitive. For higher illumination
values, visibility threshold increases proportionally to the square root of background luminance,
culminating in a approx. linear increase. The linear gradient shows the effect of contrast constancy
known as Weber’s law [FPSG96]. In other words, with adaptation high sensitivity to contrast is
restored. This is achieved by decreasing the intensity signals in the visual system by the same fraction.
Hence, ratios among the photoreceptor signals remain relatively unchanged. For rods this behavior
continues with increasing luminance until sensitivity is compressed and saturation is reached (dashed
line in Fig. 2.11, left). Saturation can be described as the level of illumination where even low
intensities result in full photoreceptor stimulation, preventing the HVS from distinguishing luminance
differences. Importantly, the cone system does not saturate. [FPSG96].
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Temporally, the process of light adaptation happens very rapidly. At scotopic levels more than
75% of sensitivity is recovered within 200 milliseconds and the remaining amount in a matter of
seconds [Ade82]. For photopic levels light adaptation occurs over a period of about 5 minutes [Bak49].
In contrast to light adaptation, rods during dark adaptation may require 35 minutes to reach highest
sensitivity. The prolonged behavior of dark adaptation is visualized in Fig. 2.11 with the inverse
sensitivity on the y-axis and the time in minutes on the x-axis. The initial sensitivity is given for
photopic vision by the cone sensitivity at light-adaptation (time=0). Two distinct stages are apparent.
In the first stage, known as foveal adaptation, sensitivity is increased for cones and rods. This process
happens more quickly for cones (≈8 minutes) and increases sensitivity by about 1.5–2 log units. As
the rod-cone break sensitivity for cones cannot be increased anymore, rod cells get more sensitive
than cones. At this point perception changes from photopic vision using cone cells to scotopic
vision using rod cells. The second stage (rod adaptation) is more protracted (20-30 minutes) and
increases sensitivity of rod cells. The second stage results in a sensitivity change of another 4 log
units. Importantly, dark adaptation is affected by the level of pre-adaptation [KNFJ14]. An increasing
pre-adaption illumination results in a longer cone branch and delays scotopic vision. Moreover, the
time to reach absolute sensitivity also increases.
Adaptation influences the performance of the HVS, such as color perception, spatiotemporal con-
trast sensitivity and the amount of perceivable detail [LSC04]. At scotopic levels absolute sensitivity
is high, but since rods provide achromatic signals only, colors cannot be perceived [FPSG96]. In
contrast, at photopic levels sensitivity is dramatically reduced but colors can be perceived due to the
trichromatic nature of cone cells. The reduction of perceivable spatial detail with dimming of light is
visualized in Fig. 2.12. The highest perceivable spatial frequency of a grating pattern reduces from 50
cpd at photopic levels (≈ 20/10 Snellen) down to 2 cpd for scotopic vision (20/300 Snellen). When
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visualized for all perceivable spatial frequencies lower adaptation levels result in a compression of the
CSF (Fig. 2.12, right).
Temporal Sensitivity
In nature most temporal variation of light reaching the eye occurs through image motion induced
by the observer, eye motion or object movement. Although we generally have the impression of
perceiving the world continuously, basic temporal processing in the HVS has similarities to a camera
taking discrete pictures of the object of interest. For taking a picture, the shutter of a camera is opened
for a discrete duration of time during which light photons reach the light-sensitive camera sensor
or material. Pixel intensity of the resulting image depends on the number of photons hitting the
corresponding sensor pixel in the shutter interval (exposure) as well as on the sensitivity of the sensor
(ISO value). Visual perception basically works in an analogous way in which exposure and sensor
sensitivity can be, illustratively, substituted by features of the HVS, namely temporal summation and
adaptation. Temporal summation is the process of collecting incoming photons by the photoreceptors
in the retina and happens in a time interval of 20 to 30 ms (cones) being upper-bounded by the critical
duration [AKLA11].
Temporal sensitivity cannot be studied in isolation since its performance varies across the visual
field. Other stimulus properties, such as spatial dimension, color and background features, also
influence the ability to perceive temporal changes. The remaining part of this section excludes
scotopic vision and rod-specific models since low-light situations are less relevant for typical display
settings. However, there is a rich psychophysical literature covering this area (see Sec. 2.6).
11Troland (named after Leonard T. Troland ) is a unit of the retinal illuminance T : 1 Troland = 1 cdm2 ·mm2. The unit
takes scaling by the pupil size into account: T = L× pa where pa is the pupil area in mm2.
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Fig. 2.14 Critical flicker frequency (CFF). (left) The CFF increases linearly with stimulus
illumination (Ferry-Porter law) and with stimulus size (Granit-Harper law). The retinal illuminance T
is given on a logarithmic scale in Trolands11. Stimulus diameters and eccentricities E are given in
visual angle. (right) The CFF increases up to 55◦ eccentricity and decreases in the far periphery for a
constant stimulus (stimulus area=88.4◦, retinal illuminance T =2510 Td, pupil diameter = 8mm).
Image after Kelly et al. [Kel61]
The most basic question on temporal sensitivity is how much light is required so that a stimulus
can be perceived. In order to reach visibility of aperiodic stimuli, a single pulse of light, the required
exposure time t and luminance of the light L are coupled by the following equation known as Bloch’s
Law, L t = k, where the product of luminance L and stimulus duration t result in a constant value
k (Fig. 2.13). When critical duration tc is reached, the threshold luminance is constant for larger
values of t since temporal summation cannot increase over the critical duration. Under experimental
conditions the visibility threshold given by Bloch’s law is valid across the full visual field and for a
variety of background conditions [KNFJ14]. A stimulus presented for 30 ms at a luminance of 80
cd/m2 is equally well perceivable as a pulse presented for 60 ms at 40 cd/m2 [SHH07].
However, in a real-world setting the critical duration is harder to define since photoreceptor cells in
the retina are affected by noise. This noise during the temporal summation interval of each cell results
in more probabilistic sensitivity behavior known as probability summation. In addition, the critical
duration value depends on a variety of attributes, such as adaptation level, spatial frequency, size,
chromaticity and eccentricity of the stimulus. The critical duration tc is longer for lower adaptation
levels and for higher-frequency, smaller, chromatic stimuli at higher eccentricities [AKLA11].
Returning to the example of a camera taking a picture of a light source with defined luminance,
Bloch’s law would describe the minimal shutter time necessary so that the light source is barely
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visible on the resulting picture. If one wants to record video instead of a single picture, the frame
rate estimates how many frames are captured in a certain amount of time. For the HVS a related
value can be given known as the critical flicker frequency: “The critical flicker frequency (CFF, also
flicker fusion frequency) describes the fastest rate that a stimulus can flicker and just be perceived as a
flickering rather than stable” [AKLA11, p.700].
Correspondingly, the CFF has many practical applications for the development of displays.If a
light flickers faster than what the HVS is able to resolve we perceive the flashing light as stable rather
than seeing a sequence of flashes. The CFF is dependent on different features. Most interestingly,
for photopic lighting conditions the CFF increases linearly with log luminance of the flickering light
over a dark background. This behavior is known as the Ferry-Porter law and holds for a wide range
of eccentricities [Por02]. The Granit-Harper law states that the CFF increases linearly with size
of the stimulus area [GH30]. Both mentioned principles can be seen in Fig. 2.14 (left) in which
the CFF function is plotted against retinal illuminance for different stimulus sizes and at different
eccentricities.
Rovamo and Raninen have shown that in case stimulus size and luminance are constant, the
CFF increases with eccentricity up to 55◦ eccentricity (see Fig. 2.14, right) [RR88]. Towards the
far periphery the CFF decreases again. Hence, mid-peripheral vision has better temporal resolution
than foveal vision and the far-peripheral vision. This property of the HVS can also be observed
when a traditional CRT screen (cathode ray tube) at 50 Hz frame refresh rate appears constantly
illuminated in the foveal area but is perceived as flickering when viewed peripherally. If the CFF is
plotted against the number of stimulated retinal ganglion cells, the resulting function is linear across
all eccentricities [RR88].
Temporal Contrast Sensitivity
The critical flicker frequency has been introduced as the threshold frequency at which a periodically
flickering light is being perceived as constant. The CFF curve is valid for maximum contrast and large
size of the flicker stimulus only. In the following, temporal contrast sensitivity below the CFF and for
stimuli of varying contrast are briefly discussed.
As has been pointed out for the Ferry-Porter law, the CFF depends on the retinal illumination.
Figure 2.15 shows the estimated temporal sensitivity for different retinal illuminance values at photopic
levels with an achromatic flickering stimulus. In this chart, temporal frequency along the x-axis is
plotted against the modulation ratio of the flickering stimulus. The modulation ratio represents a
percentage deviation of the amplitude of the stimulus from its average value. An modulation ratio of
1 results in CFF values as before whereas lower values result in less pronounced flickering. Hence,
the higher the curves representing the threshold modulation ratio the higher temporal sensitivity for
a given adaptation level [AKLA11]. It can be seen that at low frequencies modulation sensitivity is
approximately equal for all adaptation levels. For higher flicker frequencies modulation sensitivity
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Fig. 2.15 Temporal contrast sensitivity function (CSF) for different retinal adaptation levels.
Each curve represents the threshold modulation ratio (percentage deviation of average value) of a
just detectable flicker stimulus for a given adaptation level (in Trolands) plotted against the flicker
frequency (in cycles per second, cps). Low levels of retinal illuminance result in a low-pass CSF
whereas higher levels reshape the CSF into a more band-pass curve. Image after Adler [AKLA11]
strongly depends on retinal illuminance values. Hence, highest sensitivity peaks at about 20 Hz only
for high adaptation levels.
As for many other attributes of the HVS, the temporal CSF shown in Fig. 2.15 does not show
the complete picture. Many other properties result in deviation from the shown CSF behavior. For
example, chromatic flickering stimuli result in more low-pass CSF curves that are cut-off at lower
temporal frequencies in comparison to achromatic stimuli [Kel61].
Interestingly, sensitivity is decreased if the flicker stimulus is presented on a background with large
contrast for photopic conditions due to rod-cone interactions. This effect is pronounced for the periph-
ery and for low temporal frequencies [CA84]. Hence, the HVS is most sensitive to temporal changes if
the average luminance of the flicker stimulus matches the background luminance [AKLA11]. Further,
the perceived brightness of a light as well as its perceived color can be altered by flickering. This effect
is called apparent brightness and has been recently exploited to improve perceived color saturation of
images beyond the display capabilities [MFN16]. Kelly et al. explored spatial contrast sensitivity in
combination with temporal contrast sensitivity. As a result, the spatiotemporal contrast sensitivity
function in [Kel61] provides modulation sensitivity values for a given pair of temporal and spatial
frequencies of a stimulus. However, the shape of the resulting surface is not completely understood.
Explaining these findings is still a topic of active research.
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Fig. 2.16 Optical flow pattern. (left) When an observer is approaching a target head-on, characteristic
radial flow patterns arise. There is almost no flow in the area of the target. The flow increases radially
with distance from the target. (right) The HVS constantly uses flow patterns to filter object motion
from self-motion. Image after Goldstein [Gol09]
Motion Processing and Optical Flow
The motion of an object in the visual field results in a change of its projection on the retina. The
HVS is extremely sensitive to motion. Even a small change at any place of the full visual field can
immediately grasp attention. This property of the HVS is critical for many daily tasks, e.g., obstacle
avoidance or driving. Interestingly, the minimum shift at which a movement can be detected is in
the range of Vernier acuity for photopic conditions (≈ 20 arc seconds, see Fig. 2.8) [Bas06]. This
minimum shift threshold anisotropically increases with eccentricity. As it has been observed for
isopters of visual acuity also motion perception decreases more quickly in the vertical direction
when compared to the horizontal direction. This increase can be approximated by magnification
theory [MN84].
Aubert and later Basler demonstrated that motion sensitivity not only depends on the extent of
the movement but also on the velocity. A moving dot was easier to detect when motion velocity
increased [Bas06]. Basler recognized that motion sensitivity also depends on the contrast. Hence,
very small motions are perceivable within a bright lighting situation but are imperceptible with less
lighting. The direction of the motion had no influence in the experiments.
Many effects of motion processing are explained by special neurons with directionally selective
receptive fields which have been found in the visual cortex (V1) [AKLA11]. The neurons are
especially sensitive to motion gradients. Therefore, an object moving relative to its background seems
to pop out of the environment. In addition, strong motion gradients are perceived for occluding and
revealing objects when the observer moves laterally (parallax). From this shift the HVS derives
valuable information about the relative distance of both objects and the distance from the observer
in the line of sight [Gol09]. The adaptation behavior of direction-selective neurons also explain the
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known motion aftereffect. After prolonged perception of a moving object the stationary environment
or slower-moving objects seem to be moving into the opposite direction. The velocity of objects is
often miscalculated in this situation [AKLA11].
To perceive an object as moving our HVS must filter the retinal motion produced by the object
from the retinal motion that is due to head and eye movements. The visual system also includes
information from the vestibular system for disentangling object motion from self-motion. This
complicated process makes use of an effect known as the optical flow.Optic flow is the whole-field
retinal image motion of the visual field produced by self-motion and object motion.
For example, as an observer moves forward, the light reflected by the environment and received
by his retinal receptors appears to flow past him in backward direction. Characteristically, the flow is
faster for objects close to the moving observer. The flow is zero towards for the point the observer
is moving (Fig. 2.16). The HVS exploits optical flow for a variety of tasks such as movement
correction, velocity estimation, depth perception and time-to-contact approximation.12 The concept
and effects of optical flow has been the subject of research in psychophysics and computer vision for
decades [LK80].
The optical flow can create the illusion of motion in case retinal object motion mimics characteris-
tic flow patterns and the result does not conflict with the vestibular system. For example, when sitting
in a departing train and looking outside it may feel for the observing person as if the world outside
begins to move instead of the slowly accelerating train. This is known as the aperture problem.
In Virtual Reality, contradictory signals from retinal motion and self-motion can result in an
uncomfortable psychophysical state known as motion sickness. This effect can only be avoided if
potentially contradictory signals are reduced to a minimum and, in addition, by reducing the lag time
(latency) between user movements and the system’s response [SC02].
2.4 Eye Motion
Our eyes are constantly in motion. Six external muscles allow precise and fast changes of the
horizontal and vertical orientation of the eye, independently from head orientation. The primary
goal of moving the eyes is to move the projection of the object of interest (OOI) onto both foveæ so
that the object is perceived with high detail. This mechanism allows exploration and scanning of
the environment, shifting attention from one object to another. In addition, the eye muscles allow
adjustment of the eye’s lens to set the OOI into focus. The performed eye movements are briefly
discussed in the following, namely saccades, the vestibular-ocular reflex, and smooth pursuit tracking.
Stabilization reflex during head movements During head movements, such as walking, the HVS
uses acceleration information from the vestibular system as well as information of the amount of
head rotation and retinal velocity information (optic flow) to keep the orientation of the eyes in
12Neurons that respond to optic flow patterns have been found in the medial superior temporal area (MST) [Gol09,
p.429]
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alignment with respect to the OOI. This vestibular-ocular reflex happens quickly with a latency of
7-15 milliseconds and is robust also for fast head movements [AKLA11].
Scanning the environment Humans constantly scan their environment sequentially. The most
important mechanisms in this context are saccades and fixations. Saccades denote the motion when
rapidly jumping from one object of interest to another one. Saccades can reach peak angular speeds
of up to 900°/s [FR84], resulting in a dramatic decline in visual sensitivity during saccades referred
to as saccadic suppression. Hence, during saccadic eye movements visual information cannot be
acquired [WDW99]. In contrast, fixations describe the state and duration in which visual information is
perceived while our gaze rests on an OOI. Fixation durations typically vary between 100 milliseconds
and 1.5 seconds [WDW99]. It is assumed that the duration of a fixation corresponds to the relative
importance and visual complexity of an area in the visual field. If more information needs to be
processed, fixations typically take longer. When viewing a typical natural scene, the HVS triggers
around 2–3 saccades per second [KFSW09] and the average fixation time is about 250 milliseconds.
The spacing between fixations is, on average, around 7◦ viewing angle. Maintaining fixations at
larger eccentricities (>30°) is uncomfortable and usually result in a head rotation towards the target,
followed by a fixation at lower, more comfortable eccentricity.
Object tracking The unconsciously triggered tracking reflex when a moving object attracts our
gaze is called smooth pursuit eye motion (SPEM). This eye motion enables the observer to track
slow-moving targets so that the object is fixated onto the fovea. Interestingly, small eye movements up
to 2.5 °/second have hardly any effect on visual acuity [AKLA11]. Researchers have found that the
peak velocity for smooth pursuit eye motion is around 100 °/second [WDW99]. However, the success
rate depends on the speed of the target and decreases significantly for angular velocities >30 °/second.
Compensatory Eye Motion While consciously fixating an object, the eye still performs tiny but
important movements known as tremor motion. This unconscious motion refreshes the retinal image.
Tests have shown that the perceived image fades away if tremor motion is inhibited [AKLA11].
Accommodation is the mechanical ability of the eye to change the shape of the lens so one can
focus at different distances. When the ciliary muscles at the front of the eye tighten, the curvature of
the lens and correspondingly its focusing power is increased. Accommodation describes the natural
counterpart of adjusting a camera lens so that an object in the scene is set into focus. Importantly, this
process happens unconsciously and without any effort in less than a second at photopic illumination
levels [Gol09]. In addition to previously discussed visual cues, such as occlusion and parallax,
accommodation is a strong clue of depth perception [HCOB10].
Vergence Motion This eye motion is coupled with the fixation process for binocular vision so that
both eyes’ gaze aims at the same point at a distance. Due to their positional difference both eyes
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Fig. 2.17 Accommodation in reality and wearing a VR headset. (left) Accommodation and conver-
gence are naturally both adjusted to the same distance. (right) In a VR headset static accommodation
to the fixed-distance display is in conflict with the vergence distance of the displayed virtual object
location.
receive the OOI from slightly different viewpoints. The difference of the per-eye gaze directions can
be quite large when looking at an object close-by. Vergence moves the point of intersection of both
gaze lines to the point of focus and allows humans to optimize the FOV overlap for a wide range
of distances (Fig. 2.17, left). From the pair of stereo images, the HVS derives depth information
resulting in three-dimensional perception in nature and in stereoscopic images.
Accommodation-Convergence Conflict In a VR headset the focus distance is fixed because the
optical elements are static. In this case natural accommodation is not possible. With stereoscopic
content this results in an accommodation-convergence conflict as the eyes converge to match the
depth of the displayed virtual scene while the HVS has to accommodate for the – probably completely
different – static focal distance (Fig. 2.17, right). As a consequence, over time this conflict can
contribute to visual discomfort, fatigue, nausea, eyestrain and compromised image quality known as
motion sickness [HGAB08].
2.5 Attentional Effects on Visual Perception
Why do we pay attention to certain areas of a scene but not to others? Do we have to directly look at
an object to perceive it? Some answers to these questions are given in this section.
When our gaze is shifted from one object to another, the HVS is doing more than just looking at it.
Attention is directed to specific attributes so that related features become more “clear and vivid” than
unattended ones [Gol09]. As an example, Carrasco et al. have shown that for two identical grating
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patterns contrast is perceived as being higher for the one to which the participant pays attention
to [CLR04]. Attention affects how we see and experience and how well we perform a visual task. In
a more practical situation, e.g. when waiting for a colleague at a café, we may pay attention to the
door (where he or she is likely to appear) and attention to black objects (because he or she often wears
black shirts). This is necessary since the limited processing power of the brain precludes evaluation of
every incoming signal from the retina and visual pathways [Gol09]. The influence of attention on
visual perception is known as the attentional spotlight. It is related to the foveal spotlight presented in
Sec. 2.3. Without attention the perceived environment is seen as if it was a blurred image. Attention
represents a spotlight that brings spatial locations into focus. Selective attention moves the attentional
spotlight around in the image. Consequently, objects within the attentional spotlight are processed
more accurately than unattended objects.
Directing gaze by eye movements, known as overt attention, is one important mechanism for
selective attention. However, experiments have shown that we can also pay attention to things that
are not directly in our central field of view, known as covert attention [Gol09]. In addition, we can
look directly at an object without paying attention to it known as inattentional blindness or cognitive
tunneling. Hence, visual attention and eye movement do not necessarily coincide or follow the same
patterns [TW01].
What determines what we pay attention to and where we fixate our gaze in a scene? Stimulus
salience refers to the visual “attractiveness” or importance of the environment. From a bottom-up
point of view, the detection of objects across the visual field is assumed to be subconscious and does
not depend on attention (pre-attentive processing) [WDW99]. According to this theory, the salience
of a stimulus is affected by low-level features such as color, orientation, brightness and contrast of
the stimulus. Researchers have successfully created bottom-up models to predict possible fixation
locations in images and videos with high probability [IKN98]. However, the bottom-up perspective is
neither sufficient for prediction of the actual sequence of fixations, known as the scan path, nor for
fixation duration since selective attention is not just based on low-level features [OTCH03, HBCM07].
Recent research has revealed that attention is primarily driven by cognitive factors such as the
observer’s task and knowledge about a scene [STNE15]. Tasks like driving or playing a game has a
strong influence on where we look and pay attention to. In a variety of experiments researchers have
shown that recognition of only briefly presented faces is exceptionally accurate even if the participants
have been forced to pay attention to other tasks [RMK07]. The same effect can be shown for a variety
of other familiar objects [Gol13]. As a result, visual attention may be seen as a two-stage process
beginning with a pre-attentive stage in which bottom-up features are quickly processed. The first
stage is followed by a focused attention stage which integrates top-down attributes that are processed
slower [Tre88].
Due to individual differences of how humans perceive a scene, and since emotion also can affect
attention in a number of ways, a comprehensive model for the effects of attention on visual perception
is still a topic of active research.
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2.6 Summary
This section summarizes the findings from psychophysical literature which may play a role in
perceptual models for computer graphics and gaze-contingent display algorithms.
The horizontal field of view (FOV) of humans is about 160° for monocular vision and 200° for
binocular vision. Vertically the FOV is about 135°.
With visual acuity of ≈ 1 arc minute (20/20 Snellen) highest spatial frequency is perceived
in the central foveal region. Resolving power decreases linearly with eccentricity. Very low
spatial frequencies (< 0.1 cpd) cannot be perceived at all.
Foveal vision is most sensitive to spatial detail and static contrast, whereas the periphery is
most sensitive to motion.
The temporal resolution of the HVS is limited by the critical flicker frequency (CFF) which
varies with retinal illuminance, color and eccentricity. The CFF is about 40 Hz in the foveal
region for normal photopic conditions and up to 70 Hz at 55◦ eccentricity.
The dynamic range of simultaneously perceivable luminance covers 6.5 f-stops (without adap-
tation) and 46.5 f-stops when considering adaptation over time.
Depth perception is based on disparity, vergence, accommodation (depth of field), parallax,
contrast, texture and size. On 3D displays, the vergence-accommodation conflict may evoke
visual discomfort and simulator sickness.
The range in which the eye is able to accommodate ranges from approx. 8cm to ∞ and degrades
with age.
Paying attention to a region of interest at eccentricities >30° triggers a combination of head and
eye movement so that the region is perceived at highest detail with the foveal region.
The HVS processes motion by evaluating optical flow patterns in combination with signals from
the vestibular system. Presenting an environment in a VR headset can cause motion sickness
over time if the resulting flow patterns do not match the vestibular signals [MS92, PCC92,
WHLP16].
The eye is constantly in motion, performing fixations and saccades in order to sequentially scan
the environment.
Smooth pursuit eye motion keeps the projection of moving objects on the fovea. Tracking
accuracy and perceived detail decreases with velocity of the tracked target.
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The distribution and connectivity of color-sensitive photoreceptors (cones) with higher-level
retinal cells and the visual cortex is subject-dependent, non-linear and complex. For many
different visual tasks the performance can be successfully approximated by linear functions.
Differences in visual performance across the visual field can often be compensated by scaling
the stimulus with projected eccentricity. The change in size can be described by an inverse
linear function, called M-scaling or cortical magnification. The scaling parameters vary among
visual functions.
To equalize performance across the visual field, scaling along non-spatial stimulus dimensions,
such as pattern contrast, is required along with size scaling [SRJ11].
Levi’s E2 value is a useful yardstick for comparing the performance of different visual
tasks [SRJ11].
Peripheral vision can be improved for many tasks by learning. Perceptual learning is typically
location-specific and affects basic visual functions, such as orientation discrimination, contrast
sensitivity and some types of acuity [SRJ11].
Recognition of scenes, objects and faces in peripheral vision does not generally follow predic-
tions from cortical size-scaling and acuity measures [SRJ11]. This may be due to mid-level
processes integrating local features into contours and other effects induced by attention. Addi-
tional scaling of non-spatial variables such as contrast may equalize performance [MR03].
Directing gaze is a strong hint for selective attention. Attention may amplify or attenuate
visibility of a stimulus.
Low-level features (brightness, contrast, etc.) increase saliency resulting in a higher probability
for directing attention to a certain region of interest. However, attention is influenced also by
cognitive features such as scene knowledge and the observers’s task.
Further Reading
This introduction only covers basic aspects of the Human Visual System. Excellent and detailed
information is provided in Refs. [AKLA11, TFCRS11, Gol09, Gol13, CW11, WDW99].
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The first part of this chapter summarizes strategies and available hardware in order to derive gaze
information of a person (Sec. 3.1). This is relevant since all methods proposed in this work aim at
gaze-contingency and, therefore, require knowledge about where the user is looking at. The second
part of the chapter presents a variety of gaze-contingent rendering applications (Sec. 3.2). The section
explains goals for each technique as well as respective state-of-the-art strategies.
3.1 Gaze Estimation
Gaze-contingent algorithms assume knowledge of the user’s viewing conditions. Some information
such as the fixation location on a display, the fixation duration and pupil dilation can be derived
accurately by devices that actively track one or both eyes. Alternatively, passive gaze estimation
strategies allow predicting gaze given the presented image or video without additional devices.
However, passive gaze estimation can usually provide only a set of possible fixation locations or
probabilities encoded in a saliency map. In addition, accuracy of gaze prediction depends on the
complexity of the used model which, in return, has significant impact on the runtime of the tracking
algorithm. Thus, gaze-contingent real-time applications usually require active gaze-tracking to be
successful whereas passive strategies are more applicable to tasks without runtime limitations. Since
algorithms in this dissertation cover real-time as well as offline applications, current solutions for both
principles are briefly described in this section.
3.1.1 Active Gaze Tracking
Gaze-contingent rendering approaches require knowledge of where on the screen the user is looking at
at any time. Depending on the application, gaze direction must be known with at least 1-2° accuracy
and updated of 50 Hz while end-to-end latency may not exceed 60 milliseconds [LW07]. In most
commercial eye tracking systems, small video cameras are mounted close to the eyes and record the
user’s eye balls. If the user is allowed to move the head, for example with a VR headset, the head
must be tracked in addition.
Although actively used in many areas for research and product analysis, eye tracking devices
are still emerging as a commodity technology [SMI16]. No current eye tracking product meets all
requirements, such as accurate, robust gaze tracking capabilities with low latency, small physical
dimension, low power consumption for mobile usage and low hardware costs [KHN16]. However,
hardware components constantly become smaller and more efficient, indicating that next-generation
eye-tracking technology will hopefully eliminate current limitations.
Measured Signals Depending on the type of eye tracker, the measured signal are the two rotation
angles of one eye (monocular tracking) or both eyes (binocular tracking) relative to the head. Usually
measured eye orientations are limited to rotations about the vertical (looking left or right) and
horizontal (looking up or down) axes. Torsion, occurring when the eye ball is rotated about the optical
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axis, has comparably low importance in most scenarios and is therefore mostly neglected. Some eye
trackers can additionally measure pupil dilation [Res16]. Assuming a calibrated system, the measured
eye rotations can be converted into the reference frame of the stimulus, e.g. the coordinate system of
the display.
Gaze Measurement Techniques Eye-tracking algorithms have a long history. Due to the challeng-
ing task of estimating the gaze at high frame rates, the methods are often optimized for specialized
setups which vary greatly in their design. A survey on eye tracking, including the employed eye
models, can be found in [Duc02], [HJ10], [LU13] and [CY13], while methods to evaluate eye-tracking
quality are presented in [HNM12] and [WMPH16]. Modern eye tracking systems can be categorized
into three basic groups with regard to their functionality:
Magnetic search coils. Systems based on magnetic search coils use contact lenses worn by the
observer. Oscillating magnetic fields induce a changing current in the magnetic search coils.
From the induced magnetic field the direction of the eyes is deduced.
Electrooculogram (EOG). This gaze tracking approach uses electrodes placed below or above
the eye. Starting from a neutral resting state of the eye, the measurable potential difference
between the electrodes during eye motion is converted to angular values [MHO08].
Video-oculography (VOG). This non-invasive technique is the most commonly used solution for
tracking the eyes due to their comfort for the user when compared to both previous solutions.
Spatial and temporal precision depend on multiple aspects of the tracking hardware. Stationary
solutions for a fixed head position can achieve very high spatial solution (<0.1◦) and sampling
rates of several hundreds Hertz to 1-2 kHz [Res16]. Mobile solutions are less precise due to
noise from observer movement and environment lighting as well as due to constraints of the
wearable camera hardware such as weight, physical size, temperature and cost. Recent mobile
cameras achieve performance levels sufficient for many gaze-contingent applications.
In the following, video-based techniques are described in greater detail. A taxonomy of the
different tracking algorithms is given in [TA13].
Tracking the Pupil-Corneal Reflection Most popular, non-intrusive approaches make use of a
distinct, bright pupil-corneal reflection which can be detected robustly (Fig. 3.1). An infrared
light source and camera are directed towards the user’s eye, and the captured images are used to
determine gaze direction by measuring the position the bright corneal reflection in relation to the dark
pupil [Duc07]. This Purkinje reflection of the cornea is the bright “glint” appearing in the recorded
infrared image (Fig. 3.1, right). The bright corneal glint remains stable due to the spherical shape of
the eye ball, whereas the pupil follows the gaze direction [MM13]. Under optimal conditions, such as
precise calibration and a clearly visible glint, gaze tracking exploiting the corneal reflection is able to
achieve optimal spatial resolution (mean error < 0.1°) [HJ10]. It is widely used for perceptual studies.
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cornea
infrared
light ray
pupil
later reflections
Fig. 3.1 Purkinje reflection. (left) The incoming infrared light is reflected off different parts of the
eye. The first and brightest reflection (Purkinje reflection, “glint”) from the outer surface of the corena
is commonly used for tracking and must be prominently visible from the tracking camera (right).
However, usage of the corneal reflection “in the wild” is difficult due to serious robustness issues. If
the corneal reflection is ambiguous due to additional optics, such as if the user wears contact lenses,
or if the reflection is physically occluded, e.g. by the frame or the tracking device, tracking is less
precise or even completely lost. With reflection-based systems, the main challenge is to deal with
ambiguous glints and reflections [KKS09, DBBS06], blinks [CE14], or noise [LWP05], especially
for wearable, near-eye devices [CE14, BJ11].
Feature-based Eye Tracking Feature-based methods do not extract a single peculiarity from the
image but use the complete input image to estimate the gaze. The basic feature-based gaze tracking
pipeline is as follows: First, the pupil contour is extracted from the camera frame. From the contour
the pupil center is derived and converted into screen coordinates using user-specific calibration data.
This approach is beneficial when the Purkinje reflection cannot be robustly detected, which may be
the case in a VR headset with complex optics. LED illumination in front of the lenses would result in
visible reflections from the lenses themselves, while a placement behind the lenses and close to the
eye has the drawback that glints will not be visible for the entire wide FOV. Similar to reflection-based
approaches, also feature-based eye tracking methods illuminate the eye using infrared light to enable
eye tracking without impairing the user’s viewing comfort.
An essential step for feature-based eye tracking is to robustly detect the pupil. The pupil forms the
darkest part of the eye if illuminated from an off-axis view, and the brightest part if illuminated from
a near-camera-axis view [HNM12]. Consequently, it is often well-separable from the surrounding iris.
Most techniques rely on edge or contour detection of the pupil, followed by ellipse fitting.
Several approaches build upon this idea, e.g., in form of multi-layer networks [BP94], Gaussian
processes [WBC06], or manifold learning [TKA02]. While being flexible and requiring only a
calibration step, these techniques are often computationally costly and less applicable for scenarios
where high tracking rates are required. Recent research enables faster (10-15 Hz), calibration-free
eye tracking on mobile devices with moderate accuracy [KKK+16]. Krafka et al. make use of a
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convolutional neural network which is trained using large image databases of eye regions. Other
systems include a pair of calibrated and synchronized cameras to triangulate the position of the eye in
space. Gaze direction is derived from features of the pupil and eye visible in both cameras. Due to the
calibration of the cameras, a two-camera system may work without user calibration, but at increased
hardware cost and size limitations.
In Chapter 6 a novel approach is presented that combines image features with an underlying
simulation model of the proposed HMD. The pupil is detected in the recorded views, and the gaze
direction is derived using a physical eye model.
Calibration Video-based eye tracking methods require an individual calibration phase of the
hardware for each user. For this task, traditionally, a defined grid of 3x3 or 4x4 markers is sequentially
presented to the user. The tracked eye is recorded during fixating each marker, resulting in a recorded
mapping from eye direction to screen position for the marker set. After the calibration procedure,
in-between eye rotations are interpolated so that a screen position can be derived for every possible
eye direction. A comprehensive guide to eye tracking calibration methods has been proposed by
Holmqvist and co-authors [HNA+11].
Importantly, the calibration is only valid if the transformation between the head and the eye tracker
does not change during tracking. Otherwise, the derived gaze direction drifts away from the correct
position on screen. Stationary eye trackers therefore usually use a chin rest to keep the observer’s head
in place for the duration of the experiment. Similarly, for head-mounted displays with eye-tracking
capabilities, any sliding movement of the HMD due to head motion during data acquisition will result
in erroneous data.
Potential drift and the time-consuming calibration process hamper deployment of gaze-contingent
applications. Just recently, researchers have begun to loosen calibration constraints to enable eye
tracking also for more general scenarios. Cazzato et al. derive pupil information and head pose at
the same time to enable gaze tracking while both the eye tracking camera and the tracked person
can move independently [CLD14]. The presented eye tracker in Chapter 6 simplifies marker-based
calibration to a single marker.
3.1.2 Passive Gaze Tracking and Gaze Prediction
When we look at a scene our scanning eye movements are not random. When observing a given image,
different people tend to look at similar points, in average [CW11]. Visual perception research has
discovered gaze patterns that are common for healthy adult humans, although differences exist between
cultural environments [CBN05] and gender [VCD09, SI10]. Humans are similarly attracted by faces
and objects that are located in the line of sight of such faces [Gol09]. Painters intuitively exploit the
appeal of faces. Analyzing scan paths using active eye tracking has revealed more similarities [CW11].
Many of the common gaze properties can be explained in an evolutionary content. Being attracted by
an item that features a certain attribute that is distinct in a group of items, e.g. the color of a fruit in
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an environment of a different color, increases efficiency when searching for food. Recognizing and
instantaneously looking at a moving predator lurking in the covert ensures survival.
Methods for passive gaze tracking and gaze prediction aim at modeling these findings and try to
estimate for a given image or video where people will look. Some algorithms try to also derive the
order of fixations to scan the presented visual stimuli [BI13]. The probability that a certain image
region is actually observed is usually encoded in a saliency map. Inspired by feature integration
theory [Tre88], the saliency map can be thought of as a summary of the conspicuities of all visual
stimuli.
In the past two decades the variety and quality of gaze prediction methods has increased dramati-
cally. A recent survey on visual attention modeling has been proposed by Borji et al. [BI13]. Most
models used in gaze prediction can be categorized into two groups, bottom-up models and top-down
models. In correspondence to the psychological literature, these models are either driven by basic
visual stimuli of the HVS, such as contrast, edges or boundaries (bottom-up), or they are driven by the
task and intention of the subject understanding the scene (top-down).
Bottom-up Prediction
From the bottom-up perspective, values in the saliency map are normalized center-surround differences
which are computed for individual stimulus features and added linearly. The model from Itti & Koch
is one of the first and most-cited computational methods following this idea and applicable to images
and videos [IKN98]. Being biologically inspired, the model measures local center-surround contrast
on different scales simulating the receptive fields of Ganglion cells in the retina and neurons in the
visual cortex. Images are first resampled into a multi-resolution representation. Each image is then
separated into an intensity channel and two color-opponent channels for red-green and blue-yellow
contrast, respectively. The intensity image is then filtered to obtain gradient orientation maps at four
orientations. For each feature, such as color, intensity and orientation, the difference of Gaussians is
evaluated on different scales of an image pyramid. Respectively, information across two resolution
levels is integrated into so-called feature maps. Finally, these feature maps are accumulated over all
resolutions and integrated into one common saliency map. The Itti & Koch model can be quickly
evaluated so that modern implementations allow estimating saliency in real-time.
One efficient implementation has been proposed by Longhurst et al. which runs on the GPU but
relies on computer-generated scenes. The approach extends the Itti model by evaluating also depth,
motion and habituation components [LDC06]. The additional model components are motivated by
the observation that objects closer to the observer are more salient. Habituation refers to the effect
that objects become familiar over time.
Mannan et al. observe increased saliency for regions of high edge density [MRW96] whereas
Parkurst & Niebur noticed that saliency increases with luminance contrast [PN03]. Harel et al. pro-
posed a graph-based framework that adapts the Itti & Koch model for combining low-level saliency
features [HKP07]. In contrast to previous top-down approaches, the authors observed that objects in
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Fig. 3.2 Bottom-up and Top-down Saliency. Given image (a) task bottom-up saliency us-
ing [HKP07] may predict fixations in a free-viewing task (b). Top-down prediction in a visual
search task for the teapot may result in (c).
the central part of the visual field seem to be more salient. Therefore, the model includes a center bias,
yielding better results than previous approaches.
Jansen et al. additionally model the influence of binocular disparity on saliency, related to other
visual cues resulting in perceived depth differences [JOK09]. The original model of Itti et al. gives
high value to edges of all frequencies. However, human vision is less sensitive to low-frequency
edges which is included into the saliency predictor of Murray et al. [MVOP11]. This approach uses
an inverse wavelet transform over center-surround output which elegantly includes scale into the
computation process. The model is initially trained by using eye fixation data and color appearance
measurements which reduces the number of free parameters and gives better results when compared
to many other bottom-up predictors.
Alternatively, visual saliency may directly be learned from large amounts of eye tracking
data [ZK13].
Top-down Prediction
Top-down methods model scene understanding due to the observation that humans are biased to object
features during performing a particular tasks [NI07]. Hence, top-down attention models commonly
introduce a visual feature bias with respect to known objects in the scene [MTT04]. The saliency
methods briefly summarized in this section derive scene knowledge from figure-background segmen-
tation [FWMG15], face detection [VJ04], person detection [FMR08], object detection [CHEK08]
or manually defined task-specific location bias [CCW03] (Fig. 3.2c). Top-down gaze prediction is
usually used in combination with bottom-up approaches in order to derive the overall salience of a
pixel resulting in higher prediction accuracy for task-based scenarios.
Itti and Koch propose a simple predictor which uses a weighted sum of the saliency of all feature
values [IK01]. The weights represent multiplicative gains for task-related features.
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Gaborski et al. try to learn the relationship between task and image. A neural network is fed
with color opponent images and task information [GVC03]. Similarly, Sundstedt et al. introduce an
importance map for task-relevant objects which is combined with a bottom-up saliency computation
step [SDL+05]. The authors used this model for selective rendering and performed a task-based
experiment. The task of the participants was to find and count all fire safety items in a given scene.
Interestingly, the group of tested people were not able to distinguish a high-fidelity rendering from
selective rendering results based on top-down features.
Walter & Koch introduce the proto-object map, derived from edge intensities of detected objects,
in order to model the top-down component [WK06]. Navalpakkam et al. explicitly take the effect
of distracting visual features into account. Therefore, the authors use knowledge about the scene
object to model the optimal top-down bias by modulating feature gains with respect visual search
tasks [NI07]. For example, if the task is to search for an upright green bottle, the method increases
saliency for the known object properties such as orientation and color in the specific case. Bottom-up
information about the salient object and distractor objects in the background is provided and used for
learning the optimal distribution of feature gains.
Cerf et al. examine gaze behavior for natural scenes [CHEK08]. First, a face detector is applied
to the image. The hybrid approach increases saliency values of a bottom-up saliency map for the
detected face locations, and yields good results.
Judd et al. follow the idea that saliency depends on task- and scene-dependent cues as well as
on bottom-up saliency cues. Therefore, the authors suggest to learn where people look directly from
eye tracking data. The authors use a data base of over a thousand natural images in an eye tracking
study with a free-viewing task to generate ground truth saliency data. From the images different
features are automatically collected including low-level (intensity, orientation), mid-level (vanishing
point, horizon line), and high-level features (face and object detection). A linear support vector
machine is then used for training the saliency model. In a proposed saliency benchmark the technique
outperforms previous approaches [JEDT09].
Han et al. compute top-down saliency in a probabilistic way from the given image. From every
patch of the image an “objectness” likelihood is derived by using a trained model. For training, a
large number of eye-fixation patches from an eye-tracking dataset are used [HHQ+13]. Frintrop et al.
combine the Itti & Koch with an object proposal generation framework [FWMG15]. Each detected
object segment is flood-filled with the respective local maximum from bottom-up saliency resulting in
a segment-based saliency map. With their work the authors show that in combination with a top-down
component, the bottom-up model by Itti & Koch is still competitive to other computationally more
complex methods.
Recently, deep convolutional networks trained on large image data sets have shown impressive
improvements for fixation prediction [VDC14, KTB14, KAB15]. In comparison to dedicated feature
detectors, trained networks are able to better model the influence of high-level features (faces, text)
and abstract features like popout. Kümmerer et al. reuse existing neural networks to decrease the
computational effort to create a network for saliency prediction [KTB14]. With the “Deep Fix”
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network Kruthiventi et al. introduced location-biased convolutional filters which enables the deep
network to learn location dependent patterns of fixations, such as the center bias observed by Judd et
al. [KAB15].
Fixation Location Prediction Quality
Attention models for passive gaze prediction – no matter which strategy the algorithm follows – do
not provide exact solutions. In terms of accuracy, fixations from saliency maps are not comparable to
active gaze tracking. However, knowing the approximate gaze location may provide a non-invasive
solution that is sufficient for some applications. The prediction accuracy for bottom-up saliency is
typically evaluated by a free-viewing task in which participants watch photographies and videos for
the very first time [JDT12]. However, there is some controversy about the role of bottom-up versus
top-down mechanisms in the context of gaze prediction [JDT12, VDC14, KWB14, BJD+15].
Perceptual experiments have observed how well bottom-up and top-down models can predict
fixation locations [JDT12]. Free-viewing experiments assume controlled conditions to be comparable
which is difficult to achieve since participants may be biased by cognitive load when performing the
tests. The influence of the task on bottom-up saliency prediction has been the focus of a variety of
studies. By performing eye-tracking experiments Cater et al. have shown that many low-level features
become irrelevant if they do not contribute to a certain task [CCW03]. The authors explain their
findings by the inattentional blindness effect [MR98] (cf. Sec. 2.5). As a result, salient regions can
fail to capture attention if they conflict with the viewer’s goals.
Sundstedt et al. observed that fixations and saccades are completely different for task-based tests in
comparison to free-viewing experiments [SC06]. The authors tested the quality of bottom-up saliency
(Itti & Koch [IKN98]) vs. task-based saliency (Navalpakkam & Itti [NI02]) used for region-of-interest
prediction in selective rendering. In the experiments 64 participants were either performing a task or
were freely viewing an animation. Confirming the results of previous work, eye movement should
correlate with the task map (top-down) when performing a task, or with the bottom-up saliency map
when freely exploring the scene. Indeed, with 80% of the fixations being located in a 4◦ area of the
task-map maxima, the top-down predictor achieved good accuracy. Without a task, participants were
guided more by low-level features and paid more attention to salient parts in the periphery. Sundstedt
et al. conclude that top-down saliency is a much better predictor if the task of the user is known.
Einhäuser et al. confirmed that for task-based scenarios, top-down mechanisms override low-level
features so that bottom-up saliency maps become irrelevant [ERK08]. The authors show that for
free-viewing conditions, bottom-up saliency methods robustly predict the first two or three fixation
locations for natural scenes. Bottom-up saliency models fail to correctly predict gaze for succeeding
locations as higher-level processes of image interpretation set in and, top-down methods achieve more
accurate results.
There exist stimuli that capture attention regardless of performed task, such as the sudden
appearance of an object which generally captures attention [KSR+03]. The involuntary transient shift
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from the previously attended object to the appearing object occurs even when the part of the scene is
uninformative or may impair task performance [CS02].
In several other studies the overall results have been confirmed also for natural scenes [GVC03,
SU07, STNE15]. Low-level saliency maps correlate with fixation locations for free-viewing tasks
but achieve low accuracy if the participant performs a task. In this case top-down features dominate
low-level features .
In a large-scale benchmark, Judd et al. measured average fixation locations of 39 participants for
a database of 300 natural images and tested ten different saliency detectors. The benchmark shows
that the predictors of Harel et al. and Judd et al. achieve good prediction accuracy for a larger number
of images. However, the benchmark tests indicate that there is no single method equally suitable for
all types of scenes and situations [JDT12]. Accuracy is significantly increased when combining the
results with an additional face detection step. The authors also tested gaze similarity with a varying
number of ground-truth data sets. As a result, gaze data from two observers already gives more
accurate results than the best-tested bottom-up gaze predictors. A gaze data set of 10 participants
already contains a large part of the whole ground truth data. Later benchmarks using different metrics
are provided by Vig et al. , Kümmerer et al. and Bylinskii et al. and show that for free-viewing tasks
saliency prediction based on convolutional networks learned from gaze-labeled natural images often
outperforms traditional “hand-crafted” saliency predictors [VDC14, KWB14, BJD+15].
Scan Path Prediction
Saliency prediction seldomly results in a single, distinct salient region. To estimate the sequence of
fixation locations of an observer is therefore a much harder problem and has largely been ignored for
a long time in saliency research [NSEH10]. Scene viewing models have primarily been designed to
predict potential fixation locations. One naïve approach for a given input video is to apply saliency
estimation for each video frame separately and to search for the highest saliency value per frame
(winner-take-all principle). The concatenation of maxima gives the scan path over time. However,
this strategy performs poorly in many situations. First, temporal stability is not modeled which ends
up in jumpy, unnatural gaze paths. Second, psychophysical experiments have revealed the inhibition
of return which also affects the resulting scan path. The inhibition of return explains why the eye
moves to all potentially interesting locations of the scene instead of fixating only on the most salient
region. Chua et al. have shown that cultural differences may result in significantly different scan
paths [CBN05]. In the tested photographs with a focal object on a complex background westerners
fixated more on focal objects whereas East Asians attended more to contextual information.
Approaches for scan path prediction have been developed for reading, photography viewing
and watching video. Commonly, the techniques mimick human scene viewing in terms of discrete
temporal phases with fixations when the point of regard is relatively still and saccades when the
eye switches gaze from one location to another. Fixation durations have been first modeled for
reading tasks. For scene viewing, selection prediction of the next fixation location turned out to
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be harder [NSEH10]. Henderson et al. confirm that scan paths generated by bottom-up saliency
maps do not well correlate to ground truth [HBCM07]. Recorded eye-tracking data in combination
with saliency and attention maps achieves much better results for predicting the scan path for scene
viewing and reading tasks [DCK13]. Nuthmann et al. significantly improved computational modeling
of fixation durations for scene viewing [NSEH10, NH12]. The authors present an algorithm to
automatically compute scan paths including gaze locations, fixation durations, and inhibition of return.
Fixation durations are modeled as continuous-time random walks. The achieved results correlate to
ground truth better than chance.
Dorr et al. present approaches for extracting the scan path from a given video using machine
learning on gaze data in combination with a perceptually inspired color space [BDK+06, DMGB10,
DVB12]. The comparison with ground truth data from eye tracking show that, depending on the
type of video, a high variability in scan paths can exist between subjects. The lowest variability has
been computed for professional-grade movies, due to gaze-guidance strategies of the movie director.
Many professional videos are being viewed in quite a predictable fashion and have a single and
well-determinable salient region attracting the attention of the viewer while remaining regions mainly
remain unattended [BMS02]. With respect to previous findings and studies on a large video dataset,
Dorr et al. hypothesize that bottom-up saliency values can aid in determining a set of potential saccade
targets. The actual saccade target is selected based on the history of previous saccades and on other
mechanisms (inhibition of return, task-specific bias, etc.) [DVB12].
Where, and in what order fixations take place remains a challenging problem, especially if no
ground truth gaze data is available. Robust, accurate and temporally stable scan path prediction
remains a topic of ongoing research [VDMB12, VDC14, HLSR14, NE15]. In the future, techniques
that account for both the where and when decisions will increase gaze prediction accuracy. In addition,
in comparison to work on image saliency there exists significantly less research on video saliency,
although motion and moving objects are known to be strong attractors of visual attention. Little
research has so far been invested into saliency prediction in the outer peripheral field of view, i.e. the
kind of visual stimuli that are able to elicit long-range saccades.
Further Reading
Detailed information on computational models of visual processing and eye tracking is provided in
Refs. [LM91, Ray92, Und98, VG07, Duc07, Gol09, CW11, HEKR14].
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3.2 Gaze-contingent Applications
The notion of gaze-contingent display devices dates back at least two decades. Due to the vast amount
of related work in the areas of perceptual graphics and gaze-contingent rendering, including diverse
topics such as gaze interaction, perceptual studies, attentive user interfaces and teleconferencing,
gaze animation, selective rendering for ray-tracing, view-dependent geometric level-of-detail, visual
equivalence for shading, video transmission bandwidth reduction, display resolution enhancement,
gaze guidance, gaze-contingent tone mapping and depth of field, this section focuses on the most
closely related work. In the following, some of the key contributions of each topic are briefly
presented. Excellent review articles on gaze-contingent techniques and applications include those
of Reingold [RLMS03], O’Sullivan [OHM+04], Duchowski [DCM04, DÇ07], Dietrich [DGY07],
Bartz et al. [BCFW08] and Masia et al. [MWDG13].
3.2.1 Perceptual Studies
Gaze-contingent displays balance the amount of rendered visual detail against the perceivable visual
detail over the FOV. Perceptual studies allow creation and validation of perceptual models required to
drive gaze-contingent algorithms [RLMS03].
Parkhurst and Niebur investigate how gaze-contingent level-of-detail rendering affects our ability
to detect and localize objects in visual search tasks [PLN00, PN04]. The authors propose a gaze-
contingent image rendering approach which blends two different resolutions of the image. Only the
foveal region is displayed at high resolution. In a perceptual study the authors evaluate performance
and fixation durations during a visual search task. Their experiments demonstrate that object detail
significantly influences the speed with which we are able to perform different tasks. By adjusting
level-of-detail parameters conservatively, task performance can be normalized. With a central high-
resolution area of 5°, task performance and fixation duration is close to the normal behavior at full
resolution over the entire FOV [GPN06].
McConkie and Loschky have investigated post-saccadic perception when sensitivity is greatly
reduced by saccadic suppression [LM00]. The study shows that displayed information cannot be
perceived until 6ms after a saccade. Perona et al. studied detection of animated objects in briefly
presented scenes. The authors found out that an animated object in a static environment can be
detected in less than 27ms [FFIKP07].
A real-time simulator of glaucoma and other ophthalmic degradations of the FOV has been
presented by Rayner et al. [RB79]. A related system by Perry and Geisler accepts conventional video
footage as input and filters it with a pre-defined low-pass kernel centered on the current gaze direction
at 60 frames per second (fps) [PG02]. Additional studies on glaucoma and macular degeneration
confirmed the suitability of gaze-contingent displays for simulating visual defects as long as latency
is low [RB79, FR99, MG09, VAS08].
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Dedicated measurements to determine acceptable latency for gaze-contingent displays have been
conducted in several studies [LW07, SRIR07, SW14, RJG+14]. The measured end-to-end latency
comprises the full gaze capture and rendering pipeline, starting with capturing the frame for eye-
tracking and ending with the reception of the photons emitted by the display and received by the
photoreceptors in the retina. The gaze-contingent display system of Santini et al. which renders at
200 Hz achieves an end-to-end latency of only 10ms with dedicated hardware [SRIR07]. Loschky
et al. observed that the display has to be refreshed after 5 ms to 60 ms after a saccade for an image
update to go undetected. The acceptable delay depends on the task of the application and the stimulus
size in terms of induced peripheral degradation. Beyond that time delay, detection likelihood rises
quickly [LM00, LW07].
In recent work, Mauderer et al. created a model for simultaneous contrast perception [MFN16].
The approach modulates the color of the scene in the periphery according to the gaze direction which
results in more saturated color perception. The authors plan to use the effect to create a new form of
high dynamic range images with increased perceivable gamut size [MFN16].
Recording and analyzing gaze data for modeling and training saliency algorithms is a non-trivial
task due to the spatially and temporally high-frequency nature of gaze data. Blaschek et al. provide an
excellent review of the latest and methods for visualizing gaze tracking data for perceptual studies
and gaze-based applications [BKR+14]. A testbed for gaze-contingent visualization techniques with
respect to contrast sensitivity, color degradation and depth of field has recently been provided by
Bektas and colleagues [BCKD15].
3.2.2 Attentive User Interfaces
Using gaze as an interaction metaphor is intuitive for search tasks but also turns out to be ambiguous
and error-prone when being used for selecting or triggering commands [Jac91]. Special graphical
user interfaces reduce ambiguities for gaze writing tasks but have not been able to reach interaction
bandwidths that are competitive to established input devices such as the keyboard [WRSD08, PT08,
MHL13]. Under normal conditions the eye is used to gain information about the environment but not
to trigger commands. However, different studies have shown the gain in task performance, if gaze is
combined with other modalities such as touch or head gestures [SD12, MHP12].
Another topic of attentive user interfaces is immersive video-conferencing. Vertegaal et al. devel-
oped the eyeCONTACT video-conferencing system which uses a camera array of three cameras to
provide a video stream showing the user parallax-free and with a central gaze direction to increase the
feeling of presence for the observer [VWSC03]. In another system, Chen and colleagues observe that
eye contact between different people is assumed a priori as long as the gaze direction approximates the
viewed person. The system by Chen et al. proposes design parameters for teleconferencing systems
to enhance presence by increasing the plausibility of interpersonal eye contact [Che02]. Similar
systems have been proposed by Fuchs et al. using a “sea of cameras” to enable depth and photometric
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computations. Their system renders multiple users in a single immersive virtual environment in
real-time [FBA+94].
Different systems also make use of real-time eye tracking to enable glasses-free autostereoscopic
displays [AHEF02, Lee09, BHSS15].
3.2.3 Avatar Animation
Various studies have shown that animating the eyes and gaze of virtual avatars increases induced
immersion in VR and gaming applications [GSV+03, MR06, SWM+08]. In VR headsets, real-time
gaze animation can be achieved by video-based eye tracking [SMI16] or by electrooculography
(EOG) [MHO08]. EOG-based HMDs have the advantage that they do not reduce the available FOV
but they provide less accurate tracking results.
High-fidelity facial animation is usually captured with complex hardware such as a light stage or
a head-mounted facial capture system [AFB+13, JFY+11]. For digital doubles the captured surface
is mostly manually rigged and rendered offline [AFB+13]. A novel approach by Bermano and
colleagues enables a temporally coherent reconstruction of the detailed eyelid geometry and skin
wrinkles [BBK+15].
Just recently, optimized algorithms using RGB(-D) camera data as input allow capturing a
face and controlling a completely different avatar by performance-based facial animation in real-
time [WBLP11, CWLZ13], or even transfering the captured facial movements to an actor in a
video [TZS+16].
With current VR headsets, the face is largely covered by the HMD so that traditional face capture
methods are not applicable. Instead, Li et al. use strain sensors attached to the HMD and a depth
sensor to capture the mouth region in order to reconstruct facial expressions in real time [LTO+15].
Epic Games built a pipeline to capture the full body of an actor, including facial expressions
and gaze, to transfer the performance onto a virtual human including realistic rendering, all in real-
time [Gam16]. However, the complexity of the required hardware and capture pipeline does not allow
to use these techniques in other fields beyond professional movie or game production.
Another novel direction of research for primarily gaze-based avatar animation is autonomous
perception of virtual humans. Neog et al. simulate visual perception by generating saliency maps
from the viewpoint of the avatar [NCRP16]. The gaze direction of the avatar is controlled by the most
salient region. In addition, high-level attributes control the expression of the eye region of the avatar,
e.g. anger or surprise, as has been shown for “Digital Emily” watching a hockey game [NCRP16].
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3.2.4 Selective Rendering
Display algorithms for selective rendering save rendering cost in perceptually less important regions
of the image. As early as 1990, Levoy and Whittaker proposed a gaze-contingent approach to
render volume data sets according to view direction [LW90]. Motivated by limited memory and
computational resources, a ray tracer was described whose local ray density varies depending on the
angle between volume region and gaze direction, while an eye tracker continuously measures gaze
direction in real-time.
Selective rendering is commonly used in ray tracing to steer the number of samples per pixels
or recursion depth [FPSG96, SDL+05, LDC06, HCS10]. A common goal of selective rendering
is to obtain an image that is perceptually indistinguishable from a fully converged but computa-
tionally expensive rendering solution. Myszkowski and colleagues use the perceptually motivated
Visual Difference Predictor as an image metric to selectively stop rendering of a Monte Carlo path
tracer [Mys98, HMYS01]. In another approach, Farrugia et al. make use of a perceptually-inspired
metric based on eye adaptation for a progressive rendering method to stop early-exit global illumina-
tion computation [FP04].
Modern selective rendering methods target high-fidelity, offline rendering. The perceptual impor-
tance of the final image is usually approximated by saliency extracted from previews rendered at lower
quality [YPG01, CCW03, SDL+05, CDdS06, HCS10, GDS14, Har16]. The initial image estimate
requires at least one sample per pixel [YPG01, CCW03]. To decrease creation times, Longhurst et
al. present a faster approach by computing the preview frame via rasterization. The preview is then
used to extract saliency including different visual cues such as edges, intensity, motion, depth, color
contrast and scene habituation [LDC06].
For selective rendering, the generated saliency map is used to steer the number of samples
distributed across each pixel of the image. Saliency is created by established strategies that are
based on low-level features and on object properties, which are known for rendered scenes. Cater
et al. present a purely task-based approach for selective rendering [CCW03]. In this approach
objects are annotated to define which objects are relevant for a certain task. The object importance is
assigned to each object resulting in a rendered task map which is then used for steering rendering
quality. The authors performed a perceptual study using eye tracking to validate their approach.
Chalmers et al. investigate several ideas, such as importance-based sampling for on-screen distractors,
e.g., sound-emitting objects, or sorting of effects, to compute the visually most important paths first
and postponing less important reflections or global illumination [CDdS06]. Hasic and colleagues
show the importance of visual tasks and motion for selective rendering because both attract the
viewer’s attention [HCS10]. In addition, Yee et al. take motion sensitivity of the HVS into account
and increase saliency accordingly for moving objects [YPG01].
Perceptual models for selective rendering are capable of simulating several properties of the
HVS but are often too costly for real-time rendering [FPSG96]. In addition, highest quality image
quality is currently achieved by offline ray-tracing only. However, hardware-accelerated ray-tracing
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systems can achieve interactive rates, depending on the scene complexity [PKC15]. Recently, Fujita
et al. presented a real-time ray tracing system for VR headsets. The authors exploit the perceived blur
in the periphery due to the distortion of the HMD optics to reduce the number of traced samples in the
non-central parts of the screen to increase rendering speed [FH14].
3.2.5 Gaze-contingent Level-of-Detail
Researchers use perceptual models also to reduce the number of polygons in areas of lower acu-
ity, making view-dependent geometric level of detail (LOD) another example for gaze-contingent
rendering [OYT96, Hop98, HSH10].
In their 1996 paper, Ohshima and collaborators employ gaze-aware LOD rendering in order to
interact with multiple objects in a virtual environment [OYT96]. Besides angular distance from
gaze direction, the authors take additional perceptual clues from kinetic and binocular vision into
account to adapt the rendered level of detail to what can and cannot be perceived. In contrast,
Luebke et al. simplify 3D geometry meshes directly in accordance with gaze [LH01]. To remain
visually imperceptible, the degree of mesh simplification is controlled by a perceptual model and eye
tracking data. Along similar lines, Murphy and Duchowski propose a non-isotropic LOD rendering
approach using eye tracking for geometry meshes based on a user study-derived 3D spatial degradation
function [MD01].
Gaze-contingent LOD has proved especially beneficial for visualizing highly tessellated terrains to
reduce geometric detail not visible to the user [SLL+14, Red01]. The approach of Reddy et al. drives
the LOD for terrain meshes based on an image frequency analysis [Red01]. This analysis is derived
from perceptual observations and is applicable to images rendered from different viewpoints and with
different LODs. Instead of discrete LODs, the approach of Williams et al. performs adaptive mesh
simplification [WLC+03]. This method evaluates local simplification operations using a contrast
sensitivity model based on visible silhouettes, highlights and pre-processed static textures.
Parkhurst and Niebur measure visual search times to find the optimal peripheral geometric LOD
reduction. The derived model includes an eccentricity-based acuity fall-off and pixel velocity during
during navigation [PN04]. The results are confirmed in a study by Duchowski et al. [DBS+09]. In
contrast to the work by Parkust et al. , the latter study varies image quality with respect to perceivable
colors across the visual field. The results imply that color detail cannot be reduced as readily as
geometric or pixel detail [DBS+09]
Sundstedt et al. selectively render task-relevant objects and other salient features in high qual-
ity and reduce rendering quality for the remaining parts. In a visual search task the tested people
were not able to distinguish high-fidelity rendering from selective rendering results. The experi-
ments impressively demonstrate the suitability of perceptual rendering if selective attention can be
predicted [SDL+05, SC06].
The mentioned geometric techniques drastically reduce the workload for geometry processing. At
the time of publication the techniques resulted in speed-up factors of one or two orders of magnitude
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due to the limited rasterization performance of the available graphics hardware. However, in modern
rasterization shading time has become the major bottleneck [HGF14]. Hence, besides geometry
reduction, adaptation of the shading quality is another important point of consideration for gaze-
contingent rendering.
3.2.6 Gaze-contingent Shading
In current pipelines for real-time rendering, shading is often more expensive than the geometry
pass [VST+14, HGF14]. Multi-rate and multi-resolution shading are novel strategies in real-time
applications that enable adaptation of shading complexity to scene content.
Early works in gaze-contingent multi-resolution rendering primarily analyzed the detectability
and influence of the quality degradation on visual performance [PP99, PLN00, NNB+04, DBMB06].
However, these approaches have not brought a boost in rendering performance.
Foveated 3D graphics (F3D) simulates acuity fall-off by rendering three nested layers of increasing
angular diameter and decreasing resolution around gaze direction [GFD+12]. These are then blended
into the final image. F3D achieves impressive shading cost reductions but also introduces overhead
by repeating rasterization for each nested layer. Nvidia recently proposed a multi-resolution shading
approach by drawing different resolutions within a single pass on their newest GPU hardware [NCR15].
The approach exploits the inevitable image distortion in HMD setups and draws the image at different
resolutions, subdivided into a fixed 3×3 grid. The reduced resolution saves between 20% to 50%
of pixel shading cost and can perform even better if combined with F3D. However, single-pass,
multi-resolution rendering requires special multi-projection GPU functionality.
The idea of adaptive Multi-rate shading (MRS) is to distribute more shading samples near object
silhouettes, shadow edges, and regions of specular highlights. In blurred regions, induced by motion
blur or depth-of-field, shading samples are distributed more sparsely [HGF14]. The approach achieves
impressive savings in terms of shaded fragments (50% to 80%) without reducing perceived render
quality. Efficient implementation of this approach requires an extension of the graphics pipeline and
is currently not feasible on commodity graphics hardware.
Coarse pixel shading (CPS) enables different shading resolution levels by executing shaders
at three varying rates: per pixel group, per pixel, and per sample [VST+14]. Results within a
software renderer show shading savings comparable to MRS and applicability to foveated rendering.
Vaidyanathan et al. tested their approach for foveated rendering using a simplified acuity model.
Assuming static gaze and a constant radial acuity function, shading is computed at full-resolution in
the foveal region and at a lower rate outside towards the periphery.
In a practical implementation of foveated rendering using the Source EngineTM, the Valve
Corporation recently presented a 10-15 % boost in rendering performance [Vla16].
Swaffort et al. provide an image metric for perceptual foveated rendering quality [SCM15,
SIGK+16]. The metric extends the HDR-VDP2 predictor [MKRH11] by measuring peripheral vision
degradation. In the novel metric, contrast sensitivity function decreases with visual eccentricity
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based on the tuned cortical magnification factor (CMF, Chapter 2.3). The study proposes different
sets of parameters for multi-resolution (foveated) rendering and multiple established shading effects.
Optimized parameters are derived from a perceptual study and allow tuning the CMF for the foveated
image quality metric.
3.2.7 Accommodation Simulation
In an environment with objects at different depth accommodation of the eye adjusts the focal distance
to the point of regard (POR). Objects projected onto the area of the fovea are perceived clearly.
Other objects appear increasingly blurry with depth from the focal distance [AKLA11]. In a typical
gaze-contingent display, the user perceives a sharp image everywhere because the eye accommodates
to the distance of the screen. However, a rendered 3D scene or a 3D movie usually contains objects at
different virtual distances. Perception of the depth at the POR and at the same time accommodation
to the (probably different) screen distance results in the accommodation-vergence conflict (AVC,
compare Fig 2.17). This discrepancy increases visual discomfort, fatigue, and can even cause motion
sickness [HGAB08]. Studies have shown that gaze-contingently rendered defocus, also known as
depth-of-field (DoF), may reduce some negative side-effects of AVC [VAF16]. However, due to the
increase in blurriness of the resulting image, some subjects also dislike the feature and rate image
quality as being lower compared to an image without gaze-contingent DOF [DHG+14, VAF16].
Alternative approaches are discussed in the survey paper by Kramida et al. [Kra16] including
hardware supporting natural accommodation such as auto-refracting lenses [LHH+09, LHC10] and
multi-focal displays [NAB+15, HLW15], or tuning the disparity of all scene content so that the virtual
distance of the POR is shifted into the focal distance of the screen [TDM+14, KDM+16].
Excellent surveys on DOF rendering methods are provided by Demers et al. [Dem04], Barsky et
al. [BK08] and McIntosh et al. [MRD12]. Studies on gaze-contingent DOF rendering are available
from Hillaire et al. [HLCC08], Mantiuk et al. [MBT11, MBM13], Mauderer et al. [MCNV14],
Vinnikov et al. [VAF16] and Kramida et al. [Kra16].
In a first experiment on dynamic depth-of-field (DOF), Hillaire et al. test the effect for first person
shooters [HLCC08]. The authors did not use real-time gaze tracking. Instead, the amount of DOF
blur was derived from the circle of confusion (CoC) per-pixel based on the focus plane. The focal
plane was estimated for an assumed salient, central area of the screen. Accommodation over time was
simulated by temporal filtering of the focal distance. Half of the participants favored activating DOF
rendering for gaming. Importantly, the rendered DOF effect did not decrease game performance.
Mantiuk et al. investigated gaze-point dependent DOF using eye tracking [MBT11, MBM13]. In
the study, participants mostly reported a more natural feeling when using the gaze-contingent blur
effect. However, the success of DOF rendering strongly depends on tracking accuracy [MBT11]. To
improve tracking accuracy and stability for DOF rendering, the authors measured smooth pursuit
eye movement and mapped the path onto estimated object motions in the scene. The object tracking
approach resulted in a more successful DOF rendering in comparison to [MBT11].
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The study of Mauderer et al. confirms previous findings with respect to perceived realism [MCNV14].
In addition, DOF rendering also results in better discrimination of object ordering. The effect can
improve relative depth estimation. However, the accuracy of distance prediction is limited. The results
of previous studies have been confirmed and extended in elaborate experiments by Vinnikov and
colleagues [VAF16].
3.2.8 Dynamic Tone Mapping
Tone mapping is the process necessary to approximate the appearance of high-dynamic-range images
on low-dynamic-range display devices or prints. A great deal of work has been done on tone mapping
operators (TMO) for image and video processing. According to the categorization proposed by
Eilertsen et al. [EUWM13], tone mapping operators aim to achieve different goals. Visual System
Simulators (VSS) simulate limitations and properties of the HVS and try to derive a perceptually
accurate reproduction of the captured or rendered scene. Scene Reproduction Operators (SRP) create
the most perceptually faithful reproduction of color, contrast and sharpness, whereas Best Subjective
Quality (BSQ) operators create the most preferred version with respect to subjective preferences or
artistic goals. In the following, the most influential, perceptually-motivated VSS operators are briefly
described. Detail information can be found in the survey papers by Eilertsen et al. and Fairchild on
recent tone mapping operators [EUWM13, Fai15].
The TMO presented by Ferwerda et al. globally simulates eye adaptation over time and modulates
visual acuity and color perception accordingly [FPSG96]. The model is tuned by psychophysical
measurements. Pattanaik et al. uses exponential smoothing filtering for global temporal adaptation
simulation, whereas different models are used for simulating cone and rod response [PTYG00]. Like
Ferwerda et al. , Pattanaik et al. also use psychophysical measurements for calibration.
Ledda et al. propose a simple physiological model of eye adaption that approximates the local
photoreceptor response with a temporally adjustable sigmoid curve. The time-dependent parameter
is computed with respect to the characteristics of rods and cones, which results in a simulation of
photopic, scotopic and mesopic vision conditions as well as receptor bleaching, and regeneration. .
The luminance difference between succeeding frames determines the adaptation rate [LSC04].
Krawczyk et al. model temporal adaption using an exponential decay function [KMS05]. In
addition, local contrast and optical aberrations are calculated by taking pupil size into account,
resulting in naturally-looking scenes.
Benoit et al. present the Retina model TMO including a local, biologically-inspired retina
model which enables spatiotemporal filtering with local cellular interactions and temporal stabil-
ity [BAHLC09].
Mantiuk et al. propose the first real-time gaze-dependent tone mapping operator (GDTMO) by
including eye tracking into the rendering pipeline [MM13]. The operator simulates eye adaptation
based on fixation location. Temporal eye adaptation is controlled by the luminance of the gaze point
area.
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Recently, a complex GDTMO has been proposed by Jacobs et al. [EJGAC+15]. The operator
simulates gaze-dependent global adaptation over time as well as a variety of secondary perception
effects such as bleaching afterimages, mesopic hue shift, and desaturation under very dark and very
bright illuminance conditions.
For evaluating the perceptual quality and fidelity of tone-mapped images and videos, image
metrics inspired by perception such as the Structured Similarity Index (SSIM) or the High-dynamic
Range Image Visual Difference Predictor (HDR-VDP) can be used [WBSS04, MDMS05, MKRH11].
The HDR-VDP is a metric that makes use of the described CSF variation to describe the perceived
difference of two input HDR images. The HDR-VDP can be used for testing the perception of image
compression distortions or the visibility of visual features. The predictor assumes local adaptation
to luminance levels of a scene and filters the images using a normalized version of the CSF. The
optical properties of the eye are also taken into account for the adaptation-dependent optical transfer
function (OTF). After filtering both input images, the predictor splits the images into spatial and
orientational channels. The sum of differences for all channels results in a final visual difference
map. Tsai et al. introduce a foveated image quality metric that uses saliency maps [TL14]. The metric
performs different measurements with respect to visual eccentricity. The foveal region adopts more
strict quality assessment criteria than the peripheral image parts.
3.2.9 Gaze Guidance
Under normal circumstances attention is guided by visual features and the task of the user, which is
exploited for passive gaze prediction. Strategies for gaze guidance are aiming for steering attention to
a specified target location which can significantly differ from the natural fixation location. Therefore,
gaze guidance requires altering the visible scene content.
Kosara et al. introduce the semantic depth-of-field for guidance based on the observation that gaze
is attracted by high frequencies [KMH+02]. With this approach the target location is shown at high
detail whereas non-salient parts are increasingly blurred towards the periphery.
Cole et al. and DeCarlo et al. both make use of stylized rendering algorithms for gaze guidance
in images [DS02a, CDF+06]. In the first approach the target location is rendered with higher spatial
detail than the non-salient image parts. The amount of detail is controlled by a perceptual model based
on the contrast sensitivity function [DS02a]. Equivalently, in the second approach only the target gaze
location is rendered at full quality. However, the remaining parts of the image are desaturated, blurred
and faded out which reduces contrast in those parts [CDF+06].
Barth et al. enable gaze guidance for videos by augmenting the video with small bright red dots
appearing at the target location [BDB+06]. The authors exploit the fact that sudden object onsets in
the periphery attract attention. In 40% of the trials the appearing dots induce saccades towards the
target. The stimulus was removed before the saccade was finished.
McNamara and Bailey introduced a more subtle, yet effective gaze guidance strategy [MBG08,
BMSG09]. The authors apply image space modulations in the luminance channel to guide a viewer’s
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gaze through a scene without interrupting their visual experience. The principle has been successfully
applied to increase search task performance as well as to direct gaze in narrative art [MBS+12].
Hence, the technique may support understanding of a painting in a gallery or a related use case but
may also be useful for gaze guidance in simulators and training, pervasive advertising or perceptually
adaptive rendering [BMSG09].
Pomarjanschiab and coauthors introduce gaze guidance in an automotive context [PDBB13]. An
LED array was integrated into the interior of a car that enables an artificial moving light. In specified,
potentially dangerous situations, such as driving off the street light of the LED array captures attention
of the driver to guide the gaze back to the correct driving direction.
3.2.10 Perceptual Resolution Enhancement
Displaying high-resolution images on a low-resolution display is a sampling problem (Figure 3.3).
For reconstruction, the high-resolution image is convolved with a spatial reconstruction filter for every
output pixel. Well-known examples are the cubic splines derived by Mitchell and Netravali [MN88]
and the Lanczos filter [Duc79]. In contrast, approaches for perceptual resolution enhancement rely
on actively adapting spatial and temporal signal integration to go beyond physical pixel resolution.
Hara and Shiramatsu [HS00] inspected the influence of special pixel-color mosaics when moving
an image at a specific velocity across the display but could not observe any improvement for the
standard RGB layout. Similarly, subpixel rendering exploits knowledge about the arrangement of
RGB color filters on a grid of photosensors for optimal filtering [Pla00] or masking defective subpixels
[MK06]. The perceptual approaches by Didyk et al. [DER+10a] and Templin et al. [TDR+11] both
take the HVS’s smooth pursuit eye movement into account to display subimages at high refresh
rates. The temporal integration in the human eye provides perceptually enhanced resolution. A
similar approach is taken by Basu and Baudisch [BB09] who propose to move the image along a
small circular path. However, circular motion has proven non-optimal [TDR+11]. While Didyk et
al. [DER+10a] demonstrated the applicability of their approach only for linear motion, Templin et
al. [TDR+11] transformed the image filtering into an optimization problem which is applicable to
animated sequences.
Berthouzoz et al. [BF12a] combine apparent display resolution enhancement with super-resolution.
A display-specific time-averaged point spread function is derived and used in the optimization process.
Whereby the resolution enhancement method in [BF12a] yields comparable quality to [TDR+11],
super-resolution enables enhancing the perceived spatial resolution of videos that already feature the
display resolution [BF12a].
The achieveable quality enhancement of the mentioned techniques is affected by the apparent
motion of the video content derived from the optical flow between the displayed frames. Recently,
Wang et al. enable apparent resolution enhancement for near-eye light field displays for scenes that
are ray-traced in real-time [WDZW15].
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continuous signal sampled signal reconstructed signal
reconstructionsampling
Fig. 3.3 (left) A continuous signal is sampled (center). The original signal can be reconstructed (right)
if the sampling rate is sufficiently high according to the Nyquist-Shannon theorem [Sha49].
Berthouzoz and Fattal [BF12b] exploit the temporal summation effect of the eye to achieve
resolution enhancement by small-amplitude vibrations of the display, synchronized with the screen
refresh cycles. Damera-Venkata and Chang [DVC09] combine multiple display samples via the
superimposition of image subframes from multiple projectors. This display supersampling can be
optimized for antialiased and perceived super-resolution images. “Wobulated” projection use an
opto-mechanical image shifter to slightly shift subimages for this purpose [AU05]. Unfortunately,
these approaches require very specialized or calibrated hardware and are not directly applicable to
off-the-shelf devices.
3.2.11 Gaze-contingent Video Filtering
Knowledge of where users will look can be beneficial, e.g., for video compression [DI03, HNA+11].
Foveated video algorithms have been proposed to deliver high-quality video at reduced bit rates
by matching the compression rate to the acuity of the HVS. Geisler and colleagues propose low-
bandwidth video communications based on real-time gaze data [GP98, GP99]. The approach uses
a simple coding and decoding scheme based on an image pyramid which is generated from high-
resolution video. Later, the authors extended the algorithm to compare video perception for people
with normal vision and for patients with macular degeneration [PG02]. The authors used resolution
maps to create videos in real time at variable resolutions across the visual field according to a given
resolution function.
Lee et al. propose a rate control scheme for a foveated MPEG/H.263 video codec that is suitable
for fast video rendering and for a given target bit rate [LPB98, LPB01]. An extension to passive gaze
tracking is the multi-foveated MPEG compression scheme proposed by Dhavale et al. [DI03]. The
approach uses saliency maps that combines bottom-up and top-down saliency features. Nikolov et
al. make use of LODs derived from mip maps for generating bi-resolution and multi-resolution videos
in real time [NNB+04].
Dorr et al. investigates the detection threshold of a gaze-contingent spatiotemporal filtering
effect which removes frequencies from the video until the observer is able to detect visual differ-
ences [BDMB06]. The study confirms that the amount of spatiotemporal blurring that can be applied
without being detected increases with eccentricity. The results also show that gaze-contingent tem-
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poral filtering has an effect on the length of saccades which are shorter for the filtered videos. In a
second study the authors test the algorithm with an eye-tracking head-mounted display [DBMB06].
Their video see-through HMD includes a pair of front cameras. The system performs gaze-contingent
video manipulations on the visual input in real-time.
Ryoo et al. present a video streaming pipeline to save transmission bandwidth and processing
ressources by downscaling a presented video in the peripheral area [RYS+16].
For quality assessment of foveated videos Wang et al. propose the foveated wavelet image quality
index (FWQI) which models an eccentricity-based contrast sensitivity function [WBLK01]. Lee
et al. introduce the foveal signal-to-noise ratio (FSNR) as an objective quality criterion to measure
foveated image/video quality against compression gain [LPB02]. Rimac et al. introduce the foveated
mean squared error (FMSE) which includes peripheral acuity reduction and motion dependency of
the acuity function [RDVŽ10].
Further Reading
More information on gaze-contingent displays, perceptual rendering strategies and acceleration
techniques is provided in Refs. [Lue03, RWPD10, DGY07, Tin14, HVDFF14, BS14].
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4 Apparent Display Resolution Enhancement for Arbitrary Videos
Display resolution is frequently exceeded by available image resolution. Recently, apparent display
resolution enhancement techniques (ADRE) have demonstrated how characteristics of the human
visual system can be exploited to provide super-resolution on high refresh rate displays [DER+10a,
TDR+11]. This chapter adresses the problem of generalizing the apparent display resolution enhance-
ment technique to conventional videos of arbitrary content. A novel optimization-based approach is
derived to continuously translate video frames in such a way that the added motion enables apparent
resolution enhancement for the salient image region. The optimization takes the optimal velocity,
smoothness and similarity into account to compute an appropriate trajectory. In addition, an intuitive
user interface is provided which allows one to guide the algorithm interactively and to preserve certain
artistic camera motions. The approach is evaluated in a perceptual study. The results verify high
apparent rendering quality and demonstrate the versatility of the proposed method for a variety of test
scenes.
4.1 Introduction
Modern cameras and rendering hardware are able to produce highly detailed images. Sophisticated
tone and gamut mapping algorithms adapt them to available display capabilities. Even though
hardware constantly evolves, limitations in color, luminance, and spatial resolution constrain the range
of reproducible images on various devices. Latest advancements such as apparent image contrast
[PSL99] or apparent brightness [YIMS08] have shown that it is possible to go beyond the physical
limitations of display devices by exploiting characteristics of the human visual system (HVS).
This work addresses the problem of apparent spatial resolution enhancement. High-definition
TVs and projectors have become ubiquitous, but the resolution of current digital cameras and cinema
movies is still up to one order of magnitude higher than what these displays can currently show. The
necessary downsampling procedure results in the loss of fine details, such as fur, hair or general
high-frequency image features. On the other hand, the refresh rate of commodity TVs and projectors
increases more and more and 120 Hz TVs are available today. With active-matrix organic light-
emitting diode (AMOLED) technology even higher refresh rates (> 1000Hz) can be achieved and
will be available in the near future. The challenge is how to provide a better viewing experience given
available high-resolution image data and limited display resolution.
It has been shown by Didyk et al. that the integration on the retina of moving high frame-rate,
low-resolution subimages results in an increased perceived resolution, if displayed above the critical
flicker frequency (see Chapter 2.3) [DER+10a].The necessary smooth pursuit eye movement (SPEM,
see Chapter 2.4) is induced by artificially moving the static image at constant velocity. Templin
et al. have shown that a similar effect can be achieved by exploiting the natural movement in high
frame-rate videos [TDR+11]. Berthouzoz et al. additionally integrate a super-resolution technique
into the optimization process to achieve resolution enhancement in comparable quality also for input
videos that are recorded with display resolution [BF12a].
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The apparent display resolution enhancement (ADRE) technique is affected by several aspects:
first, to perceive high contrast, high refresh rates are necessary [KL07]. Second, for best perceived
spatial resolution, the movement of the displayed video needs to be along one of the four diagonals
and at a specific velocity [DER+10a]. The more the movement differs from these requirements the
less pronounced the effect will be.
The approach described in this chapter extends the work of Didyk et al. [DER+10a] and Templin
et al. [TDR+11] in several important aspects (Fig. 4.1). It is shown how slight changes to a standard
high-resolution, low frame-rate video can support ADRE to perceive a higher resolution. A stronger
diagonal movement is enforced at the required speed by computing the flow of the most salient regions
in the video and by shifting the video content along an optimized trajectory. Specific attention is paid
to subtle and smooth changes to incorporate original movements in the video. The optimization is
based on an energy minimization which incorporates saliency (to focus the optimization on regions
of interest), smoothness (to support SPEM and prevent flickering), similarity to the original footage
(to prevent the movement from going astray) and resemblance to the optimal direction and velocity
(to provide the best possible input to the ADRE algorithm). In addition, to handle low frame-rate
videos, a motion path is computed to offset duplicated frames to further support apparent resolution
enhancement. A specialized user interface allows one to interactively change the optimization
parameters within the video for artistic guidance of the optimization. In contrast to [TDR+11] and
[BF12a], the proposed approach enables apparent resolution enhancement even for scenes that do not
contain any movement and for which typical optical flow computations are difficult or impossible.
One possible application of the presented approach are common high refresh rate TVs and
projectors to display high-resolution videos. Furthermore, the approach could be used to reproduce
high-resolution Virtual Reality video playback on currently rather low-resolution VR displays. When
watching a video on a display with a different aspect ratio, e.g. 4:3 instead of 16:9, the cropping area
can be optimized to support ADRE.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: In Section 4.2 background information
on the general apparent resolution model is provided. Inherent problems for traditional videos are
described in Section 4.3. The extended model is presented in Section 4.4 and the two-stage saliency
scheme in Section 4.5. The application of this extended model provides important input to a novel
trajectory optimization algorithm in Section 4.6. In Section 4.7 a specialized user interface is described
that allows to preserve certain artistic camera motions or to manually restrict the optimization.
Conducted perceptual experiments and user studies are analyzed in Section 4.8 and discussed in
Section 4.9, before the chapter concludes in Section 4.10.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Lanczos ADRE
(d)
Fig. 4.1 Improving apparent display resolution enhancement for general video footage.
Given a standard 24–30 Hz video (a) optical flow and importance maps are computed (b) to temporally
upsample and offset the video along an optimized smooth trajectory (c). This results in increased
perceptual resolution (d) exceeding the physical resolution of the display using apparent display
resolution enhancement algorithms (ADRE).
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4.2 Apparent Display Resolution Enhancement
The model of Didyk et al. describes the response r of a receptor in the human eye as the integrated
signal of the observed intensity I(t) over a time T [DER+10a]. When an observer focuses on a detail
in a moving image or video, the eye tries to follow its trajectory (smooth pursuit eye motion, SPEM).
If the receptor moves along a smooth path p(t) the integrated result is:
r(I, p(.)) =
∫ T
0
I(p(t), t)dt (4.1)
Thus, intensities of neigboring pixels are perceptually mixed when the path crosses pixel boundaries.
Owing to this movement, as well as the higher density of photoreceptors on the retina in comparison
to screen resolution, neighboring receptors may reveal a different solution to the integral (hold-type
blur). Equation (4.1) does not hold in general [vH05], although it is a valid assumption for signals
displayed above the critical flicker frequency when pixel intensities over time are fused into a steady
appearance [KL07]. Since I is a discrete function in space (pixels) and time (frames), Equation (4.1)
can be reformulated as
r(I, p(.)) =
∫ T
0
I(p(t), t)dt = ∑
i, j,k
wi, j,kIki, j , (4.2)
where
wi, j,k =
∫
χi, j(p(t))χk(t)dt . (4.3)
The characteristic function χi, j(p(t)) equals one if p(t) lies within the pixel (i, j) and zero otherwise;
χk(t) is a similar function for time interval k, i.e. frames. The weight wi, j,k is normalized by the total
length of the path |p|. Utilizing the hold-type blur induced by SPEM in combination with high refresh
rate screens results in apparent display resolution enhancement [DER+10a]. The intent is to optimize
the subimages so that
W

I1L
...
IkL
− IH = 0 , (4.4)
where IiL is the i-th low-resolution subimage and IH is the original high-resolution image. The
underlying assumption is that there is a one-to-one mapping between receptors and pixels in the
high-resolution image so that rx,y is close to IH(x,y), i.e. one row in IkL describes the path of one
receptor along the subimages.
If the subframes are displayed at high refresh rates, intensity integration on the retina reconstructs
high frequency details. A-priori assumption about SPEM yields W. The sparse matrix W is computed,
using only the respective receptor’s starting position and motion.
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Templin et al. [TDR+11] extend this model to videos by approximating the complex motion in
an animation with many simple integer motions computed for every possible triplet of frames, i.e. for
subframes {1,2,3}, {2,3,4} etc.
W
(
IL
)
− IH = 0, (4.5)
where IL is the vector of all subframes and IH the vector of the original high-resolution images. The
triplets are encoded in the appropriate weighting matrix W. its optical flow. The equation system is
usually overdetermined so that no solution exist. Hence, subimages IL are derived by solving the
system as a constrained quadratic minimization problem [TDR+11].
4.3 Problem Statement
Unfortunately, for general videos no sufficiently accurate solution to Equation (4.5) may exist.
Between eye saccades, the foveal area of the eye may follow any feature f in the video, and the path
p(t) is dependent on the movement of f . Several cases exist where ADRE fails, Fig. 4.2. If f does not
move at all or is too slow (r1, orange), the integrated signal of neighboring receptors seeing the same
low-resolution pixel all perceive the same stimulus, Equation (4.2). Thus, no resolution enhancement
is possible. On the other hand, if f moves faster than 2.5 deg/s (r2, blue), stabilization of the image on
the retina cannot be guaranteed anymore [LRP+06]. In the case of horizontal or vertical movement
(r3, red), resolution enhancement is only possible in horizontal or vertical direction, respectively.
Owing to reaction times of the HVS, the eye cannot follow sudden kinks in the movement of f (r4,
green). Optimal ADRE is achieved only if f moves smoothly along the diagonal at the speed of one
high-resolution pixel per subframe in x and y direction (r5, magenta).
4.4 Extended ADRE Model
The residual error e from minimizing Equation (4.5) is an objective measure of the quality of the
ADRE algorithm given the assumption of an aliasing-free original image and perfectly reconstructed
receptor movements, respectively optical flow.
Optical flow is described as the apparent velocities of brightness patterns in an image [HS81].
Templin et al. assume the receptor motion to match optical flow in the animation [TDR+11]. This
assumption, however, does not hold for general videos. In addition, as optical flow follows feature
motion, flow direction and speed usually may be non-optimal for ADRE (Sec. 4.3).
Differing from the algorithm of Templin et al. the input video frames IH are translated by T in
order to improve the result of ADRE:
W
(
IL
)
−T(IH) = 0 . (4.6)
Note that in this case W and T are dependent variables because a change of T also changes the optical
flow and therefore W. Restricting T to a discrete translation for each frame prevents resampling of
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the image which would otherwise annihilate most of the ADRE effect and render it useless. The
operator T k describes the absolute translation of the kth frame IkH of the input video. For simplicity of
explanation, T k is used as both the translation function and the corresponding displacement vector.
4.5 Saliency Model
ADRE algorithms are based on the assumption that the receptors of the eye follow the optical flow in
the video [TDR+11]. The movement of the human eye however, has only two degrees of freedom. If
the optical flow is non-constant across the image, e.g. different foreground and background movement,
the integration result of the receptors is not in accordance with the optimization in Equation (4.5). It
further implicates that in some cases no sufficient translation T can be found as the required changes
may cancel each other out. Assuming that the eye movement is known, it is a valid simplification to
optimize T only for receptors of the fovea due to the rapid falloff in acuity away from the foveal region
[CSKH90]. The proposed approach uses image saliency to model eye fixations. In our two-component
saliency model, a saliency map Si is computed from both objectives, automatic saliency measures
and eye tracking data from a user study for each frame IiH of IH. Using stand-alone saliency metrics
turned out to be insufficient compared to results including eye tracking data. As suggested by previous
literature [JDT12], the proposed approach combines averaged ground truth data from eye tracking
with an objective saliency approach to allow for robust and accurate gaze prediction. If the quality of
future saliency algorithms increases a purely software-based solution for gaze prediction may become
possible. However, optimizing automatic saliency generation is beyond the scope of this thesis.
x
y
Fig. 4.2 Receptor motion. By projecting images at high frame rate, a receptor is apparently moving
in 2D space (velocity is constant along the depicted arrows). Different failure cases for ADRE can
occur: Receptor r1 (1, orange) has no or a too small velocity to achieve resolution enhancement; r2 (2,
blue) is too fast; for r3 (3, red) resolution enhancement occurs only along the horizontal or vertical
axis; the movement of r4 (4, green) is optimal in direction but cannot be followed by SPEM; r5 (5,
magenta) shows a desirable movement for ADRE.
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4.5.1 Subjective Saliency
In all conducted eye tracking experiments an EyeLink 1000 eye tracker from SR Research has been
used [Res16]. While subjects watched the videos, their gaze paths (relative position within the video)
were recorded at 240 Hz. 17 subjects with an average age of 25 and normal or corrected-to-normal
vision participated in the perceptual study for saliency generation. To extract the salient regions in the
videos, fixation points of the subjects were recorded, consisting of an x-y coordinate on the screen and
the duration in milliseconds.
The output from the conducted eye tracking experiments is a single position vector for each
frame per video and participant. The assumption is that in the limit, i.e. with an infinite number of
participants watching the animation for the first time, the normalized sum of the eye tracking data is
the true saliency function S. Hence, the data from the eye tracking experiments is a sparse sampling
of S, and estimating S becomes a reconstruction problem. Due to the restrictions on T, the images
were downsampled by three octaves, smoothed with a Gaussian filter of standard deviation σ = 10,
and each resulting saliency map SE of each frame was normalized. In the experiments around ten
participants were sufficient because variance in gaze among all subjects was low. This result confirms
findings of a related benchmark provided by Judd et al. [JDT12].
4.5.2 Objective Saliency Features
For automated saliency estimation the approach by Cerf et al. [CHH+09] is applied that uses a
combination of low-level features and high-level semantics. The low-level features are based on
contrast of color, intensity and orientations in the image [IKN98]. For the high-level semantics, face
detection [VJ04] and person detection [FMR08] was employed as humans are usually attracted to
faces and people [Gol13]. The detector of Viola and Jones proved to work fast and sufficiently robust
for the tested scenes [VJ04]. Of course, any other saliency detector could be used instead, e.g. [ZR12].
The result is saved in an intermediate saliency map SiO.
The final saliency map Si is derived for each frame as a weighted average of measured saliency
SiE , predicted saliency S
i
O, and a constant λs by the equation
Si =
(
(1−λs)+λs ·
(
αSiO+(1−α)SiE
))
. (4.7)
The constant λs ∈ [0,1] steers the influence of non-salient regions. This is important in scenes where
the foreground is moving fast and suffers from motion blur but the background contains fine details. In
our experiments λs was set to 0.25. α should be chosen depending on the reliability of the measured
saliency SE . In the conducted experiments α was also set to 0.25.
The saliency map is thresholded before being used in the optimization step described in the next
section. This approach delivered sufficient maps in all of the test cases. However, this approach can be
costly and invasive. Instead of using measured gaze data, semi-automatically created saliency maps,
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e.g. using Adobe After Effect’s Rotobrush™, can be employed. A coarse estimate of S is generally
sufficient for the proposed algorithm.
(a) Original motion (Optical Flow) (b) Optimized relative motion
Fig. 4.3 Salient region motion optimization. In the salient region (motorbike driver) the optical
flow shows only horizontal movement (a). In this case ADRE can be applied in a single direction
only. After optimization (b) the salient region moves diagonally across the screen, ideal for ADRE.
4.6 Trajectory Optimization
It is assumed that a sufficient condition for T to serve as a good transformation for ADRE is given by
four essential conditions:
1. Similarity to the optimal input for ADRE, which is a one pixel flow along one of the diagonals
per frame of the high-resolution video [DER+10a];
2. Smoothness of directional change;
3. Similarity to motion in the original footage;
4. Visibility of image regions steered by saliency.
An explanatory example of the optimization is given in Fig. 4.3. The fourth condition simplifies
optimization given the assumption that the flow inside the salient regions does not diverge. Let uk be
the optical flow from the original video IH from frame k to k+1. Instead of evaluating and optimizing
for every pixel of the video, the mean flow µ weighted by the saliency is used:
µk =∑
i, j
Sk(i, j) uk(i, j), (4.8)
The cumuluative sum of µ describes the trajectory of the salient region in IH.
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Let vk be the synthetically added translation we search for from frame k to frame k+ 1. The
following energy terms incorporate the frame-dependent weights wkvel ∈ [0,1], wksmooth ∈ [0,1] and
wkimp ∈ [0,1], which can be adjusted by our user interface described in Section 4.7.
The first condition is formulated as the difference of the newly synthesized flow from the optimal
diagonal movement vopt:
Evel =
n
∑
k=1
wkvel ∥µk +vk−vkopt∥22 (4.9)
Further, smoothness of the synthetic trajectory is enforced by minimizing the norm of the numerical
derivative of the artificial flow:
Esmooth =
n−1
∑
k=1
wksmooth ∥vk+1−vk∥22 (4.10)
Finally, the translated video is prevented from drifting too far out of the original viewport by defining
an additional energy term Eimp. For this, a distance map Dk is derived from the saliency maps Sk
first. Each pixel in Dk stores its distance to the closest salient pixel. Then, Dk is transformed into an
importance map V k by mapping it to the range [0,1] using V k(i, j) = 1−Dk(i, j)/max(Dk)+ ε , with
ε > 0. A visualized example of the importance maps is given in Fig. 4.1. Eimp assures that the salient
region Sk of each video frame stays within the original viewport V after applying the translation T k.
Additionally, the term generally penalizes large translations.
Eimp =
n
∑
k=1
wkimp (∑
(i, j)
V k(i, j)− ∑
(i, j)∈(VP∩T k(VP))
V k(i, j)), (4.11)
Eimp computes the sum of all values in V in the transformed video outside the original viewport VP.
The final energy term is a weighted sum of its subterms:
E = α Evel+β Esmooth+ γ Eimp. (4.12)
The weighting factors α , β and γ are chosen suitably for the coarse scale of the individual energy
terms. For the test scenes, α = 103, β = 10−3 and γ = 104 are used.
The above formulation is used to perform an Expectation Maximization-like optimization by
iteratively refining an initial zero vector v ∈ Rn×2. Each iteration implicates alternating between
finding an optimal movement vopt for each frame in Equation (4.9), and updating v to minimize
Equation (4.12). Note that at this stage v is treated as a vector field. Since v changes in this step,
the classification of vopt for each frame may also change. Therefore, the two steps are repeated
until convergence, which is guaranteed as each step minimizes Equation (4.12) further. The mean
flow µ in Equation (4.9) assures that the natural movement in the video is taken into account during
optimization. In the expectation step, the optimal flow is selected from
vkopt ∈
{
(1,1)⊤,(1,−1)⊤,(−1,1)⊤,(−1,−1)⊤
}
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for each frame k in order to minimize Equation (4.9). To prevent jittering of vopt, the optimal flow vopt
is kept constant for c frames. Therefore, bundles of c frames are successively created, and the mean
direction of the salient region is computed, i.e. 1c ∑
c
i=1(µk+i+vk+i). Out of the four possibilities of
vopt the value closest to the mean direction is selected. c is a user defined variable. To further enforce
smoothness of the overall trajectory of the salient region, an additional diffusion step to the calculated
vopt is applied by averaging each vkopt with its neighbors and repeating the process for m iterations.
Per default we set m = 5.
In the maximization step, a non-smooth numerical optimization method is employed to minimize
Equation (4.12) w.r.t. v [Ove10]. Recall from definition (4.11) that Eimp is not smooth with respect to
v. For fast convergence of the optimization algorithm, the exact gradient is necessary. The algorithm
usually converges after two to four EM-steps. An example is given in Fig. 4.4.
Finally we obtain vk +uk as the ADRE-optimized optical flow.
4.6.1 Temporal Upsampling
Due to the critical flicker frequency, best temporal contrast is perceived for 120 Hz animations
[DER+10a, KL07]. Unfortunately, standard movies are captured at a much lower frame rate, usually
24 or 30 Hz. Simple duplication of the video frames is no recommendable solution as the flow between
intermediate frames will be zero, in which case the ADRE algorithm cannot produce an enhanced
output. Image interpolation algorithms would require prohibitive resampling. To compensate for
this, first, the optimized trajectory is computed based on the original video, but the magnitude of the
optimal flow vopt and the initialization of v is multiplied by a factor M, which is four or five for 30
Hz and 24 Hz recording frame rate, respectively. Each image is then duplicated M−1 times, and the
m-th entity Ik,m, m ∈ {0, . . .M−1}, of image Ik is translated according to:
T k,m = T k + round
(m
M
(vk +µk)
)
. (4.13)
This translation supports ADRE as it smoothes the movement of the salient region for the duplicated
frames. In addition, this step gives the exact ground truth flow for each duplicated image from
Equation (4.13).
Computing the correct optical flow for the original images can be delicate in complex scenes. A
wrong flow can result in severe artifacts when using ADRE. If the results show that no sufficiently
correct optical flow can be computed, only the displacement from Equation (4.13) is used as input to
the ADRE algorithm by Templin et al. [TDR+11].
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Fig. 4.4 Trajectory optimization for the scene EXPRESS. (a,b) Visualization of the cumulated
velocities and velocities as a function of space (x,y displacement) and time (frames). The optimized
trajectory (green) still resembles the original trajectory (red) but is closer to vopt (blue) for optimized
ADRE support. The magnitude of the optimal velocity vopt in the high-resolution 24 Hz video is√
52+52 pixels. The vertical and horizontal transitions of 5 pixels result in the optimal pixel motion
velocity of 1 pixel per frame in the optimized 120 Hz video. (c) The red curve describes the deviation
of the mean velocity µ from vopt in the original video. The green curve describes the deviation after
applying our optimization. Strong peaks give evidence of a change in trajectory. (d) Plot of the
energy level as a function of maximization iterations.
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4.7 User Interface Layout
An editor provided with the gaze-contingent video resampling approach lets the user interactively
modify the video trajectory by steering the optimization. This becomes necessary if the computed
trajectory violates artistic intentions. A screenshot is shown in Fig. 4.5.
The components of the interface consist of a video preview window and an editing area. The video
view shows the transformed video itself, the saliency map as an optional overlay (shown in yellow)
and the action-safe frame (yellow) and title-safe frame (red), which both are standardized values in
movie production [EE16]. The action-safe and title-safe areas define margins to the four edges of the
frame, so that all essential action and text are protected on any display type. Using this view, the user
can easily analyze the synthetic motion and its magnitude. The video is cut into separate shots which
are optimized independently to avoid jittering artifacts at shot boundaries.
The editing window is subdivided into a navigation pane for playback and several panels below
which can be blended in or out as desired. Each one is showing one of the three energy terms
influencing the optimization. At the top of each panel the user can specify keyframe values to set the
relative influence of each parameter and energy weighting term throughout the video. To the left of
each of the error panels the weighting factor with regard to Equation (4.12) is set. All time-dependent
parameters are linearly interpolated between each pair of keyframes. At the bottom the relative error
of each energy function is plotted with a rainbow color scale. This gives the user direct visual feedback
on how any editing changes influence the quality of the later ADRE. Finally, the velocity control
pane additionally contains three plots of the original velocity of the importance region (blue line), the
optimized velocity (green line) and the theoretically optimal velocity (red dashed line). For example,
in case a certain camera movement is essential in parts of the video, the user simply increases the
influence of the importance map term (‘Visibility Control’) for these frames, and the optimizer adjusts
the trajectory accordingly to closer follow the original motion path.
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Fig. 4.5 Screenshot of the interactive ADRE editor. A preview of the modified video is shown in
the top-right area. The video can be blended with the saliency maps (yellow). The bottom area shows
a timeline of the video and a visualization of the different error terms. The user can interactively
control the induced motion by setting keyframes and steering the influence of each term throughout
the video. Error plots and trajectory for a new configuration are updated interactively.
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Fig. 4.6 Example frames of scenes used in the perceptual study. Shown here are LUPE, SINTEL,
GARDEN and BIG BUCK BUNNY. Image courtesy of Stephen Higgins, Evin Grant and the Blender
Foundation.
4.8 Experiments and Results
For a 30-second, 24 Hz, 4K video the trajectory optimization implemented in MATLAB and C++
converges in one to five seconds, enabling interactive adjustment of the trajectory. The computational
complexity of the proposed technique is dominated by the ADRE algorithm by Templin et al. . Because
of the sheer size of the video 4k footage which does not fit into GPU memory a multi-threaded CPU
version has been used for video resampling. Computation takes around 30–45 seconds per subframe
at 4K resolution on an Intel i7-960 with 3.2 GHz and 12 GB of RAM. For quality analysis of the
technique, two test data sets have been created where different goals have been pursued. The first
data set (Maximum ADRE) contains 12 videos and has been optimized for best ADRE effect and
lower-ranked similarity to the original video. The second video data set (Minimum change) with eight
video sequences has been optimized for close similarity of the synthetic trajectory to the original
movement.
4.8.1 Objective Enhancement – Statistics
The residuum of Equation 4.5 is an objective quality measure of the downsampling procedure,
assuming perfect SPEM. The results for the original video and the optimized video as input have
been compared to the algorithm of Templin et al. [TDR+11]. The proposed technique achieves an
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Fig. 4.7 Quantitative image improvement. The plot shows the improvement of the root-mean-
squared-error using the optimized video variant as input to Templin’s algorithm [TDR+11] in com-
parison to using only the original video (default). Higher percentage values indicate better results.
One dataset (orange) is optimized for best ADRE effect whereas for the second (green), a trade-off
between ADRE effect and minimal additional movement is targeted.
improvement of the root mean square error (RMSE), which computes the difference of the high
resolution frames and the perceived downsampled images of 17%, on average, for the Maximum
ADRE data set, and 8 % for the Minimum change data set, Fig. 4.7. Videos of the second data set
show less improvement for ADRE since the manipulated motion is kept close to the original one. Note
that the overall RMSE can also increase in non-salient regions, e.g. in the BIG BUCK BUNNY (BBB)
scene as the proposed technique optimizes locally for the salient regions. However, this happened
only in a single scene, and the increase in RMSE was below 1%.
4.8.2 Subjective Enhancement – Perceptual Study
To further validate the effectiveness of the approach a perceptual study with 21 participants has been
conducted for both video data sets. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. They
had no previous knowledge about the goal of the project nor the technique used. The subjects were
seated in front of the monitor in a semidark room. They had been instructed orally regarding the
procedure of the experiment. There was no time limit for solving the tasks.
The aim of the study was to show that the proposed method outperforms previous downsampling
approaches for typical 24–30 Hz videos and that the editing tool enables controlling the trade-off
between noticeability of the applied transformation and effectiveness of the approach. The novel
method has been compared to static Lanczos downsampling and to the ADRE technique of Templin et
al. [TDR+11] which directly uses optical flow as the predicted retinal path. As discussed in [BF12a]
the quality of resolution enhancement achieved by the technique of Berthouzoz et al. is comparable to
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Fig. 4.8 Trajectory conspicuity. (first row) After viewing each video for the first time, participants
stated if they had detected anything conspicuous regarding the video. (second row) After viewing the
video several times they were asked to rank the annoyance of the trajectory between 1 (pleasing), 3
(neutral) and 5 (disturbing).
the results of Templin et al. for the case of a high resolution video downscaled to the display resolution.
Hence, no further comparisons to [BF12a] have been made.
As display, a 23.6 inch (diagonal) 120 Hz Acer GD245HQ monitor was used at a resolution of
1920×1080 pixels. The subjects viewed the monitor orthogonally at a distance of 20 inches. A 120
Hz frame refresh rate was used. For the Lanczos reconstruction filter and Templin’s algorithm the
original videos have been temporally upscaled to 120 Hz by frame duplication. Hence, the optical
flow is zero for all pixels between the duplicates. Note that using the original video for Templin’s
algorithm is not recommendable as the integration time is too long with standard videos.
In the perceptual study several test scenes were considered, including varying types of motion
(weak/strong), styles (real-world footage and animations), ambiguities in motion and saliency, and
transparency (which is a still unsolved challenge for optical flow in natural scenes). Example frames
are shown in Fig. 4.6.
Motion perception In the first part of the study the conspicuousness of the video frame translation
was analyzed. The modified 120 Hz videos were presented to the first-time viewers without instructing
them about the technique. The participants were then asked whether they noticed anything unnatural
in the videos and if so what it was.
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The analysis shows that less than a third of the users noticed modification in the videos optimized
for ADRE (Fig. 4.8, max. ADRE). In these cases the original video material hardly contained any
motion as a stylistic intent (SINTEL-7, VIOLIN, BBB-9). In all other cases the optimization was
able to produce a trajectory that was unsuspicious for first-time viewers. For the second data set
manipulation was subtle so that almost no subject noticed a modification (Fig. 4.8, min. change).
Richness of Detail In the second part of the study the proposed method was compared with Lanczos
filtered videos (with lobe parameters 4,5 and 6) and Templin’s ADRE [TDR+11] applied to the original
120 Hz video. The required optical flow for Templin was computed using the algorithm of Werlberger
et al. [WTP+09] with an illumination corrected intensity term.
In pairwise comparisons, the participants had to decide which video preserved more details.
Results are given in Fig. 4.9. The videos were shown in a loop. The novel approach was shown
either on the left or right side. When optimized for minimum change of the original camera path
the new approach is rated slightly better in terms of detail reconstruction for most scenes. However,
significance to differences are observed only for three videos (TIMESCAPES, EXPRESS, PRAYER) for
which optimal movement can be achieved. For the videos of the second data set, participants judged
the new technique as significantly better. The results show that the degree of permitted manipulation
strongly affects the perceivable improvement in apparent resolution enhancement. Compared to
Templin the novel approach performed better in videos which originally contained little motion or
non-diagonal motion direction (GARDEN, LUPE, PRAYER, BBB). This significance is statistically
validated using a χ2 test, successfully falsifying the null hypothesis. Proving that in most cases there
is a noticeable quality improvement with the novel approach. The proposed algorithm was judged
even higher in scenes where the RMSE globally increased (BBB-9).
Proximity to original movement The results show that the movements are noticable in case of
adding motion to still shots when optimizing for maximum ADRE. However, the movements have
not been rated as being disturbing. This shows that the developed editing tool enables one to
successfully avoid unnatural motion, especially in cases where the existing camera motion is of
aesthetic importance.
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Fig. 4.9 Perceived detail comparison. The participants compared the new approach to Lanc-
zos [Duc79] and Templin [TDR+11] when watching the videos in a loop, and were asked to rate which
method was best. Significant differences (χ2 test) are marked with one or two asterisks, according
to a significance level of 95% or 99%. The Lanczos filter is tested with lobe parameters 4, 5 and 6.
Cases with the respectively highest rating for Lanczos are listed. Videos were either optimized for
minimum change (A,B) or for highest ADRE (C,D).
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4.9 Discussion
Based on the findings from the conducted perceptual study on richness of detail, one can infer that, in
general, the proposed method is able to achieve a statistically relevant improvement of video quality
over the other tested methods considered in this study. The smoothness factor also plays an important
role in the perceived quality. Abrupt changes in the trajectory, and especially possible jitter, are strong
perceptual artifacts.
Interestingly, most participants did not find out about the synthetically added trajectory if not
told beforehand. In fact, the new trajectory resembles the movement of a Steadicam™or hand-held
camera which has become increasingly popular for film shooting.1 Free camera motions filmed with
Steadicams™ have become an important visual style in many movies to which the proposed approach
can be directly applied and works best because the added motion is not noticed.
In the current implementation, the artificial trajectory applied to the input video results in lost
image areas as the video is cropped to the original viewport. Still, in the test scenes with 4K resolution
the amount of lost area always stayed below 4.7% of the full frame. The visible area is always above
the “action-safe” area of 95% and significantly above the “title-safe” area of 90%. For Full HD videos
the value is higher (up to 22.6%) to attain the optimal velocity for ADRE. However, the artist can
directly control the amount of lost area for each part of the video by manipulating the importance
map and adjusting the time-dependent weights of the importance term. Since undefined areas at the
frame borders are seldomly in the focus of the viewer, they are unlikely to attract attention, especially
when shown on large screens. Therefore, simple temporal inpainting techniques should be sufficient
[BSCB00]. Furthermore, framing is common practice whenever video footage is shown on displays
with different aspect ratios. The cropping window can be optimized as the trajectory optimization
algorithm automatically provides preservation of the salient region, smoothes the movement of the
window, and pays attention to an optimal velocity for ADRE. The cropped area from framing can
be used to fill in blank spaces that arise from the approach so that inpainting can be avoided. This
problem, however, diminishes if a slightly larger field-of-view is chosen during capturing of a scene
or rendering of an animation.
The motion magnitude in the proposed approach is dependent on the video content as well as
the resolution of the original video. In most of the performed tests, the high-resolution image was
either of size 4096× 2304 pixels (4K) or 1920× 1080 pixels (Full HD). An increased resolution
naturally requires less added motion to the video and hardly changes the intended overall composition
of the video. As the market share of home cinema TV panels and projectors in cinemas with Full HD
resolution or lower is still over 75%, the proposed ADRE technique could be a valuable solution to
increase perceived resolution [Por15].
One current limitation is the inability to faithfully enhance resolution for videos including large
semi-transparent objects. The reason for this lies in the inability of current optical flow techniques to
1The number of movies using hand-held cameras, or which are shot in the style of “found footage”, increased dramatically
in the recent two decades. (cf. http://foundfootagecritic.com/found-footage-films-database/)
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distinguish between different layers. It might be claimed that the underlying assumption of only one
salient region in the image restricts the applicability of the approach to only a subset of the possible
shots in movies. However, one should keep in mind that fine details in movies, like skin pores or hair
strands, are usually only visible in close-up views where the assumption of only one salient region is
valid in most of the cases. In the case of a strong salient region the method works well. In contrast to
previous techniques the proposed method enables resolution enhancement also for very fast in-video
motion limited only by the amount of motion blur recorded in the original video.
4.10 Conclusion
The gap in resolution between capturing and display devices requires downsampling of the original
footage resulting in loss of fine detail. The gaze-contingent downsampling approach introduced in
this chapter provides an important step towards the preservation of these fine structures. By moving
the image along a smooth synthetic trajectory in combination with a temporal upsampling scheme,
any video can be optimized for apparent resolution enhancement. Benefits as well as limitations
of the approach have been evaluated in perceptual user studies that show that apparent resolution
enhancement is achieved even for difficult scenes where previous approaches fail.
There is a number of avenues for future research extending the presented proof of concept.
The biggest challenge to bring the ADRE technique to market maturity is to create an appropriate
compression scheme of the subsampled videos. A thirty-second Full HD video at 120 Hz has an
uncompressed size of more than twenty gigabytes. Encoding the subframes directly is problematic
as subframes generated by ADRE exhibit a lot of high-frequency details. Unfortunately, established
video compression techniques rely on the assumption that large parts of the video can be predicted by
displacing previous and future frames which does not hold for the current algorithm. A promising
direction for saving bandwidth would be to compute the subframes in real-time. The overhead for the
described technique would be minimal as only the 2D trajectory, two floating point values per frame,
needs to be saved in addition to the video. Additionally, super-resolution techniques could be applied
to low-resolution videos in order to save bandwidth, as described in [BF12a].
As stated in Section 4.9, ADRE for scenes containing semi-transparent objects is difficult as current
optical flow algorithms, in general, assume opaque objects. To support such scenes, a separation into
different layers using matting algorithms and tracking of the separate layers is required.
Extending the proposed method to multiple saliency regions with conflicting flows could be
possible by treating each region separately and deforming the rest of the image. If the warping is
small enough it should not attract attention. Such a deformation was already successfully used for
movie reshaping [JTST10].
Although the method concentrates on enhancing the salient regions in movies, it is possible to
also enhance manually specified parts of the video by adjusting the importance map. This could be
interesting for sports events, e.g., to sharpen some advertisements in the background.
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When observing a scene, we tend to track moving features to resolve details. Consequently, this
tracking leads to perceived blur of the non-tracked objects. A similar observation holds for cameras
which record motion blur based on exposure time. The recorded motion blur does not necessarily
coincide with the expected perceived blur when watching a video. Especially on displays with a wide
field of view, additional eye movement influences perception and can result in visible artifacts such
as ghosting, aliasing, and a significant loss of detail. This chapter describes perceptual blur, a novel
video filtering approach for consistent motion blur computation. The method can also be used to
simulate different shutter effects, or for other artistic purposes. It handles real and artificial video
input, is easy to compute and has low additional cost for rendered content. A perceptual study using
eye tracking demonstrates the advantages and applicability of the method.
5.1 Introduction
Composition, motion, aperture, focus, gain, and exposure time are well-known parameters to artisti-
cally influence video recordings [Pro08]. Especially exposure time is an important element as it is
inherently related to frame rate. Short exposures lead to discontinuous motion (strobing effect), while
longer exposures create motion blur, resulting in detail loss [OS95]. Blur, also in the context of depth
of field, can be of significant importance for artistic purposes, for example, to attract attention [Pro08,
p. 299], [Bro02, p. 51], to increase motion perception and liveliness [OS95, p. 129], or to serve in
story telling [Bro02, p. 62].
It must be realized that perceived blur in the real world will always differ from camera-recorded
blur. One of the reasons is that we as humans tend to track the interesting elements in the scene
whereas a video camera may or may not follow the same object. Consequently, eye motion and
camera motion differ, and so does the corresponding motion blur (Fig. 5.1). Especially for larger
screens and low frame rates, this mismatch can result in visible artifacts.
Hold-type blur (cf. Chap. 4.2) might occur due to a mismatch between continuous eye movement
when tracking an object on the screen, and discontinuous movement of the target due to limited frame
rate. The latter can be very confusing as the human visual system (HVS) expects tracked objects to
move smoothly and to appear sharper than non-tracked objects.
Current high frame-rate (HFR) videos, with a typical frame rate of 48 Hz to 60 Hz, reduce
recorded motion blur and hold-type blur, leading to sharper perceived images. For this reason, they
have become popular in the consumer market; specialized upsampling techniques are integrated into
standard TV equipment, and high frame-rate movies are being explored by movie directors (e.g., The
Hobbit). Nevertheless, the consequences are not always beneficial. An HFR video must be recorded
at lower exposure times and, because there has to be a minimal time to store a frame (or to open the
shutter), the shutter is open only 60% of the overall time [Bro02]. Temporal replicates caused by
high sampling rate, and perceivable as shifted ghost images, may appear. Some viewers even report
perceiving a distracting speedup of the video [Fen14]. For this reason, recent HFR television shows
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Fig. 5.1 Blur mismatch. In case camera motion (left) and eye motion (right) differ due to smooth
pursuit eye motion, the mismatch in corresponding motion blur can result in visible artifacts.
such as Video Game High School added hand-tuned blur to some scenes, thereby removing many of
the details. Such solutions are rather ad-hoc and not always successful.
Whether considering motion or hand-created blur, the blur does not lead to the expected perceptual
blur induced by eye movement. Even a frame rate of 120 Hz—far beyond the 48 Hz used in current
HFR movies—is insufficient to allow for natural perception of blur, not to mention the high bandwidth
requirements and lack of support by current displays [Tru13]. To remove the camera-induced motion
blur, an infinitely high frame rate would be required. Hence, arguably the only practical solution is to
include the respective eye motion into the blur model and to create a displayable lower frame rate
video from an ultra-high frame rate video (UHFR) based on the expected eye motion. 1
To solve these problems, in this chapter a novel method is presented to adapt exposure and motion
blur in a postprocess by taking eye motion into account. A perceptual model is derived to explain
the perception of a scene from a standard video camera (Section 5.3). As it is shown in Section 5.4,
the camera itself is an insufficient approximation of human perception when content is tracked in the
image plane by the observer. As a solution to this issue, a filtering technique is derived that takes
predicted eye motion into account, and leads to a more faithful image reconstruction on the retina
(Section 5.5). The solution can be used to artistically manipulate frame rate and exposure time in a
postprocess, which goes beyond the possibilities of a standard camera.
Specifically, the following contributions are provided:
a model for perceived motion blur
a gaze estimation algorithm and corresponding filtering process to create a more faithful retinal
image
The perceptual blur provides a variety of benefits and applications, including downsampling for
real-world and CG-generated UHFR videos, virtual shutter simulation, motion stills generation, and
subtle gaze direction. The technique is applicable to high-speed footage as well as traditional LFR
camera output (24–30 Hz) or synthetic content and leads to improvements in perceived video quality
1The term UHFR is used to depict videos with a frame rate higher than 1000 Hz.
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long exposure
perceptual blur
short exposure
perceived image
perceived image
perceived image
Fig. 5.2 Exposure comparison. Ghosting artifacts are perceived if exposure time or frame rate are
insufficient (top row). Longer exposure times (second row) avoid ghosting, but details in the scene
suffer due to motion blur. Further, this blur does not match the expected motion blur of an observer
watching the scene. Perceptual blur (third row) is a temporal downsampling method that takes eye
motion into account. It leads to sharp tracked objects and consistent motion blur in the rest of the
scene. The method also makes it possible to subtly guide gaze.
(Section 5.6). For rendered scenes, the solution does not necessarily require higher computation times.
The benefit of perceptual blur for subtle gaze steering is illustrated in a user study.
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5.2 Temporal Video Filtering
Shutter and exposure time are usually set during the capture process. In contrast, the approach
described here modifies these parameters in a postprocess. Therefore, the method can be seen as a
generalization and extension of synthetic shutter speed [TSY+07] which imitates a long exposure
shot by taking a series of short exposure photographs and aligning them, e.g. to reduce noise and
camera shake while preserving motion blur. By taking the viewer into account, the novel filtering also
differs from traditional temporal downsampling of HFR videos [FCW+10].
Inspiration is drawn from rendering techniques to simulate shutter effects [Gla99]. Previously, the
desired shutter type had to be chosen beforehand so that any change implied a costly reshooting of the
scene. From an artistic perspective, a postprocessing solution is much more desirable and makes it
possible to freely test different shutter types to find the desired final appearance.
A rolling shutter determines exposure time via an opening of a rotating disc. An open arc of 180◦
has been established for 24 Hz shots [OS95]. Shorter shutters create stuttered motion which may be
used for artistic purposes (e.g. 45◦ in “Saving Private Ryan”, “Gladiator”, “Three Kings”). A longer
exposure (210◦), especially in combination with low frame rates (6–12 Hz), creates dramatic blur
effects.
Blur can also help in guiding the observer’s gaze. Our foveal vision features a high density of
cones and leads to high acuity compared to peripheral vision [Ost35]. The latter is still sensitive
to subtle temporal changes and can attract the viewer’s attention [BMSG09, MBG08], which is
another motivation to avoid temporal artifacts. The HVS is attracted mostly to salient regions (cf.
Chapter 3.1.2). Special blur and sharpening filters [Mit04], depth-of-field effects [KMH01], or
observer-driven simplification [DS02b] are good means to accentuate or subdue saliency and to guide
gaze. The proposed technique allows to add such indications.
Temporal processing influences our blur perception; strongly blurred (>10 arcmin) moving
patterns on a tracked objects (SPEM) appear sharper than their static counterpart, yet for a small
blur (<10 arcmin) stationary edges seem sharper than moving ones [HGG98]. This phenomena is
known as motion sharpening. It is not a mechanism that removes blur but results from the HVS’s
inability to discriminate whether or not the moving object is indeed sharp [BM97]. This theory has
been strengthened by the fact that observers tend to match blurred peripheral stimuli with sharper
foveal stimuli [GOSG97]. Temporal and spatial coherence, as well as motion contrast, are important
factors for the HVS also in video saliency [LZDY08, ZS06]. Thus, it is proposed to blur the video
according to the predicted/intended eye motion instead of camera motion.
Although eye-movements are not known a priori. Dorr et al. report that in natural movies
up to 80% of the subjects look at the same image region [DMGB10]. Especially in Hollywood
movies, coherence was very high due to camera work and scene cuts, and target regions are of high
saliency [BDK+06, BKBM04]. As the perceptual blur may reduce saliency in the areas outside the
object of interest, it can be seen also as an extension to classic movie techniques used to subtly draw
attention to specific regions.
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In movie productions, the widest rolling shutter is limited to 210◦ due to minimum sensor read-out
time. Consequently, each recording shows gaps that can result in motion artifacts such as judder
(unsmooth motion) or edge banding (overlapping edge replicas at the borders of a moving object). It
is possible to analyze the required sampling rate and maximal motion between two images to prevent
these replicas [CTCS00]. Hoffman et al. propose employing a multi-flash protocol for videos to
reduce artifact visibility at a given capture rate [HKB11]. This idea is adopted when constructing
an initial ultra-high frame rate video, free from temporal artifacts. Another option is to employ an
appropriate bandlimiting filter [SYGM03]. Templin et al. propose a video resampling approach,
reducing perceptual video artifacts [TDMS16]. The authors make use of an automatically computed
“frame rate map” used for filtering the video in order to emulate arbitrary continuous frame rates for
videos. To remedy the effects of temporal aliasing, Nvidia recently released its G-Sync technique
which adapts display refresh rate to the processing time of each rendered rame2. The technique
reduces some stutter motion artifacts by avoiding repeated display of the same frame allowing for
smoother motion perception in games.
5.3 Image Formation Model
Even though many directors consider the video camera as the observing eye, watching the video
afterwards does not create a perfect illusion of viewing the recorded scene as in the real world. In the
following a model is described to predict how a real scene and its captured video are perceived by the
human visual system (HVS).
For ease of explanation, the irradiance that is recorded on the sensor plane of a video camera is
defined as a function S(x, t), where x is sensor position and t is time. Ideally, the recorded video I
would be equal to S. However, it is a discretized version. We focus on temporal discretization and
assume resolution to be high.A frame Ii is described as
Ii(x) :=
∫ ti+TV
ti
S(x, t)dt , (5.1)
where the camera shutter opens at time ti and closes again at time ti +TV . A shorter open shutter
reduces intensity, but it is assumed that gain is used to counterbalance exposure variations. Based
on the common usage of a 180◦ shutter in traditional film-making, the exposure time TV is chosen in
accordance with the simple equation TV = 1/(2∗ frame rate).
Analogously, the retinal image R is defined by the intensity perceived on the retina. We define R
for a retinal location x as
Ri(x) :=
∫ ti+TR
ti
S(x+ p(t), t)dt , (5.2)
where p(t) describes the eye’s path due to SPEM tracking, and TR is a small period of time over
which the information is integrated by the HVS. TR is referred to as the critical duration which is
inversely related to the critical flicker frequency (Chapter 2.3). The critical duration is an empirically
estimated value which can be imagined as how long a receptor of the retina accumulates incoming
2http://www.geforce.com/hardware/technology/g-sync
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photons before an electrical stimulus is triggered for higher-level processing in the retinal ganglion
cells [AKLA11, p.699]. The critical duration depends on incoming light intensity. This dependency is
described by Bloch’s Law [Blo85] (Chapter 2.3). Since for photopic vision rods are fully saturated, the
perceived signal only depends on the cones. Considering these aspects in Eq. (5.2), it is assumed that
the critical duration TR to be 15 ms, which is the longest temporal summation time for cones [Bur81].
p is closely linked to feature tracking—saccades and tremors can be neglected because smooth
pursuit eye motion allows us to almost perfectly track targets up to object speeds of about 10 deg/s.
Higher speeds may lead to significant differences in perception between individuals [RG09]. The
combination of smooth pursuit eye motion and the integration time of the HVS explains hold-type
blur [PFD05] which results from the mismatch between (discontinuous) object motion on the screen
and (continuous) eye tracking. It is particularly pronounced for low frame rates. More details on
capture and display of movies in signal processing terms are provided by Watson et al. [Wat13].
Photoreceptors do not move independently but are fixed on the rigid retina [CSKH90]. Hence, it
can be safely assumed that p is the same for all locations on the retina. While this is not exactly true
(the induced error depends on eye shape, viewing conditions, and camera settings), any deviations are
negligible for the purposes of the proposed approach.
5.4 Blur Mismatch of Camera and Eye
A typical low frame-rate video camera is an imperfect substitute for the human eye when an object
of interest (OOI) moves in the image plane. The reason is that the additional eye movement while
watching the video should have been taken into account during recording. Let the exposure time be
equal to the integration time TR of the HVS which is reasonable for 30–60 Hz videos [Blo85]. Then,
only in the absence of any eye movement, Eq. (5.2) is equivalent to Eq. (5.1), i.e., p(t) = 0.
A simple example is shown in Fig. 5.2. Camera motion is an off-axis rotation around the OOI
resulting in both a rotation and translation of the Neptune statue in image-space. For short exposure
times, the OOI is detailed but the background exhibits temporal artifacts (left). These artifacts appear
only on the retina of the observer; they reveal themselves as an unnaturally sharp background or even
ghosting whenever the integration time of the eye crosses frame boundaries. For long exposure times,
the OOI suffers from motion blur (middle).
To explain the temporal artifacts, we consider a simple scene (Fig. 5.3); a small object moves
horizontally from left to right while the eye tracks an OOI that moves vertically in the image plane.
The correct integration on the retina should result in a diagonal line (Fig. 5.3b). If the camera is static
and captures at a frame rate equal to 1/2 TR, the object is smeared along a horizontal line due to
the recorded motion blur (Fig. 5.3c). When watching the video, however, the eye tracks the upward
moving OOI. This eye movement results in hold-type blur. The retina integrates at each location
the pixels that are crossed, resulting in two square-shaped features on the retina, one for each frame
(Fig. 5.3d).
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Fig. 5.3 Temporal artifacts. (a) A small object moves horizontally, the eye tracks upwards. (b)
Expected perceived image. (c) Long-exposure recordings with a static camera transform the point in a
horizontal streak. (d) However, due to eye integration, an observer perceives two rectangles which are
only loosely connected, although they come from the same object. (e) Shorter exposure times lead
to temporal artifacts; separate components are perceived and temporal information is lost. (f) Two
disconnected rectangles appear on the retina. (g) High frame-rate videos exhibit more frames and less
motion blur, which can reduce the problem. (h) By increasing the frame rate, one can approximate the
expected retinal image, but the needed frame rates are not possible to capture without time gaps, and
displaying them is challenging. The proposed perceptual blur makes use of the eye motion and results
in a closer approximation to the expected retinal image (b) for (i) low as well as (j) high frame rates.
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To reduce motion blur for important objects, a shorter exposure time can be used, but then some
temporal information is lost (Fig. 5.3e). This leads to perceivable ghosting, and features seem to jump
(Fig. 5.3f). Only by increasing the frame rate (Fig. 5.3h) hold-type blur is reduced linearly and, in the
limit, converges to zero. Nonetheless, it is difficult to record videos at such high frame rates without
gaps. Also, displaying the content is challenging due to the necessary high bandwidth. Our temporal
downsampling, explained in the next section, simulates perceptual blur of the HVS and delivers a
more faithful image on the retina (Fig. 5.3i,Fig. 5.3j).
5.5 Gaze-guided Downsampling
Temporal edge banding or ghosting artifacts in videos only appears if the projected scene motion
between two frames exceeds one pixel, a result that can be derived from similar findings for light
field rendering [CTCS00]. Hence, although the goal of the method is consistent filtering and temporal
downsampling, if LFR or HFR video footage is given as input, the video sequence is first transformed
into an utra-high frame rate (UHFR) video IUHFR with frame rates of 1000+ Hz. This footage is
computed by using an interpolation algorithm based on image similarity [LLN+10]. This upsampling
process is usually robust but can fail for blurry edges. Fortunately, blurry edges are not very problem-
atic for the eye integration process [DER+10a] and are unlikely to exhibit temporal edge banding.
Nonetheless, to achieve sharp images, the original exposure time should be short.
If the eye motion p is known or user-defined, the retinal image R can be computed for any point in
time and any desired integration time TR by integrating IUHFR along p. More intuitively, this is equal
to translating each frame along the opposite direction of p. Basically, this compensates for eye motion
and sets the motion difference to zero. Next, integrating along the temporal axis and translating the
frames back to their original position results in the filtered video frames.
A method for perceptionally plausible reconstruction while temporally downsampling IUHFR has
been introduced for apparent display resolution enhancement (Chapter 4.4): the retinal image is
computed and the output video frames are optimized such that the integration in the eye best matches
the target image. Nevertheless, because the output video is not necessarily an UHFR sequence,
exploiting eye integration is difficult and frequencies that would cancel out any hold-type blur may
not be created .
Instead, a frame Ri of the output video sequence is derived via
Ri(x) :=
∫ ti+T
ti
IUHFR(x+ p(t), t)dt (5.3)
where T is the desired output frame duration (inversely related to the frame rate). Hereby, an image
similar to the expected retinal image is produced. As p is defined via the OOI, this part of the output
stays sharp. Further, when assuming hold-type blur, the result stays consistent; non-tracked objects
will be consistently blurrier than the OOI. The definition also leads to robustness with respect to eye
tracking because any deviation from the intended path will not introduce additional high frequencies,
as could be the case in [DER+10a]. In Section 5.6, it is shown that these properties help to avoid
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temporal artifacts and to improve perceived quality. Further, the effect is useful for guiding the gaze
of observers.
Saliency-based Temporal Integration
Eq. (5.3) requires the eye’s motion path p to be known, which is the case if it was intentionally created
and imposed for artistic purposes. In all other cases, p must be predicted by saliency.
A saliency map A is computed for each frame of IUHFR [HKP07], with A being normalized to the
range [0,1] which gives a direct measure of how probable it is for a viewer to track a feature in IUHFR.
The gaze path p(x, t) is assumed to correlate to the optical flow Fi→i+1(x) [LLN+10, ZPB07] for any
two frames i and i+1 in IUHFR, which proved successful in Chapter 4.5 as well. Nonetheless, it is not
a robust solution to simply select the path p(x) of the most salient x to define a global p. Instead, a
set of pixels describing the OOI is marked. The mask is derived from the likelihood of each pixel to
belong to the OOI. Precisely, the algorithm estimates the region of high saliency and similar pixel
motion [HKP07]. For frame i, the mask Oi is defined as:
Oi(x) :=
 1, if ||Fi→i+1(x)−
∑x Ai(x)Fi→i+1(x)
∑x Ai(x)
||< τ
0, else
(5.4)
In practice, a value of τ = 7 works well and was used for all examples. The gaze path p(ti) is set
to the movement of the center of masses from Oi to Oi+1. Additionally, manual restriction of the
OOI is allowed by creating an optional binary mask M that is transferred from one frame to the next
via rotoscoping [AHSS04]. Hereby, multiple OOIs can be disambiguated when needed which is also
useful for artistic purposes and allows choosing and guiding gaze direction (Section 5.6.6).
Although only translational motion is considered for eye integration, this choice is not very
restricting. The translations are applied to an IUHFR sequence. Hence, each frame exhibits minimal
motion. Furthermore, the sequence itself was constructed via an upsampling technique that assumes
general motion. Although it is true that different parts of the OOI can undergo different motion,
ultimately, our eyes can only follow a single path which for a single OOI is usually well detected by
the described method [DMGB10].
5.6 Applications
This section shows results and applications for the proposed gaze-contingent temporal resampling
method. Precisely, results of the perceptual blur are compared to video sequences captured with short
exposure times (pinpoint-sharp images with the typical 180◦ shutter, resulting in an exposure time of
half the frame duration) and to long exposure shots where the shutter was kept open for as long as
possible. The shown video footage includes synthetic as well as real-world sequences captured with
traditional low frame-rate and high-speed cameras.
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c)Perceptual blurb)Longexposurea)Shortexposure
Fig. 5.4 Synthetic Ultra-high Frame-Rate Video: (a) short exposure, (b) long exposure,
(c) perceptual blur using a rendered video (60Hz).
Fig. 5.5 Real-World Ultra-high Frame-Rate Videos: short exposure (left column), long exposure
(middle column), perceptual blur (60 Hz, right column) for ultra-high frame rate input (3000Hz).
c) Perceptual blurb) Long exposurea) Short exposure
Fig. 5.6 Low Frame-Rate Video: The 60 Hz video was upsampled to 3000 Hz, then downsampled
to 60 Hz to simulate different exposure times. (a) Original. (b) Long exposure; entire image is blurred.
(c) Perceptual blur; OOI is kept sharp while background is blurred.
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5.6.1 Ultra-high Frame-Rate Videos
First, the downsampling results are illustrated for two synthetic “hero” shots (Fig. 5.2,5.4): the camera
moves around the object of interest in an ellipse, creating opposing foreground and background motion.
Short exposure leads to temporal artifacts in the background which results in ghosting artifacts on
the retina when tracking the foreground. A long exposure shot removes these artifacts but blurs
the foreground. Perceptual blur leads to sharp foreground while avoiding background ghosting. A
static camera was explicitly used to show the difference between a short/long exposure shot and the
perceptual blur. The short exposure shot keeps both fore- and background in focus which results
in unnaturally sharp images. The long exposure, on the other hand, removes most details from the
foreground object. Gaze-contingent downsampling filters the background slightly to counteract the
hold-type blur and puts emphasis on the main elements.
5.6.2 Stochastic Ultra-high Frame-Rate Videos
For CG-generated sequences, the upsampling process can be modified and an UHFR sequence
can be derived more easily by relying on existing temporal coherence methods [SYM+11]. In
particular, given a physically-based renderer, which have become common in production rendering
[Sol16, ENSB13], a low quality UHFR video is created as input to the temporal filtering algorithm
(Fig. 5.7b). Each frame of the low-quality video is rendered with just a fraction of the samples
required for a high-quality solution, thus not changing the overall number of samples required for
rendering the LFR. The proposed filter kernel gathers samples over multiple frames of the UHFR
video, resulting in a high-quality LFR video with the desired motion blur (Fig. 5.7c). The validation
of this step is related to distributed ray tracing [CPC84]. It also implies that for physically impossible
exposure times that exceed the duration of a frame, compute time decreases using the proposed filter
(Fig. 5.7d). This behavior is different from most Monte Carlo-based motion-blur rendering techniques
where stronger motion blur tends to increase render times [NSG11].
5.6.3 Low Frame-Rate Real-World Videos
Low frame-rate videos are first upsampled to UHFR by relying on a standard temporal upsampling
technique (Sec. 5.5), then downsampling is applied (Fig. 5.6). If the target frame rate is equal to the
original frame rate, the gaze-aware filtering algorithm uses the original frames inside the OOI and the
interpolated frames in the background. This strategy avoids artifacts in the OOI induced by potentially
imperfect upsampling, e.g., upsampling may fail to produce faithful results in case of dis-/occlusions.
5.6.4 Virtual Shutter
The presented temporal filtering approach is compatible with virtual shutter simulations. Rolling
shutter, focal plane shutter, or even artistic shutters can be simulated. On a per-pixel basis, the
exposure interval of Eq. (5.3) is defined, resulting in a direct integration into the described solution.
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d) Perceptual blur
    doubled exposure
c) Perceptual blur
(8192 samples/pixel) (20 samples/pixel)
b) Short exposurea) Short exposure
Fig. 5.7 Stochastic Ultra-high Frame-Rate Videos: (a) High-quality short exposure (8192 samples
per pixel). (b) Image from low-quality, high frame rate video (20 samples per pixel). (c) Applying
the gaze-aware downsampling to (b) leads to approximately similar quality as in (a). (d) Physically
impossible exposure (twice the frame time) using only 10 samples per pixel as input (both 30Hz).
In Fig. 5.8, a focal plane shutter was used to imply speed by producing a tilting effect. In this case,
the per-pixel definition was given by shifting the time interval in each row (top to bottom).
5.6.5 Motion Stills
Images represent a snapshot in time. However, a single time slice or pinpoint sharp image does not
convey any information about the motion in the scene. In contrast to short or long exposed traditional
imagery, perceptual blur keeps the OOI in focus but still preserves important motion blur information
(Fig. 5.2–5.8). This is especially interesting for advertisements or movie descriptions in magazines
where one wants to convey the dynamics of the scene.
5.6.6 Subtle Gaze Direction
To investigate the influence of perceptual blur on gaze behavior of an observer, a perceptual study was
conducted. As stimuli, identical spheres are shown which move at equal speed in different directions,
Fig. 5.9a,b. This simple artificial scene was intentionally chosen to reduce the influence of higher-level
perception mechanisms as much as possible. Each video is twelve seconds long, created via our
downsampling method from a 3000 Hz input video to 60 Hz, but focusing on different spheres as OOI
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slow focal 
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Fig. 5.8 Shutter postprocessing The temporal filtering approach allows to redefine shutter types after
recording. Here, a focal plane shutter with different speeds is applied to a synthetic scene.
(Fig. 5.9b). Two sets of videos have been created, one with 1/60 s and one with 1/30 s exposure time.
For both, an additional long exposure shot was created as a reference (Fig. 5.9a) to validate whether
the filter has any measurable influence on eye-motion behavior. Additionally, the stochastic-rendering
ROOM scene, Fig. 5.7, was shown, once with a 1/30 s traditional long exposure time and once with the
gaze-aware downsampled version using the same exposure time but focusing on the teapot (Fig. 5.7d).
Each sequence is about one second long (76 frames, 60 frames per second). These eight videos were
shown three times to each participant in randomized order.
14 participants, unaware of the goal of the experiment and with normal or corrected-to-normal
vision, took part in the experiment. As display Samsung RZ2233 Full-HD screen was used in a
darkened room to present the video footage, and an EyeLink 1000 eye tracker was used to record
fixation times on the screen. The eye tracker recorded at 1000 Hz. The participants were seated in
60 cm distance to the screen. The participants did not receive any specific task except for watching
the videos to prevent any task-specific influence of the results. The test took around ten minutes for
each participant.
Synthetic Scene Fig. 5.9 shows snapshots and results of the experiment in form of gaze heat maps.
The top row shows the long exposure shot (left) and one version using perceptual downsampling
(right) where the focus was on the diagonally moving ball marked on the left. Below are heat maps
describing the average gaze distribution for all participants, again for the long exposure shot and the
novel approach with 1/30 s exposure settings. Perceptual downsampling to 1/30 s increases fixation
times for the intended objects of interest (Fig. 5.9d). A statistical evaluation (Fig. 5.10a) reveals that
the fixation time is roughly even among all spheres in the long exposure video, with a bias towards
the central objects.For a simulated standard camera with 1/30 s exposure, participants followed the
selected OOI for 14% of the time with focus on the diagonally-moving sphere near the left border
(sphere A, standard deviation SD=7.2%, increase for 11 out of 14 participants) and 26% with focus
on the horizontally-moving sphere (sphere B, SD=9.0%, increase for 11 out of 14 participants). Using
the gaze-contingent approach, the average percentage increased to 32% for sphere A (two-tailed
t-test p=0.0015) and to 44% for sphere B (p=0.0013) which is a significant relative increase by 124%
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and 68%, respectively. These results strongly indicate the ability of perceptual blur to influence
gaze. For an exposure time of 1/60 s, the effect is more subtle, changing from 12% (SD=5.9%) to
16% (SD=6.2%, sphere A, increase for 10 out of 14 participants, two-tailed t-test p=0.12) and 21%
(SD=7.6%) to 29% (SD=10.8%, sphere B, increase for 12 out of 14 participants, p=0.04) which is
still a relative increase by 31% and 36%, respectively.
Complex Scene In the more realistic ROOM scene (Fig. 5.7) the camera rotates around a view-
centerd object (fruit bowl) while the perceptual filter is applied to focus on an off-centered object
(teapot). Since the camera rotates quickly around the center of the scene, off-center objects appear
strongly blurred in the long exposure video. However, the object in the center only suffers from blur
caused by rotation and therefore remains sharp. In the study two versions of the scene were shown,
one long exposure video and one video filtered by the gaze-contingent method. In the filtered version
the teapot was selected as the object of interest. It was hypothesized that the central object (being a
fruit bowl, as visible in Fig. 5.7a) would mainly attract the attention of the viewer in the long exposure
version.
A statistical evaluation of the fixation time on the OOI is shown in Fig. 5.10b (significant
differences marked by ∗). In the very beginning (frames 1 to 5) of both versions of the video, the
participants fixate on the center of the screen due to the earlier calibration step. In the following
(frames 6-20) the teapot moves into the central part of the screen caused by rotation of the camera,
and it starts attracting attention. As the teapot moves off center again from frame 25 on, fixation time
on it decreases. In the long exposure video, most participants focus on the sharper center object. The
amount of time the subjects fixate on the teapot in frames 21-26 and 27-66 decreases to 28% and 7%,
respectively.
In the filtered version the fixation time in frames 21-26 and 27-66 increases significantly to 67%
and 25% in total, which is a relative gain of 139% (Mlong=27.9%, SDlong=12.1%, Mperc=66.7%,
SDperc=15.6%, two-tailed t-test p=0.0016) and 223% (Mlong=7.8%, SDlong=5.8%, Mperc=25.2%,
SDperc=6.1%, p=0.001). Towards the end of the video (frames 67-76) the rotation of the camera slows
down and finally stops. Since there is no motion blur without motion, all scene objects appear sharp.
The gaze analysis reveals that the participants change their focus to diverse objects in the environment
of the scene. Accordingly, fixation times for the long exposure video and the filtered version converge
to the same level as there is no visual difference between them. In total, the overall fixation time on
the OOI increases for 12 out of 14 participants. It is likely that the temporal sensitivity of the human
peripheral vision influences the participants’ focus because high frequency video content tends to
attract gaze [Bur81]. The results of both perceptual studies suggest that the effectiveness of gaze
guidance using the perceptual filter increases with exposure time, even beyond physically possible
exposure times, emphasizing the importance of being able to adjust exposure in a post-process.
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Perceptualy filtered result
perc.filt.
Fig. 5.9 Subtle Gaze Direction: (a) Image from the long-exposure sequence. (b) Image from the
perceptually filtered result. The expected eye motion induced by the OOI is shown in orange. (c)
Gaze heat map of tracked gaze direction for the long-exposure sequence. (d) Relative gaze difference
for the filtered result related to long-exposure sequence. The OOI (sphere A) exhibits an increased
fixation time (red areas). Other spheres are fixated less (blue areas).
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Fig. 5.10 Quantitative evaluation of SPHERES and ROOM sequences: (a) The time the users
spend on the specified sphere for the given exposure time is given in percents of the total video length.
In the perceptually filtered video (blue) the fixation time is increased compared to the long exposure
video (orange). (b) In the respective frame ranges of the ROOM video sequence the colored lines
represent the average amount of time the users spend on the specified object of interest in the two
version of the video (long exposure, orange; perceptually filtered, blue).
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5.7 Discussion
As indicated by the results and perceptual study, the proposed method makes artistic postprocessing
possible and can successfully influence observers’ gaze. Humans rather focus on sharp and moving
objects when watching videos. Hence, knowledge of a reasonable scanpath is not necessarily required
but can be created with the proposed technique. This may develop into an important tool for movie
production.
There is a trend towards large-screen home theater systems and wide FOV displays. Since the
artifacts induced by traditional cameras are more obvious on larger screens, the difference of a long-
exposure and a perceptually-filtered video becomes more pronounced, which renders the described
filtering method increasingly interesting.
The required UHFR videos have a non-negligible memory footprint. In most cases creating a full
UHFR video can be avoided by using a cache maintaining the necessary UHFR frames and whose
size depends on the desired integration time.
The perceptual filter does not yet address hold-type blur which reduces higher frequencies in
the direction of eye motion. For lower frame rates, one would need to introduce higher frequencies
into the images that would cause visible artifacts in the still images [DER+10a]. Instead, the method
computes a consistent image, reducing any temporal edge banding artifacts while keeping the OOI
sharp.
The proposed method assumes frame duration times below the integration time of the HVS.
A video played at very slow frame rates may result in discontinuous motion on the retina due to
insufficient eye integration in this case. Finding a solution for this case is a problem on its own.
The accuracy of the automatic saliency metric works well for the tested scenarios but is not
perfect. If it fails, in the worst case, attention may be drawn to different parts of the video. In addition,
standard tools for matting and rotoscoping can always be used to correct or manually define saliency
masks. Often these have already been created for other post-processing steps, such as color grading or
2D-to-stereo conversion, and may be available in most production settings.
Assuming a single OOI should not be considered a strong limitation because this restriction holds
similarly for any standard camera. Further, if selecting multiple OOIs the proposed method computes
an average motion for all OOIs creating a video that keeps them in focus as good as possible, at least
as good as for the case of a traditional camera.
Another assumption inherent to the OOI is that it will not be occluded by another fast-moving
object. Potentially, these situations can lead to conflicts. In practice, these are typically the situations
when tracking becomes more difficult for an observer and they tend to be more forgiving with respect
to temporal artifacts, as their tracked signal is expected to be discontinuous. Not following the intended
scanpath has an effect but it does not necessarily deteriorate the viewing experience. Perceptual blur
does not produce a blurrier overall image; objects moving in approximately the same direction as the
OOI will appear sharper than with standard long exposure. However, if the viewer deviates from the
intended scanpath, temporal flickering can theoretically occur for the OOI - although no participant
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reported such observations in the conducted perceptual study. This subtle effect might actually help to
guide the gaze towards the OOI, similar to [BMSG09]. It is convenient that as soon as the observer
follows the OOI, gaze follows the intended path and potential artifacts will disappear.
Having access to UHFR footage is a benefit because the right tradeoff between exposure time and
motion blur is often difficult to decide upon when capturing a scene. Especially for stunt shots, there
are many fast movements and repeating the action can be very costly. HFR equipment is currently
expensive, but hardware prices drop and movie makers start recognizing the new possibilities and
advantages. It is difficult to answer whether a higher frame-rate movie or a perceptually-motivated
motion blur “looks better”. We are conditioned to Hollywood movies recorded at 24 Hz, and the
audience reacted reluctantly to the 48-Hz version of "The Hobbit" as they were not used to the new
viewing experience. However, there is a clear tendency towards higher frame rates (e.g. "Avatar 2" by
James Cameron will be shot at 60 fps) and it is crucial to investigate this area in depth. The solution
described in this chapter is a first significant step in this research field.
5.8 Conclusion
The temporal integration in traditional camera recordings does not correspond to the integration of
the human visual system when watching a movie. In this chapter, a gaze-guided as well as gaze-
guiding, temporal downsampling technique was proposed to achieve consistent results without edge
banding or judder artifacts, for real and synthetic video input of arbitrary frame rate. A model for
video perception based on the human visual system was introduced. The proposed gaze-guided
downsampling approach uses video saliency. Different applications of perceptual blur have been
presented, including downsampling of real-world and CG-generated ultra-high frame-rate videos,
virtual shutter simulation, motion stills generation, and subtle gaze direction. A perceptual study
confirmed the effectiveness of the approach to influence observers’ gaze.
One future direction is to support multiple objects of interest also via an interpolation of the eye
motion vectors on the image plane. A Poisson reconstruction using the OOIs as boundary conditions
could be an option. Nonetheless, in practice, assuming a single OOI currently leads to better results,
and the proposed method is robust with respect to deviating eye motion. It was shown that the
approach enables interesting post-processing possibilities. Many more applications could possibly
benefit from perceptual blur, for example in the field of high dynamic range video reconstruction.
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Being able to detect and to adapt to gaze direction facilitates many new ways to enhance digital
displays. Especially for head-mounted displays, knowing in real-time where the user is looking
enables providing for a much improved viewing experience, e.g. by realistically animating virtual
avatars or enhancing depth perception by gaze-aware depth-of-field rendering. In addition, gaze-
contingent video coding and foveated rendering strategies enable bandwidth reduction, higher frame
rates and overall better rendering performance. Head-mounted displays especially pose high demands
on spatial resolution and constantly high refresh rates and therefore significantly benefit from these
techniques.
In this chapter a novel modular HMD design with integrated binocular eye tracking is presented.
The VR headset enables directly adapting the displayed frames to the user’s current gaze direction.
6.1 Introduction
Virtual Reality (VR) has become a well-established field in research and industrial applications,
e.g., for simulations, scientific visualization, or gaming. Previously, high hardware costs prevented a
wide-spread application and development. But recent advances in the mobile device market lead to
high-quality, low-cost virtual reality hardware (Oculus Rift, HTC Vive, Sony Playstation VR, etc.).
These low-weight, low-latency head-mounted displays (HMDs), in combination with a wide field of
view (FOV), enable experiencing immersion and presence within a virtual environment like never
before. Future developments of HMDs will include even higher resolution displays, higher refresh
rates, and wider FOVs [Abr14].
Commodity HMDs mostly use fixed hardware setups. Unfortunately, preconfigured HMDs are
often difficult to parameterize for individuals, e.g., to account for differing interocular distances both
in horizontal and vertical direction (previously often ignored and known as Hypertropia [DFRR10]).
Further, existing software calibration is often unsatisfactory and cumbersome with current HMDs.
This limitation can lead to non-frontal relative positioning of the eyes and non-converging lenses inside
the HMD, resulting in reduced perceived sharpness, and an increased likelihood of motion sickness
and headaches for the user. The wide adoption of VR equipment justify to investigate methods to
simplify calibration and to improve the experience for every user. Here, analyzing user behavior in
virtual environments can deliver many insights: What is drawing attention? What emotional response
results from certain content?
For a desktop setup similar questions are usually investigated involving an eye tracker (measuring
pupil size for emotions or focus points of interests on the screen). Unfortunately, when using an HMD
setup, the integration of eye tracking is not straightforward, and existing solutions are not convenient
for commodity HMDs.
Stationary solutions for eye tracking are state-of-the-art with regard to tracking quality and are
mostly applied to estimate scan paths (fixations and saccades) [HNA+11, Sch14]. The user’s head
is locked in position using a rigid positioner while cameras record the eyes. While the systems are
very accurate and provide high tracking sample rates, the fixated viewing position is not an option
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for immersive VR where even small head movements lead to drift if recalibration is not frequently
performed.
Mobile eye-tracking solutions overcome the fixation restriction. In this case, an integration into
a headgear or special-glasses frame enables free head movement (e.g., SMI Eye Tracking Glasses,
Arrington Research 3DViewPoint™, Biopac Systems, Inc. HMD). However, due to its smaller form
factor it is significantly more ambitious to integrate such a solution into an HMD: The tracking relies
on a camera whose position is constrained by the HMD lenses and lens holders, which can partially
block the view. Hence, a point for the camera right below the eyes is chosen where precision is,
unfortunately, non-uniform. An alternate, more-frontal placement inadvertently reduces the FOV,
which is often not an option because the feeling of immersion only starts at a horizontal FOV of
80°and increases quickly until 110° [Abr14, BKLJP04]. Such an eye tracking procedure is further
complicated since typical corneal-reflection-based eye-tracking algorithms [HJ10] are not applicable
as they would produce disturbing reflections on the lenses.
This chapter addresses these limitations and works towards gaining more insight into the VR
experience. An affordable, drift-free and binocular eye-tracking solution is presented which is
usable within the limited space of current HMD hardware designs without FOV reduction (Fig. 6.1).
Throughout this chapter, it is shown how to overcome the challenges involved in designing such a VR
system and solve several other issues, for instance calibration and adaptation to the user.
Specifically, the contributions of this work are:
a personalizable lens positioning system (horizontal and vertical) for HMDs and an integration
of an unobtrusive camera setup for eye tracking in a lens-based HMD based on infra-red lighting
(Sec. 6.2);
a model-based gaze estimation algorithm and calibration procedure to adjust the system to the
user (Sec. 6.3);
a robust monocular pupil-tracking algorithm which can deal with partial eye occlusions by lens
holders and eye lid (Sec. 6.4);
To show the potential of (binocular) eye tracking in HMDs a variety of novel applications are presented,
such as gaze-contingent level-of-detail, accommodation simulation, gaze map creation, and realistic
gaze control of virtual characters. In general, these applications illustrate the ability of the system
to perform psychophysical experiments and to extend the experience in immersive environments
(Sec. 6.5). The proposed system is validated by an objective comparison with a state-of-the-art
pupil-tracking algorithm for near-field eye-trackers [LWP05] as well as by a user evaluation (Sec. 6.6).
The limitations of the current setup and future work are discussed (Sec. 6.7) before concluding the
chapter (Sec. 6.8).
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Fig. 6.1 Prototype visualization. A rendering of the proposed self-contained eye-tracking head-
mounted display. Based on a system of dichroic mirrors (red), lens units illuminating the eye balls in
the infrared spectrum (white) and tracking cameras (yellow) the device captures the user’s eye motion
for binocular eye-tracking while he is fully immersed in the virtual world.
Related VR Headsets The success of the RiftTM HMD from Oculus VR led to a renewed interest in
VR for the consumer market. The most-evolved HMDs in this low-cost sector, Rift (Oculus VR) and
HTC Vive, offer a display resolution of at least Full-HD as well as positional and rotational tracking.
Eye tracking is a natural next step and gained much attention in the research and development
sector (e.g., FOVE Inc., Arrington Research, ASL Eye-Trac 6, SR Research, or Senso Motoric
Instruments (SMI)). Even though first attempts have been undertaken in the year 2000 [DSR+00],
current prototypes are still far from being consumer-ready1. One major cost factor are the miniature
cameras and specialized digital processors for tracking at high speed. While the interior design
of these Eye-tracking HMDs (ETHMD) is mostly kept secret, the comparatively low vertical FOV
suggests that the camera is placed inside the user’s FOV, occluding part of the display. In contrast, the
proposed eye-tracking HMD setup has here several benefits. It is a low-cost solution (approximately
450$ in hardware), and preserves the full FOV of current state-of-the-art HMDs. Closest to the
described design is the EyeSeeCam [SVV+09]. This wearable eye tracker is used to align the focus
of an external camera and the user in real-time for medical applications, surgery, or behavioral
sciences. Similarly, the ETHMD described in this chapter uses dichroic mirrors to reflect infrared
light from the eyes back to the cameras located outside the FOV. The custom-built EyeSeeCam relies
on traditional eye-tracking algorithms, and is much more expensive. For the presented ETHMD,
additional challenges had to be solved such as partial occlusion by the lens holders and view distortion
by the lenses.
115,000$ for SMI’s eye tracker for the Oculus Rift, 11/2014, http://newatlas.com [Upg14]
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Fig. 6.2 HMD design comparison. Common HMDs setup (left): converging lens (A), display (B),
eye ball (C), visible light (D), head orientation tracker (E); The proposed system adds (right): eye
tracking camera (F), dichroic mirror (G), lens holder with infrared LEDs (H), infrared light (I),
positional tracking camera (J).
6.2 Eye-Tracking HMD
The following sections present the low-cost, low-weight and personalizable design, and describe
details of each of the HMD’s main components for immersive VR with unobtrusive eye tracking.
6.2.1 Device Construction
General The important elements of the ETHMD are visualized in Fig. 6.2. The working prototype
is depicted in Fig. 6.3a–b. The basic setup resembles a classic HMD with a converging lens per
eye (A) to focus the view on the display (B). The difference lies in a pair of infrared cameras to the
side of the body case (F), dichroic mirror (G) and a circular LED-light array around the adjustable
lens holder (H) to illuminate the eye (C). Reflected infrared light passes through the converging lens
and is reflected towards the camera via the tilted dichroic mirror (G). Light from the display (D)
passes unhindered towards the eye. An additional front camera (J) outside on the HMD is used for
markerless positional tracking. An integrated inertial measurement unit (E) is used in addition for
head orientation [DWB06]. The electronic components are wired to a single harness connected to
an external box with the display controller, a micro computer for orientation tracking, and the LED
power supply [ARD15].
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(b)(a) (c)
Fig. 6.3 HMD design and assembly. User wearing ETHMD prototype (a), and body frame (b).
Body Case The body case encapsulates all internal components (Fig. 6.2). A central barrier with a
gap for the nose divides the display (C) into two disjoint symmetric parts, one for each eye. The case
closes firmly and tight around the eyes. Foamed material avoids exterior stray light. It is covered with
comfortable tissue, except at the nose tip to enable normal breathing. The dimensions of the body are
adjusted to the average head size of human adults [NSMB+12].
Display The integrated 5.6" LCD display (2560×1440 pixel resolution) works at a refresh rate of
60 Hz. As indicated before, display controller and display are separated which reduces HMD weight.
Converging Lenses The use of converging lenses, salvaged from an Oculus Rift (DK1), enables
increasing the perceived field of view and adapts the focal distance to a comfortable distance [OCU15].
Compatibility to the Oculus Rift is maintained. The prototype offers a horizontal field of view of
86°per eye. Dedicated controllers are provided to adjust the position of the lenses in both horizontal
and vertical direction for optimal lens placement (Fig. 6.1). Compared to a traditional HMD with
interchangeable lens cups, the proposed design makes possible more flexible and precise adjustments
for varying head anatomy. For calibration, a circular IR-reflecting ring is located on the backside of
the lens holders.
Dichroic Mirrors Two dichroic, planar mirrors (also known as hot mirrors) are used which reflect
light at wavelengths longer than 730 nm (infrared), while short wavelengths ( < 720 nm) are entirely
transmitted. They redirect infrared light reflected by the IR-illuminated eyes towards the integrated
cameras, which allows tracking the gaze without obscuring the field of view of the user.
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The dichroic mirrors have a size of 80× 80× 2 mm with central cutouts for the nose and an
inclination angle of 19.5° along the vertical axis. The angle is a tradeoff between space and optimal
view on the eye (45° inclination). Higher inclination angles would increase the necessary screen
distance and, thus, screen size and weight. A smaller inclination angle, on the other hand, leads to a
partly occluded view at the eye which need to be dealt with during pupil tracking.
Infrared Illumination Unit Twenty-five infrared LEDs mounted on a ring circuit, uniformly
illuminate each eye from all directions (Fig. 6.4). The ring has an inner diameter of 37 mm and width
of 1.5 mm to minimize the overall lens holder size. The LEDs radiate at a wavelength of 830 nm and a
wide angle of 140°. The infrared light enhances the contrast between pupil and iris, but is outside the
visible spectrum, thus, invisible to the user. Safety of the user is ensured with regard to the exposure
of infrared radiation (Sec. 6.2.2).
Eye Tracking Cameras For binocular eye tracking, two low-cost cameras with a fixed diagonal
field of view of 56°are used to record the user’s eyes. The infrared blocking filters of the cameras are
removed. Instead, a long-pass filter, consisting of a single layer of a raw film negative and blocking
all but infrared light, is inserted. The cameras are mounted fixed in the HMD (Fig. 6.2F), and record
at 640× 480-pixel resolution in grayscale at 75 Hz. The cameras feature a delay of 13 ms due to
the internal image processor. The sampling rate suffices to track fixations and smooth pursuit eye
movements.
Head Tracking For viewpoint estimation in a virtual environment, the rotational and translational
location of the HMD are required. An orientation sensor integrated into the HMD and a head-
mounted front camera performs positional tracking. This combined setup is inexpensive and provides
6-degrees-of-freedom head tracking with sufficiently high precision and low latency.
Orientation (Yaw-Pitch-Roll) is tracked by an inertial measurement unit (IMU) holding multiple
sensors connected to an Arduino microcontroller board. The IMU consists of an accelerometer, a gyro
sensor and a digital motion processor (DMP). The update rate is set to 200 Hz to avoid any noticeable
delay when moving the head in order to reduce motion sickness.
The DMP supports automatic self-calibration, and the angular drift of the IMU is less than 1° per
minute, which is sufficient for longer usage. The positional tracking of the IMU can suffer from an
integration error over time, resulting in accumulated drift. Over short periods of time, however, the
IMU delivers sufficiently precise data. The used tracking solution combines the low-latency IMU
output with markerless camera tracking, which results in robust, low-latency positional tracking with
good precision. The pose estimation of the HMD front camera in world space is based on SLAM-
feature tracking, implemented in the Metaio SDK [DWB06, MET14]. Pose estimation proceeds as
follows: The world frame is oriented and positioned automatically after a few seconds of feature
initialization. Features are then detected and refined adaptively over time during tracking. Since
world scale cannot be estimated from the tracker, it is automatically set during the initialization phase
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 6.4 Eye-illuminating lens holder. 3d-printed lens holder with manufactured circuit board (a),
working infrared SMD-LED array (b), illumination units inside the HMD (c).
such that the camera-tracker results are consistent with the velocity measured by the IMU. Positional
tracking takes ≈ 23 ms (13 ms for frame transmission, 10 ms for pose estimation).
6.2.2 Safety Analysis
Strong infrared light can potentially damage the retina, but the level of infrared radiation of the
proposed ETHMD setup is not harmful. Following Mulvey et al. [MVS+08], for a single LED the
relevant solid angle is given by
Ω=
π · r2 · cos(α)
d2
, (6.1)
where α is the angle between the optical axis and the vector from the LED to the center of the cornea
and r the pupil radius (fully dark-adapted approximately 0.4cm). Ω in Eq. 6.1 is largest at a distance
between pupil and LED of d = 2.1 cm resulting in a solid angle of Ωmax = 0.0499sr.
The power of each LED is given by PLED = 2.5 mW/sr. Hence, the total maximal irradiance for
our radially-symmetric n = 25 LED setup per eye is
Emax = PLED ·n ·Ωmax ≈ 3.116 mW/cm2 , (6.2)
which is well below the recommended daily maximum irradiance of 10 mW/cm2 for a wavelength of
700 - 3000 nm per eye [MVS+08].
6.3 Calibration
This section describes calibration procedures for the different HMD components (Sec. 6.3.1) and the
user-specific calibration (Sec. 6.3.2). Both are required for precise eye tracking, gaze estimation, and
personalized adjustments. It is an important step in fitting the device to the user which, ultimately,
leads to a better VR experience. The setup is described for one eye. The second eye is handled
equivalently. The eye-tracking implementation is described in Sec.6.4.
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6.3.1 HMD Calibration
To avoid motion sickness and to create a convincing 3D impression, precise knowledge about each
component in our HMD projection chain is required, i.e. the relative position and orientation of the
eye-tracking camera, the dichroic mirror, the lens and lens holder, as well as the refractive properties
of the converging lens and the intrinsic parameters of the eye-tracking camera. As a reference point
oH for all components of the HMD, the horizontal center of the HMD’s front-most point is used,
Fig. 6.3 right.
Eye-Tracking Camera Calibration For calibration both intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of the
eye-tracking camera are estimated. Intrinsics are derived via the technique by Bouguet [Bou10].
Providing image resolution and sensor size is sufficient to transform a recording of a checkerboard or
circular pattern of known size into focal length, principal point, as well as radial and tangential lens
distortion.
The extrinsic camera parameters are derived during component assembly as follows. Before the
dichroic mirror is inserted into the body case the display is covered with a checkerboard calibration
pattern which is carefully adjusted to align with the edges of the body case. The eye-tracking camera
records the pattern, and the extrinsic parameters are derived in relation to the pattern. The same CAD
model which is used to print the body case is used to relate the extrinsic camera parameters to oH ,
the coordinate system of the HMD [HZ03]. For validation, the captured image is compared with a
rendered version of the checkerboard using the derived camera parameters. The reprojection error is
less than 3 pixels and can certainly be further reduced in an industrial production setting.
Mirror Calibration After the camera has been calibrated, the dichroic mirror is inserted and
calibrated. The mirror is covered with a carefully aligned calibration pattern to match it later to
the CAD model, and to capture it from the eye-tracking cameras. Performing the same calibration
procedure as for the cameras yields the camera parameters in relation to the mirror position, and vice
versa. This relative mirror position is then transformed to oH . Again, the correctness of the derived
parameters is validated by rendering the checkerboard and comparing it with the captured image.
In the proposed ETHMD prototype, the rotation angles of the mirrors are found to be ∼ 18.9◦ and
∼ 19.5◦ for the left and right mirror, respectively. The slight asymmetry was due to a fabrication
imperfection when printing the HMD.
Lens Reconstruction An accurate geometric model of the aspheric lens as well as the index of
refraction (IOR) are required to support user calibration later on. For the used lenses, details about
optical properties have not been available and had to be reconstructed. As this is the situation for most
HMD lenses, the performed lens reconstruction is described in the following.
Lens Geometry To avoid complicated reconstruction of a transparent surface, the lens surface is
artificially colorized with ink which creates a set of discriminative features. The input images are
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(c)(a) (b) (d)
Fig. 6.5 Lens reconstruction. Converging lens with artificial surface features (a), reconstructed 3d
point cloud (b), derived lens profile (c), reconstructed lens (d).
captured at high quality and resolution using a DSLR camera (Fig. 6.5a). Then, a lens-surface point
cloud based on different input views is reconstructed (Fig. 6.5b) [AGI14]. As a point cloud may
contain holes, a parametric lens model is derived (Fig. 6.5c) as follows. The approach reasonably
assumes a disc-like and radially symmetric shape. The mean positional vector µ of the point cloud
and the eigenvectors e1,e2,e3 provide a convenient coordinate space for the lens reconstruction as µ is
equal to the center of the lens and together with e3 describes the rotation axis r = µ+ te3. Because of
the symmetry assumption, only the 2D profile needs to be derived (Fig. 6.5c). It can be conveniently
described by two second-order polynomials for the front and back curvature. Each point of the point
cloud around r is rotated onto the plane centered at µ and spanned by e1,e3. Then two second-order
polynomials are fitted to the point cloud data, one for the front-facing points and one for the backfacing
points [Moi11]. This approach also increases robustness as the symmetry assumption leads to better
use of point cloud redundancy. The lens is then modeled from this parameterized profile (Fig. 6.5d).
Index of Refraction Since the index of refraction (IOR) of the lens is wavelength-dependent, it is
estimated for infrared light and for the visible spectrum (Fig. 6.2). The following procedure is the
same for both, only the recording camera is exchanged. An analysis-by-synthesis approach is applied
based on the lens’s geometric properties. First, a front view of a circular calibration pattern is captured
(Fig. 6.6a). It has an outer diameter of 50mm at a known distance and the cameras are calibrated as
before. After adding the lens between camera and pattern, several images are captured at different,
known distances between pattern and lens (Fig. 6.6b). Then, the IOR is optimized by comparing to the
recorded camera images synthetically rendered scenes of the lens and calibration pattern (Fig. 6.6c)
using the physically-correct and wavelength-dependent Maxwell Renderer [MAX15] . Two IOR
values are derived: NI = 1.472 for λ = 950nm and NV = 1.515 for λ = 560nm which are typical
values for materials like Acrylite, Lucite or Plexiglass.
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 6.6 Refractive index estimation. Calibration object (a), ground truth refraction through the lens
(b), calibration pattern rerendered on top of ground truth (c).
6.3.2 User Calibration
Most components of the ETHMD can be calibrated during assembly (Sec. 6.3.1). User-specific
components, such as the lens holder position, interpupillary distance, and eye-to-lens distance need
to be estimated for every user separately. This is important to provide a natural 3D impression and
meaningful eye-tracking results, because these values are essential to predict the virtual viewpoint
which can otherwise only be roughly estimated. The components of the gaze simulation model are
visualized in Fig. 6.7a. First, the user adjusts the lenses parallel to the screen for a frontal view when
looking straight ahead. Next, the lens distance is adjusted until the screen appears sharp.
Lens-Holder Localization To detect the lens-holder position, and, hereby, the lens’s position, the
white IR reflecting ring on the backside of the lens holder are used (Fig. 6.7a). Additional infrared
LEDs are located around the eye-tracking camera solely for illuminating the ring (Fig. 6.2 (F), red
LEDs at the camera). When turning off the screen and the interior LED ring, the lens holder can
be detected by thresholding the image captured by the eye-tracking camera. Then, its center and
eccentricity is derived [FF+96]. The 3D position and orientation of this ring is estimated again via
an analysis-by-synthesis procedure; a model of the ring is rendered and its position and rotation are
iteratively optimized via a gradient-descent approach based on the difference between the ellipse
centers, size and eccentricity which proves fast and accurate.
Eye Calibration Next, the eye’s distance to the lens is estimated. The main problem is that a
view of the eye does not provide useful information regarding scale as eye sizes differ. Further, the
view might be distorted in complex ways by the converging lenses. Analysis-by-synthesis again
helps. The LED ring in the lens holders produces characteristic reflections on an eye, also known
as glints (Fig. 6.7 b–c). The reflections can be used to determine the distance between lens and eye.
Nonetheless, to make this step possible a physically plausible eye model is required.
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Fig. 6.7 Simulated gaze model. Virtual gaze setup (a), synthetic eye (b), glints and pupil mask for
characteristic gaze (c).
Eye Model The eye ball of a healthy adult human has a quite consistent shape. The main part can
be modeled as a sphere rotating around its center with a diameter of 24mm and only few individual
deviations (Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation of ±1mm) [AKLA11, p. 75]. The cornea
forms an additional spherical surface above the sclera with a smaller radius of 7.8mm (Chapter 2.2).
The direct light reflected off the sclera produces the most prominent glints. The IOR of the cornea is
set to ND = 1.2 and the eye fluids to ND = 1.276 [AKLA11].
Eye Registration When a user looks along the optical axis of the eye-tracking camera (taking the
reflection from the dichroic mirror into account) the glints form an almost perfect circle on the sclera.
For any other view direction this circle is distorted. The shape of the ring of glints can, thus, be
used in a feedback loop to guide the user’s view towards the optical axis of the eye-tracking camera
(Fig. 6.7b–c). Towards this goal, the user is asked to focus on a marker on the screen. From the
camera image the pupil-center position cp is estimated by using the pupil-tracking algorithm described
in Sec. 6.4. In addition, the glints are extracted from the eye-tracking camera frame using a simple
brightness threshold tG = 0.9. The resulting “glint mask” is used to fit an ellipse [FF+96]. The
glint-ellipse center in pixel coordinates is declared as cg.
The marker is then moved and the ellipse is evaluated again from the next camera frame. The
movement of the marker is given by the difference of glint-ellipse center and pupil-center position,
α(cg−cp). The process is computationally cheap and α can be small, which lets the marker smoothly
move over the screen until the algorithm converges.
Then, the eye-lens distance and the absolute 3D position of the eye are derived from the eye model.
In practice, the characteristic positions where the glints are as circular as possible are rendered for
each eye distances, eye positions and each possible lens holder configuration. The transition distance
from one (virtual) eye configuration to the next configuration is set to 0.5mm. For each rendered glint
image the diameter and center of a fitted ellipse is recorded. The result is a Look-Up table which
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Fig. 6.8 Gaze mapping. Barycentric interpolation for pupil-to-screen mapping (green: current pupil
position, black: precomputed positions, red: closest samples used for interpolation).
allows calibrating for the eye position quickly by linear interpolating between the four closest eye
positions for the previously estimated lens holder configuration.
Gaze Calibration Finally, for gaze estimation, a mapping from pupil center position in the eye-
tracking camera to screen position is needed. This mapping is precomputed using the virtual HMD
model which is configured with the derived calibration values and estimated eye position. A ray from
one pixel representing a detected pupil center is cast via the dichroic mirrors through the lens towards
the eye. By construction, this ray has to intersect with the eye at the pupil center. Thus, eye-tracking
camera pixels can be mapped to eye rotation angle. This mapping is precomputed for approximately
1300 virtual eye rotations per eye covering the full motion range of the human eye (Fig. 6.8, black
and red dots). Similarly, the eye rotation can be used to determine screen position by computing the
light path from the eye through the lens onto the screen (Fig. 6.2 green light paths). Using barycentric
interpolation, each detected pupil-center position cp in the eye-tracking camera (Fig. 6.8, green dot)
can be mapped to a view vector v⃗ and to a pixel position on the display cs.
6.4 Pupil Tracking
The implemented gaze estimation algorithm (Sec. 6.3) relies on detecting the current pupil position
in the eye-camera image. The pupil extraction is described in this section for which noise, (partial)
occlusion by the eye lid or lashes and dust or smears on the lens or mirror need to be handled. Since
the off-axis illumination results in a dark pupil, pupil regions result in low pixel intensities, and
differ significantly from the high amount of reflected infrared light from the sclera and iris. For pupil
tracking (Alg. 1), grayscale camera images I, normalized to [0,1] are used as input.
A binary mask ML indicating pixels belonging to the lens is obtained during the calibration step
and is applied to each input frame. First, for real-time performance and robustness, it is determined
whether the eye is closed, open or halfway closed. Each configuration is dealt with separately (Alg. 1).
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Fig. 6.9 Pupil detection pipeline. Top row: Visible pupil case, Alg. 4. Captured image (a), histogram
for threshold estimation (b), pupil binarization (c), pupil closing (d), contour filtering (e), pupil ellipse
fitting (f). Bottom row: Partially occluded pupil case, Alg. 5. Captured image (g), pupil filtering and
binarization (h), contour point filtering (i), pupil ellipse fitting (j).
Algorithm 1 Pupil Tracking (I,ML)
1: p˜← Approximate Pupil Position (I,ML) ◃ Alg. 2
2: if I(p˜)> tvisibility then
3: Eye is closed
4: else
5: θ ← Compute Pupil Occlusion (I,ML, p˜) ◃ Alg. 3
6: if θ < tocclude then
7:
{
p,ex,ey,φ
}← Detect Visible Pupil (I,ML) ◃ Alg. 4
8: else
9:
{
p,ex,ey,φ
}← Detect Occluded Pupil (I,ML)
10: ◃ Alg. 5
11: end if
12: end if
13: return
{
p,ex,ey,φ
}
Algorithm 2 Approximate Pupil Position (I,ML)
1: pcum ← (0,0) wcum ← 0
2: for p ∈ML do
3: w← (1− I(p))γ
4: pcum ← pcum+ p ·w
5: wcum ← wcum+w
6: end for
7: return p˜← pcum/ wcum
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Algorithm 3 Compute Pupil Occlusion (I,ML, p˜)
1: MGlints ←
{
p ∈ML | I(p)> tG
}
◃ Glint Mask
2: MGlints ← FDilate(MGlints)
3: INoGlints ← FInpainting(I,MGlints) ◃ Glints removed
4: IMinMax ← FMin(INoGlints,kMinMax) ◃ Eye lashes removed
5: IMinMax ← FMax(IEyeLashes,kMinMax)
6: I∆← |IMinMax− INoGlints|
7: MROI ← FcircMask(I, p˜,r1)∩ML
8: I∆← Normalize(I∆∩MROI)
9: m1 ← ∑p∈MROI I∆(p)/|MROI| ◃ First Metric
10: IEyeLashes ← F(Tonal Correction) (INoGlints, [0.4,0.7])
11: MROI ← FcircMask(I, p˜,r2)∩ML
12: m2 ← ∑p∈MROI IEyeLashes(p)/|MROI| ◃ Second Metric
13: θ ← (m1 ·w1+m2 ·w2) ·0.5 ◃ Combined Metric
14: return θ
Approximate Pupil Position To make a fast guess of whether the eye is closed or not the algorithm
approximately locates the pupil position as depicted in Alg. 2. Within the lens mask ML a weighted
average of all pixel positions p is accumulated. Each pixel p contributes with a weight w determined
by (1− I(p))γ with γ = 10. Hence, darker pixels (higher likelihood to be the pupil) will contribute
more. The weighted-average position is the initial pupil-position guess p˜.
Occlusion Estimation If the intensity in a 70× 70 pixel wide window around the initial pupil
position is above the threshold tvisibility = 0.4, the eye is regarded as being closed. If the eye is not
completely closed, the tracking strategy is further refined by classifying the eye as either completely
visible or partially occluded. The amount of occlusion is defined by two measures m1 and m2 (Alg. 3).
While not being sufficient on their own, the combination is significantly more robust. The first, m1,
estimates the presence of eye lashes. The second, m2, tries to detect the amount of non-pupil pixels.
Based on their combination, the eye is declared visible or partially visible, and the corresponding
detection algorithms are run.
To compute m1 and m2, glints are removed by inpainting all pixels with an intensity higher than
tG = 0.9 [BBS01]. These appear especially in the 1.5 – 2 mm transition zone of the curvature of the
sclera and the curvature of the corneal surface that forms an external and internal surface groove
(scleral sulcus) [AKLA11, p. 75]. For more conservative results the inpainted area MGlints is slightly
dilated.
Then, eye lashes occluding the pupil are detected in the resulting image INoGlints. Computations are
restricted to a small area MROI of radius r = 35 pixels around p˜. Then a morphological opening filter
is applied (minimum before maximum filter) to INoGlints with a kernel size kMinMax = 13, removing
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Algorithm 4 Detect visible pupil (I,ML)
1: IBP ← 1− I ◃ Inverts to bright pupil image
2: H← Histogram(IBP,ML)
3: H← FMedian(H,kHistMedian)
4: h← findGrayvalueOfBrightestLocalMinimum(H)
5: MPupilSeg ←
{
p ∈Ω | IBP(p)> h
}
6: B← Blob Detection(MPupilSeg)
7: b← argmaxb˜∈B HullArea(b˜)
8: if HullArea(b)< tb ·∑b˜∈B HullArea(b˜) then ◃ Merge blobs
9: b← b∪{b˜ ∈ B | ∥Centroid(b)−Centroid(b˜)∥< d}
10: end if
11: C← Convex Hull Contour(b)
12: C← Remove Close Points(C)
13: C← Remove Colinear Points(C)
14:
{
p,ex,ey,φ
}← Ellipse Fit(C)
15: return
{
p,ex,ey,φ
}
finer structures, such as eye lashes. The first term m1 is then defined as the sum of absolute intensity
values of the difference image I∆ = |IMinMax− INoGlints|.
The second term aims at estimating the number of non-pupil pixels, which are brighter. To this
extent, the gray value range [0.4,0.7] in INoGlints is linearly mapped to the range [0,1]. Other values
are clamped accordingly. The second term m2 is then defined as the sum of the resulting intensities
inside MROI . Both terms are combined into the final occlusion score θ = 0.5 · (1/3m1+2/3m2). If
θ < tocclude = 0.3 the eye is considered visible, otherwise partially occluded. The corresponding
detection algorithm is applied.
Visible Pupil In the following, localization of a visible or moderately-occluded pupil is described
(Alg. 4). The algorithm builds upon the observation that pupil pixels in comparison to their surrounding
are well separated in an image histogram (Fig. 6.9a–b). Thus, a histogram H is computed on the
inverted input image IBP = 1− I with 64 bins. A median filter of size kHistMedian = 2 removes outliers.
Marking pixels brighter than a threshold h separates the pupil well. Following the observations, h
is set to be the grayvalue belonging to the brightest local minimum within H (Fig. 6.9b, red bar in
histogram).
Next, the goal is to clean up the derived pupil pixels and to perform blob detection (B) to find
connected components. Inspired by Chen et al. [CE14], the convex hull of every blob in B is used
to remove residues of the glint removal. In difference to [CE14], it is checked if the blob detection
already detected the pupil. This is assumed to be true if the largest convex hull of each blob covers
more than 70 % of the summed area of all blobs. Otherwise, blobs are merged whose center is closer
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Algorithm 5 Detect occluded pupil (I,ML)
1: I← 2 · I−G∗ I
2: I← FMin(IFilt ,kMin)
3: I¯← Normalize(I)
4: MPupilSeg ←
{
p ∈Ω | I¯(p)> tPupil
}
5: B← Blob Detection(MPupilSeg)
6: C← Convex Hull Contour(B)
7: C← FErode(C)
8:
{
p,ex,ey,φ
}← Ellipse Fit(C)
9: return
{
p,ex,ey,φ
}
to the center of the largest blob (Fig. 6.9c) than half the maximum extent of the largest blob d. The
contour of the convex hull of the merged blobs then gives a first estimate of the pupil contour C
(Fig. 6.9d). This contour is refined by first removing any point closer than 5 pixels to each other and
then removing colinear points since those are probably generated by the (mostly) straight geometry of
the eye lid (Fig. 6.9e). Finally, an ellipse is fitted to the remaining contour points to obtain position p,
eccentricity ex and ey and angle φ of the projected pupil (Fig. 6.9f).
Partially Occluded Pupil The last case to treat is a strongly occluded pupil (Alg. 5). Here, the
contrast is enhanced using unsharp masking; I = 2 · I−G∗ I (Fig. 6.9h), where G is a Gaussian and ∗
is the convolution operator. A minimum filter with radius kMin = 21 pixels is applied to remove eye
lashes. By normalizing the input image I to the range [0,1], pupil segments are detected by adaptive
thresholding. Setting the threshold to tPupil = 0.12+(∥ p˜− pE∥)0.5 yields an approximate mask of
the pupil fragments where pE is the pixel position of the center of the eye ball. This formula is used
to compensate for an observed vignetting effect towards at the border of the eye.
As in Alg. 4, blob detection is performed and the resulting blobs are merged to estimate the convex
hull of the result (Fig. 6.9h). To counteract the minimum filter, the result is eroded with a similar
kernel of size kMin. Finally, the contour of the blob is extracted and again ellipse fitting is performed
to obtain the ellipse parameters of the projected pupil (Fig. 6.9j).
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Fig. 6.10 Real-time Gaze-contingent Rendering. Foveated rendering (left): Rendering quality and
color saturation is deliberately decreased towards peripheral vision. Adaptive depth-of-field effect
(center, right): near and far focal distances. The gaze vector is shown as a red marker.
6.5 Applications
Several applications for the ETHMD with integrated eye tracking have been implemented which are
based on the freely-available Unreal Engine and open-source game content [EPI15].
Adaptive Depth-of-Field Rendering Inspired by previous studies for desktop applications, a
simulation of the accommodation reflex has been implemented [HLCC08, MCNV14]. In reality, ac-
commodation allows us to focus on objects at arbitrary distances by flexing our eye lens (Chapter 2.4).
In consequence, other objects appear naturally blurred. To compute the focal distance, a ray is cast
into the scene starting at the viewpoint and directed along the viewing direction as measured by the
eye tracker for one eye. Then, the distance is determined to the surface the ray hits first (Fig. 6.10),
and the scene is rendered with the appropriate depth-of-field effect.
Foveated Rendering In the second application, it is shown that the gaze tracker enables sim-
ulation of a gaze-contingent display. Previous work showed the potential of foveated rendering
techniques [RLMS03, DÇ07, GFD+12]. Due to the rapid acuity fall-off from foveal to peripheral
vision rendering can massively benefit from gaze contingency. The effect is demonstrated by rendering
a scene at five different resolution levels corresponding to circles of different radii on the screen. The
highest resolution corresponds to the foveal region where the user is looking at. The render resolution
is reduced by a factor of two for each following circle. Between render resolution levels, pixels are
smoothly blended to avoid visible resolution seams.
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Fig. 6.11 Gaze Transfer and Avatar Animation. (Left, center) Eye tracking enables more expressive
and natural character animation. The estimated pupil size and blink event can also be used to animate
eye adaptation and blinks instantly (right).
The implementation shown in Fig. 6.10 is just simulating foveated rendering and does not lead to
actual boost in performance. When using a path tracer, however, the number of samples per pixel
can be reduced in the peripheral field of view, whereas for rasterization a lower level-of-detail or less
texture lookups can be performed. A novel foveated rendering method using the proposed ETHMD is
presented in Chapter 7. Additionally, similar techniques can be used to simulate various visual field
defects, such as hemianopia (partial blindness), color blindness, retinitis pigmentosa (night blindness,
blurring of vision, loss of central vision, and others) or pigmentary retinopathy (deposits of pigments,
Fig. 6.10, left).
Gaze Transfer for Avatars In this application, immersion is enhanced by mapping gaze direction
and head movements of the user onto an avatar standing virtually in front of him. The eyes of the
avatar rotate as the user rotates his eyes and the avatar blinks as the user blinks (Fig. 6.11). This
increases perceived realism for the user in VR and offers novel opportunities for self-expression. Gaze
transfer can be a valuable extension in telepresence applications or user-to-user communication in the
context of collaborative virtual reality. With multiple users wearing an ETHMD, immersion can be
enhanced by enabling collaborating users to establish eye contact in VR.
Gaze Maps are an effective method to visualize the user’s gaze over time and an effective tool for
user experience studies [Sch14]. For a demonstration using the binocular eye tracker a stereoscopic
movie player has been implemented. The software records gaze data while watching the video. Gaze
maps for multiple users can be derived by plotting and filtering the estimated screen positions for all
viewers. The result is shown for one frame of a movie in Fig. 6.12. Most viewers fixate the person in
the foreground, the picture in the background or the table. A temperature color coding is used for
visualization (hot areas are fixated more than cool areas).
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Fig. 6.12 Gaze visualization. In a fixation map gaze directions are represented locally by circles.
Circle diameters indicate the duration of each fixation (left). Gaze heat maps (right) show the fixated
display area averaged over time or users. Temperature colors represent total fixation duration.
Fig. 6.13 Immersive gaze analysis. User interface to analyze viewing behavior of immersive live-
action videos [LSF+15]: On top, color-coded frames indicate the current field of view of multiple
users. Below, the users’ scan paths allow analyzing gaze direction of all users over time. In immersive
environments, gaze direction of different users diverge much more than for conventional TV.
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VR Video Analysis and Rendering Being able to track gaze inside head-mounted displays is a
necessary prerequisite for evaluating perception in immersive environments [LSF+15]. For example,
360◦ videos in HMDs are viewed fundamentally differently from conventional movies on a TV screen.
Using the proposed ETHMD, a new visualization and analysis tools has been developed (Fig. 6.13) to
investigate viewing behavior when immersed all around in live-action footage [LSF+15].
The notion of fovated rendering is also useful for broadcasting and for rendering and display of
immersive 360◦ videos [DCM04]. Currently, video codecs are optimized for encoding blocks of pixels
at the same resolution in every part of the video frame. In light of the retina’s vastly varying perception
characteristics from foveal to peripheral vision, however, future gaze-contingent video codecs are
able to adapt coding rate to local view eccentricity. With gaze-contingent coding, only perceptually
relevant information needs to be transmitted and rendered, saving bandwidth and memory. In terms
of bandwidth and computational complexity gaze-contingent video rendering may be especially
valuable for light field video playback and light field displays that render multiple viewpoints for each
displayed frame.
6.6 Evaluation
In this section, the proposed method is evaluated by assessing tracking quality and performance. The
pupil detection algorithm is tested against two other state-of-the-art algorithms [LWP05, CE14]. The
section concludes with a user study with 33 participants.
Performance Evaluation The eye tracking framework has been implemented in C++ using the
OpenCV algorithm library [OCV15]. The primarily CPU-based processing pipeline achieves a total
end-to-end latency, from capturing the eyes by the cameras until a rendered frame is visible to the user,
of 32 ms on current hardware (i7-4930K @ 3.4 Ghz, GeForce GTX 780 Ti). The pupil estimation of
both eyes and the camera capture threads run in parallel on multiple cores of the CPU. Some of the
pre-processing filters (sharpening, blur) run in CUDA on GPU. The eye-tracking camera resolution is
640×480 pixels at 75 frames per second. Timings for each step of the pipeline are as follows:
Process step Duration (milliseconds)
Frame grabbing (@75 Hz) ≈ 13
Pupil estimation ≈ 9
Gaze estimation < 1
Rendering (Application) ≈ 10
Total Latency ≈ 32
Table 6.1 End-to-end latency estimation.
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Tracking Quality The pupil-tracking algorithm is evaluated in terms of tracking stability and
tracking precision. After having calibrated the eye tracker for two different users with corrected-
to-normal vision, the tracking precision was measured. The proposed algorithm is compared to the
STARBURST eye tracking algorithm of Li et al. [LWP05] and the auto-threshold algorithm of Chen
et al. [CE14]. Both algorithms work for near-field eye tracking without relying on corneal reflections.
Glint-free images are used as input as required by these algorithms.
T1 Pupil Position and Size Pupil position and size is tested objectively against ground-truth data
derived from manually created pupil masks of a 1987 frames video recorded with both eye tracking
cameras. The error values for pupil position and size are computed by the differences of the extracted
pupil-ellipse position and eccentricity. The result of the test is summarized in Table 6.2. The pupil
position error εPos is computed as the average pixel deviation of the computed position pe from the
reference position pgt . In contrast, pupil size error is based on the eccentricities:
εPos =
1
n
n
∑
i=1
(|pe− pgt |) εSize = 1n
n
∑
i=1
(|ex− ex,gt |+ |ey− ey,gt |) (6.3)
where ex,ey are the eccentricities of the estimated ellipse.
In terms of accuracy, the novel algorithm clearly outperforms the competitors as they can not deal
with partially occluded pupils. For each tested pupil detection algorithm, the pupil size is closest to
the real pupil size for a central view. The pupil size artificially increases as the view tilts towards the
sides due to increasing lens distortion, resulting in partial magnification of the projected pupil.
Test εSize (px) εPos (px)
Ours 0.04 2.16
Auto-threshold [CE14] 0.63 21.67
Starburst [LWP05] 0.24 13.15
Table 6.2 Pupil position and pupil size accuracy.
T2 Gaze Direction Error An additional test evaluated the difference of the screen position returned
by the eye tracker and the reference screen position set by a visible marker on screen as
εScreen =
1
n
n
∑
i=1
|se− sgt | εAng = tan−1 εScreendEyeScreen (6.4)
where se and sgt are the estimated and reference screen positions and n is the number of tracking
samples (n = 30 in our test). The pixel error is transformed into the angular error by estimating
dEyeScreen via ray tracing using the calibrated model. The error is evaluated for thirty different
positions.
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The error ranges from εAng ≈ 0.5 °to εAng ≈ 3.5 °, being generally higher at the borders of the
screen due to stronger occlusion and therefore reduces pupil detection quality. The interpolated screen
position error is visualized in Fig. 6.14.
Fig. 6.14 Gaze direction error. The absolute error for both eyes over the available FOV, given in
screen pixels.
User Study The ETHMD was tested by 33 participants (25 males, 8 females); 15 had normal vision,
18 had corrected-to-normal vision. The current prototype does not support wearing glasses when using
the HMD. However, the lenses can be adjusted to compensate for a wide variety of ametropia and
hypertropia [DFRR10]. Every person started with the user calibration procedure and then was able to
use the adaptive DOF application (Sec. 6.5). Afterwards, the users were asked to rate certain aspects
of the device (update rate, latency, stability, accuracy) and the application (naturalness, usefulness,
user experience). The evaluation of the user feedback is visualized in Fig. 6.15. In summary, the user
feedback was very positive with regard to user experience and usefulness of the system. Every user
mentioned that they would prefer gaze use in many applications. The stability and accuracy was rated
positive but not yet completely convincing. There were two major issues which explain the reduced
rating. The system is currently an early prototype and still features disturbing redundant cables from
the cameras, as well as an inflexible display cable, which resulted in slight shifts of the HMD when
turning the head, and reduced the accuracy of the gaze estimation. Another issue for some participants
was the usage of mascara on the eye lashes which negatively influenced the pupil estimation, resulting
in a reduced user experience.
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Fig. 6.15 User study results. Blue bars show user ratings concerning specific aspects. The scale
ranges from 1 to 6 (negative/positive). Black bars represent standard deviation.
6.7 Discussion
Limitations The concept of adjustable lens holders provides sharp vision even for people usually
wearing glasses. Wearing glasses inside the HMD is an open problem as this would require larger
lens-to-eye distance, larger lenses, and a larger screen for the same field of view. A fixated positioning
of the HMD with respect to the head is also crucial. Otherwise recalibration becomes necessary.
Long-term user study In this work, the tracking quality of the gaze estimation algorithm has been
tested for only a small number of people and limited duration (several minutes) of usage. In the
future, a larger user study should be conducted to improve the hardware design and software of
our prototype. Additional studies with longer usage sessions will provide more information about
robustness, usability and wearing comfort.
Auto-calibration In the literature software methods for auto-calibration are described that rely on
natural scan pathes of the environment and provide a seamless transition between calibration and
interaction phase [PVT+13]. These concepts may be beneficial for the proposed system. However,
none of these methods have been tested within the ETHMD yet. Alternatively, by using additional
hardware, it might be possible that the calibration process can be largely simplified or completely
automated. Klefenz et al. and Kohlbecher et al. exploit the precalibration in a stereoscopic camera
setup to track the pupil without additional user calibration [KHKH10, KBB+08]. Alternatively a
depth sensor could provide valuable information about the actual anatomy of the individual eye. An
automated calibration process seems interesting even if additional hardware would increase weight
and complexity of the device.
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Applications The presented applications only scratch the surface of possible VR scenarios. Many
other applications are enabled with by user gaze, or at least could benefit from this input, e.g.,
gaze-based selection and manipulation, or studies on user interfaces.
Perception studies in VR simplify analyzing properties of human vision and attention. These
insights may lead to methods that will improve viewing experience or accelerate rendering. Perception
studies also enable evaluation of simulations in VR, e.g., in the field of assembly processes or training
for aerospace, military or surgery, psychological therapy, or eye disease simulation.
Using eye tracking as an input device enables novel gaze-based interaction metaphors, hands-free
interaction with Attentive User Interfaces (AUIs) or an additional communication channel. The user
is able to express his interest naturally by gaze. With additional cameras the ETHMD prototype could
be extended for Augmented Reality usage (AR) where hands-free interaction is beneficial and precise
IPD estimation and calibration are very important. Instead of using a closed body, the mirror-based
setup and gaze-estimation technique could also be used for See-Through HMDs.
6.8 Conclusion
In this chapter a complete binocular eye-tracking solution for head-mounted displays has been
presented. The system relies on low-cost components that should be affordable for every user group.
This aspect opens the door for a large variety of novel applications and contributes to progress in
research. The prototype has been tested on a small group of subjects. For the future, a user study with
a larger group of people could be conducted in order to improve pupil detection and user comfort. In
addition, new ways for continuous and automatic user calibration could be investigated.
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7 Perceptual Sampling for Real-time Rendering
Modern rasterization algorithms can generate photo-realistic images. The computational cost for
creating such images is mainly governed by the cost induced by shading computations. With
ever-increasing display resolution shading has become the limiting factor in real-time rendering,
especially for wide field-of-view (FOV) displays such as head-mounted displays (HMD) or wide-
screen projection systems. Perceptual graphics algorithms make use of characteristics of the human
visual system (HVS) to render only what we can actually perceive to reduce shading computation time
[RFWB07, GFD+12, HGF14, VST+14]. This chapter targets gaze-contingent shading (also known
as foveated rendering), a subarea of perceptual graphics focusing on the exploitation of known gaze
direction as estimated, e.g., by eye-tracking hardware.
7.1 Introduction
As visual acuity decreases in the periphery, computation time is wasted if the entire FOV is rendered
at maximum resolution. Specifically, assuming a uniformly resolved pixel grid, at least 9k by 8k
pixels are required to support foveal acuity over the full FOV for a person with normal vision. For
next-gen HMDs companies aim for even higher pixel fill rates (16k by 16k at 240 Hz) to achieve
aliasing-free, low-latency VR experience [RKA16]. In contrast, gaze-contingent rendering algorithms
match rendered detail to what can actually be perceived by the user. With respect to shading, this
can be achieved by using a ray tracing framework with selective rendering [CDdS06] by sampling
densely in the central gaze area and more sparsely towards the periphery. In rasterization, this is more
challenging due to the restrictions imposed by the rasterization pipeline. GPU hardware is optimized
for rendering images at one constant overall resolution. Pioneering work towards gaze-contingent
rasterization has shown that it is possible reduce rendering-time without affecting the perception of
the displayed scene [GFD+12]. The idea is to render nested layers of increasing angular diameter and
decreasing resolution which are blended to simulate a linear acuity fall-off. However, the resolution
for each layer is constant and approximates the acuity very conservatively. In addition, simplistic
linear acuity models do not model contrast sensitivity or other dynamic properties limiting visibility
of stimuli.
In contrast, saliency methods have proven to be successful in modeling complex human perception
properties [SC06, JDT12]. Most of the input required for traditional saliency estimation, however, is
not known until shading takes place. Therefore, one of the remaining key challenges is how to adapt
render quality to saliency, not just acuity fall-off, before actual shading.
To address this problem, areas of high attentiveness are estimated as part of a deferred shading
pipeline right after the geometry pass and before actual shading. This combines the advantages of
geometry-independent deferred shading with the reduced amount of necessary detail in non-foveal
vision. Perceptual properties of the HVS are modeled to create a gaze-contingent sampling pattern.
The model incorporates a selection of prominent cues such as gaze direction, visual acuity, eye motion,
areas of high contrast, and brightness. This pattern is used to locally adapt shading computation and
to shade only a small subset of image pixels while interpolating radiance among the remaining pixels.
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Fig. 7.1 Gaze-contingent Rendering Pipeline. Incorporating visual cues such as acuity (a), eye
motion, adaptation and contrast a perceptually-adaptive sampling pattern is computed (b). Sparse
shading (c) and image interpolation (d) achieve the same perceived quality as if shading each fragment,
at a fraction of the original shading costs. The resulting image contains high object detail in the foveal
region (lion statue inset) and reduced detail in the periphery (flowers inset).
The proposed approach is implemented into the eye-tracking head-mounted display (ETHMD) setup
described in the previous chapter.
In particular, this chapter contributes:
A flexible sampling scheme that is able to incorporate arbitrary perceptual cues (Sec. 7.3);
An adaptive acuity model combining peripheral fall-off and eye motion (Sec. 7.3.1);
A model for visual detail estimation in image-space combining spatial frequency adaptation for
textures, perceptual filters in object- and screen-space (Sec. 7.3.2), and brightness adaptation
(Sec. 7.3.3);
A practical, smooth multi-rate rendering scheme for perceptually lossless gaze-contingent
rendering suitable for a deferred shading pipeline (Sec. 7.4);
A perceptual study validating the method (Sec. 7.5);
The gaze-aware shading method provides a general rendering algorithm for deferred shading. It is
applicable to any type of display, reduces shading cost, scales sub-linearly with image resolution and
FOV and leads to significantly reduced rendering times for sophisticated high-quality shading. Its
flexibility allows incorporating any perceptual cue to control sampling of the shaded pixels.
The approach is related to Foveated 3D Graphics (F3D [GFD+12]), Multi-rate Shading (MRS
[HGF14]) and Coarse Pixel Shading (CPS [VST+14]) (Chapter 3.2.6) but differs in several important
aspects. F3D takes only acuity fall-off into account and renders the image with three layers of
uniformly distributed samples of differing density. MRS and CPS divide the image into low-detail and
high-detail shading, resulting in discrete shading rates which limit the effectivity for foveated rendering.
In contrast, the approach described in this chapter provides a continuously decreasing sampling density
fall-off. Additionally, the proposed adaptive approach models dynamic acuity changes over time
induced by brightness adaptation, motion and higher-level object features. Therefore, the novel
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Fig. 7.2 Overview. The gaze-aware shading method is described in terms of a typical deferred shading
pipeline. The geometry pass generates a G-Buffer at full resolution. G-Buffer data combined with
predicted luminance, pre-computed object-based saliency and the visual perception model allow
creating a sampling probability map. In the deferred pass, a sampling pattern is generated from the
probability map which is then used for sparsely shading the image. Pre-processed material textures
enable adapting spatial texture detail to visual acuity. A layered pull-push operation efficiently
completes the missing parts of the image by interpolation. In the last step, post-processing operations
like tone mapping and grading are applied before the final image is displayed.
technique can be seen as a generalization of F3D, MRS and CPS rendering suitable for foveated
rendering and commodity graphics hardware.
7.2 Overview
The goal of the proposed rendering approach is to make use of characteristics of the HVS to determine
and shade only the visually important pixels of a rasterized image. Quick interpolation of color
values for the remaining pixels reduces shading cost and overall rendering time. The core of the
approach consists of deriving a per-pixel probability function P for each frame, to decide which pixels
should be shaded and which pixels can safely be interpolated. This process takes place before actual
shading (Fig. 7.2). As available input information from the geometry pass is used, i.e., depth, normal,
texture properties, etc. which is usually computed in modern rasterization pipelines such as Deferred
Shading [ST90] or Forward+ [HMY13]. The algorithm assumes that the gaze direction g is known.
First, the features are described that are incorporated into the visual perception model for sample
selection and how they are combined into the probability map P (Sec. 7.3). Then, it is described
how the image synthesis step is implemented into a rasterization pipeline, including creation of P,
sampling of P, shading of the selected samples, and interpolation of pixel color values for the final
image (Sec. 7.4). To validate the effectiveness of the approach a perceptual study has been conducted
(Sec. 7.5). Several experiments have been performed to analyze the efficiency of the algorithm
(Sec. 7.6). In Section 7.7 strengths and weaknesses of the approach are discussed before the chapter
concludes with Section 7.8.
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7.3 Visual Perception Model
This section describes the extensible model to evaluate perceptual information content of an image
to create the sample probability map P. The process is performed for each eye separately. Due to
the real-time constraints, only quickly computable features are considered. All computations are
performed in image space of the virtual camera before performing any optional image distortion
for the particular output device, such as lens-matched warping compensating for the lens distortion
of a VR headset. The goal is to derive a per-pixel sample probability map P that assigns a single
perceptual importance value in the range [0,1] to each output pixel based on a variety of quickly
computable features F0 to Fn. Higher values denote higher probability for correct per-pixel shading
whereas lower values indicate an approximate shading may be used, e.g., fast color interpolation.
In the following, each feature Fi included in the model is described separately, distinguishing
between acuity-based features (Sec. 7.3.1), attention-drawing features (Sec. 7.3.2), and global features
(Sec. 7.3.3). Finally, the features are combined into a single sample probability map P.
7.3.1 Visual Acuity
Visual acuity provides an estimate of the smallest visual detail the HVS is able to resolve. In the model
three related sub-features are considered: Acuity fall-off, eye motion, and brightness adaptation.
Acuity Fall-Off
Weymouth has postulated an approximately linear degradation behavior of acuity with eccentric-
ity [Wey63]. Even though this model was proven to be valid only for eccentricities up to 30◦, it is
often used in methods for foveated rendering [GFD+12, VST+14, SMI16]. In the proposed approach
the model of Weymouth is extended to make it better suitable for use with wide FOV. A constant
acuity ωp is assumed in the far periphery, as little is currently known about the acuity fall-off at
eccentricities beyond 30◦ (Chapter 2.3).
The sampling probability Fω for a pixel position p and a gaze position g is then computed as:
Fω(p,g) = clamp( f (p,g),ωp,1) ,with
f (p,g) = ω0+m · e(p,g) ,
(7.1)
where clamp( f (p,g),ωp,1) clamps the values of parameter f to the range [ωp,1]. The acuity limit
ω0 and acuity slope m are user-dependent properties which need to be set beforehand in a calibration
step (Sec. 7.5). The function e(p,g) computes eccentricity e in degrees.
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Fig. 7.3 Acuity-contingent sampling. Sampling probability is unity in the fovea (red arrow) and
decreases with foveal distance (red line) towards the periphery. Equal foveal distances result in
equal sampling probabilities. Isotropic acuity fall-off (a): During eye fixations the foveal region is
defined by the gaze vector g and foveal radius f . Eccentricity is described by the foveal distance e.
Anisotropic acuity fall-off (b): For smooth pursuit eye movement (blue arrow) the foveal region is
linearly extended according to the gaze motion vector g˜.
Eccentricity e is derived given the values for horizontal and vertical display resolution d = (w,h),
horizontal and vertical field of view a = (FOVh,FOVv), and values for gaze position g and pixel
position p:
s = (d/2)/ tan(a/2)
p = atan(|p− (d/2)|/s)
g = atan(|g− (d/2)|/s)
e =
√
(px−gx)2+(py−gy)2 (180/π).
(7.2)
An depiction of the resulting feature map is shown in Fig. 7.3a.
Next, eye motion is incorporated into the acuity model.
Eye Motion
Acuity Fω has been described for the assumption of a static gaze per frame, which is reasonable for
high-refresh rate displays [GFD+12, SMI16]. However, smooth pursuit eye motion can invalidate this
assumption for lower-refresh rates. To take eye motion into account two sub-features are incorporated:
anisotropic scaling of the foveal region, and motion-dependent acuity adaptation.
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Anisotropic Acuity Fall-off
To take the expected gaze motion into account during frame duration ∆t, the gaze position is not
modeled as a point but as a line g˜ = gi+∆tλgi−1gi, λ ∈ [0,1] where gi and gi−1 are gaze positions
during the current and previous frame. The foveal area and acuity fall-off are computed as described
in Eq. (7.1) with the difference that in this case eccentricity e depends on the distance to a line instead
of a position (Fig. 7.3b).
Motion-dependent Acuity Adaptation
Compensating for higher-latency displays requires increasing the foveal area, but sensitivity to detail
in the HVS varies with respect to velocity across the retina [Kel79]. For example, in areas where
the projected velocity of the displayed object deviates from eye motion in screen-space, the sample
count can be reduced. Acuity computation is adapted from the work of Reddy on level-of-detail
rendering [Red01]. Accordingly, the motion-dependent sampling probability FM based on gaze
motion g˜ can be computed for any pixel p by:
FM(p, g˜) = Fω(p, g˜) ·G(g˜/∆t) , (7.3)
G(v) =

1.0 if v≤ 0.83◦/s
0.002 if v > 118◦/s
0.962−0.463log10(v) else.
(7.4)
7.3.2 Visual Detail
In this part features are introduced that may influence the user’s attention and consequently should be
taken into account during sampling. In addition, it is described how visual attention-drawing artifacts
stemming from careless subsampling in the peripheral viewing area are avoided. Attention and gaze
do not necessarily coincide. This is known as the concepts of foveal and attentional spotlights [Gol09].
Visual information is constantly processed in the periphery [SRJ11]. Different visual factors attract
gaze more than others, specifically, regions of spatial and temporal contrast as well as saturated colors
(Chapter 2.3). It is therefore important to faithfully represent these factors in the rendered image
especially in the peripheral area, even though acuity is lower.
Because of this, a combined approach is used that
1. adapts spatial texture frequencies according to perceivable detail (Sec. 7.3.2),
2. extracts prominent scene geometry features based on a set of perceptual filters (Sec. 7.3.2).
This strategy is conservative in the way that, in order to avoid flickering from subsampling, it includes
most of the existing high frequency details in the scene but reduces sampling probability in areas of
visual indistinctiveness.
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Texture Adaptation
Textures generally represent material properties and surface details which can potentially attract the
user’s attention. In Sec. 7.3.2 it is shown how to detect these details in object textures and how to
adopt sampling probability in P.
In real-time rendering prefiltered textures, mostly mipmaps, are used to avoid aliasing by removing
high frequencies in the textures based on the projected size of the texture in screen space. This
approach is extended to incorporate also resolvable detail of the HVS, i.e. texture details projected
in the peripheral area are removed. During mipmap creation each level is filtered using a Gaussian
filter before subsampling the texture for the next level, thus removing higher frequencies contained
per mipmap level.
During rendering the mipmap level is selected as follows: In screen space the projected texel size
ts and the corresponding solid angle tang in the user’s view are computed. This value is then compared
with the resolvable detail of the corresponding pixel encoded in the acuity function FM(p, g˜). In case
the acuity value is higher than the angular texel size the lowest mipmap level is proposed (l = 0).
Otherwise, the mipmap level l is derived as follows:
l = clamp(log2(tang/FM(p, g˜)), 0, #mipmaplevel). (7.5)
This value is then compared with the traditionally computed mipmap level based on the projected size
and the maximum of both is taken for the final texture lookup.
Perceptual Filters
In the following usage of three different filters is described to retrieve potential image regions of
high contrast that may be perceptually significant according to previous saliency and psychophysical
perception literature (Chapter 3.1.2). In the implementation part, computational aspects of each filter
are explained (Sec. 7.4). The selection of detectors does not compromise a complete model for human
perception simulation which is still an active research topic. Other perceptual as well as attentional
cues affecting perception can be added easily to the perceptual model. The max-operation in Eq.7.11
allows selecting a fragment for rendering if any of the detectors gives a positive response whereas the
scaling term allows including attributes that inhibit perceptual importance.
Object Saliency Detection Besides the usual object textures used for rendering, additional object
saliency textures rOb j at the same resolution are created for each mipmap level. Each texel in rOb j
corresponds to the perceptual importance of a point on the object’s surface as follows:
rOb j = max(▽rNorm,▽rBump,▽rAlb,rGloss,rMet) . (7.6)
For each of the normalized material parameters geometry normal rNorm, detail normal rBump, and
albedo rAlb the maximum of the local partial derivatives is computed using a simple gradient filter of
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kernel size 3×3. Shiny materials in physically-based rendering can easily draw the user’s attention
through highlights on the surface [WLC+03]. For this reason, the computed gradient values are
compared with the normalized metalness rMet and glossiness rGloss of the material. The maximum of
the values gives the object saliency texel.
During the geometry pass the saliency textures are rendered into a separate buffer to form another
feature map FO.
Silhouette Detection View-specific regions of potential contrast cannot be precomputed. Therefore,
a silhouette detection filter is employed that works on scene geometry from the viewpoint of the
observer. The detector is essentially a gradient filter responding to changes in scene depth d and
normal direction n. Both channels are combined by taking the maximum to form the silhouette feature
map FS.
Highlight Detection Last but not least, a highlight detector is used since our eye is sensitive to
regions of high contrast [SRJ11]. The detector works as described by He et al. [HGF14]. This detector
enforces higher sampling probability for pixels that could potentially contain bright highlights, which,
if not sampled properly, could otherwise lead to flickering artifacts. The detector is computed as
FH(p) =∑
i
⟨Li(p),R(p)⟩γ · Ii , (7.7)
where the dot product of the normalized light direction vector Li and the normalized reflection vector
R is scaled by the intensity Ii of the i-th light source. Contrast is increased using a power function with
a large exponent (γ = 20). The result is clamped to zero to avoid negative light influence. Computing
a dot product for each light source is inexpensive compared to full shading of the image.
7.3.3 Brightness Adaptation
Adaptation is the time-dependent process when the eye slowly adjusts to the surrounding lighting
situation (cf. Chapter 2.3). Visual acuity for details and color perception is reduced in low light
conditions. On the contrary, during daytime sharp vision and color vision work very well [LSC04,
MDK08, EJGAC+15]. In addition, glare reduces the ability to see clearly, i.e., if light of a very bright
light source enters the eye [EJGAC+15].
In the proposed approach the idea of global luminance maps [PY02] is used to adjust the sampling
probability according to eye adaptation. As luminance information is not available prior to shading,
the fact is exploited that adaptation is no instantaneous effect but a process over time. Therefore, a
low-frequency luminance map from the previous shaded frame Ii−1 is used. Based on the RGB values
before tone mapping the luminance map is computed as:
L(p) = ⟨(0.299,0.587,0.114)⊤, I(p)i−1⟩ . (7.8)
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Fig. 7.4 Brightness-adaptive sampling. The sampling scheme distributes samples in the periphery
in accordance with time-dependent adaptation. As over-exposed (left, bright wall) and under-exposed
regions (right, shadow area) contain less perceivable details compared to normal exposure (center)
sampling probability is reduced. The relative shading count vs. per-pixel reference is given in percent.
The color-coding represents the number of shaded pixels in a 2×2 neighborhood (see legend).
Exposure is iteratively updated for each frame using an empirically derived adaptation rate ar = 0.05
as
Ei = Ei−1+ar · (A−Lavg) ,with
Lavg = 1N
(
∑p L(p) ·FM(p, g˜)
)
,
(7.9)
where Ei is the new exposure value, Ei−1 is the previous frame’s exposure, A is the user-defined auto
exposure value and N is the number of pixels. Finally, Ii−1 is tone-mapped based on the adjusted
exposure Ei [RSSF02] and converted again into a luminance map L¯ using Equation (7.8) .
Based on the tone-mapped expected luminance distribution L¯, a scaling function S is computed
for the per-pixel sample distribution P using the following equation:
S(p) = min
(
1,
L¯(p)
tdark
)
·min
(
1,
1− L¯(p)
1− tbright
)
(7.10)
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Using empirically estimated values for tdark = 0.15 and tbright = 0.9, the scaling function S linearly
scales the darkest and brightest pixels, reducing sampling probability in under-exposed and over-
exposed parts of the image (Fig. 7.4).
Finally, the per-pixel sample probability map is computed as the scaled maximum of all features:
P(p) = max(FM(p, g˜),FO(p),FH(p),FS(p)) · s(p) (7.11)
Hence, the probability of sampling a pixel is set according to the highest importance value returned
by any of the feature maps which assures that visually important pixels are not missed.
7.4 Implementation Details
Decreasing the number of shading samples is most beneficial for high-quality render methods. For
this reason the proposed technique is implemented in a deferred rendering pipeline as used by most
AAA game titles [KG13]. Applicable effects include physically-based rendering [CT82, Sch94],
many-lights methods, image-based HDR environment lighting, screen-space reflections [SNRS12],
HDR bloom effects, and adaptive tone mapping. An overview of the pipeline is given in Fig. 7.2.
The saliency textures are computed offline (Sec. 7.3.2). Rendering starts by computation of the
motion-compensated acuity feature map FM from gaze position and gaze motion as provided by the
eye tracker. The acuity feature map is used as input to the subsequent geometry pass.
Geometry Pass In the geometry pass the scene is rendered from the camera view and rasterized
into the G-Buffer. The G-Buffer consists of channels for world position, normal, depth, velocity, as
well as material data such as albedo, roughness, metalness, and cavity. For the precomputed object
saliency (Sec.7.3.2) the G-Buffer has one additional 8-bit saliency channel. In addition, apart from
image-based lighting shadow maps are computed for the active light sources.
Perceptual Probability Density Function In a second pass the perceptual filters are applied
(Sec. 7.3.2) to the information available in the G-Buffer. Computation results of each filter are
gathered in the single-channel sampling probability map. The silhouette features detector checks for
virtual edges in the scene (Fig. 7.5b) based on the normal and depth map of the G-Buffer (Sec. 7.3.2).
Although texture normals have already been analyzed for each object in a preprocessing step, there
may be regions of contrast due to object penetration or at silhouette boundaries. Next, object-based
saliency is included (Sec. 7.3.2). Since the saliency texture value depends on motion-based acuity
when being written to the G-Buffer, texture values from the appropriate mipmap are used as is (Fig.
7.5c). Then, highlight detection is applied for each visible light in the scene (Fig. 7.5d) by rendering
light meshes, evaluating the detector in the fragment shader for all affected pixels, and accumulating
the results (Sec. 7.3.2). For directional lights the filter is applied to the full image by rendering a
screen-aligned quad. The brightness adaptation scaling function (Eq. 7.10) is estimated based on a
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low-resolution version of the previous frame (same resolution as the acuity function texture). The
feature maps are combined according to Eq. (7.11). Extending the feature map F with a 5×5 dilation
kernel sufficiently enlarges salient feature regions to avoid potential flickering in shading. To speed
up this costly process a mipmap representation of the feature map is used. Dilation is computed with
a small kernel on a lower-resolution version of the feature map F. Finally, we use the combined
probability map P to generate the importance sampling pattern used for shading (Fig. 7.5e) [Rey98].
For every pixel p we compute a pseudo-random number p and create a shading sample if p < P(p).
Deferred Shading Pass and Sample Interpolation Instead of saving the sampling pattern explic-
itly in a binary texture, the largest depth values are reserved in the depth buffer to encode the sampling
pattern and to scale the other depth values accordingly. Rendering a screen-filling quad using early
z-culling then invokes the fragment shader only for the shading samples while efficiently discarding
the rest, which is faster than discarding individual pixels in the shader. Limitations of this approach
are discussed in Sec.7.6.
Shading from all primary scene lights is accumulated first. Then, the computed radiance values
are interpolated as described in the following. Computation of secondary lighting effects in screen
space, such as reflections or global illumination, are postponed up until after interpolation.
Image interpolation is possible due to the assumption that every perceptually important detail is
included in the sampling. Remaining parts can therefore be interpolated without being noticeable by
the observer (Fig. 7.5f-g).
Edge-aware interpolation would be too costly for this step. Even the Guided Image Filter [BEM11]
– a very efficient version of a bilateral filter – takes too long. Instead, a fast GPU version of pull-push
is used for interpolation [GGSC96]. This algorithm is based on mipmaps to fill in the missing shading
information for all pixels and requires only four texture lookups per pixel in total. The generated
mipmap levels can be reused in secondary shading effects, e.g. screen-space reflections, HDR bloom
effects as well as for adaptive tone mapping. Those techniques require averaged or blurred radiance
values, anyway [KG13, SNRS12]. Therefore, the radiance interpolation technique does not introduce
significant overhead to the render budget.
In a final step of the post processing pipeline, gaze-contingent, temporally-adaptive tone mapping
is performed based on the averaged color information generated by the pull-push step and the updated
exposure, value as described earlier.
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7.5 Perceptual Study
To validate that the results of the gaze-aware shading algorithm are visually equivalent to an image
rendered with full per-pixel shading, a perceptual study has been conducted. The test scenes are
rendered on a common desktop computer with an i7-4930K CPU and NVIDIA GTX 780 Ti graphics
card with 3GB of GPU memory and displayed on the binocular eye-tracking head-mounted display
(ETHMD) presented in Chapter 6. Eye tracking and rendering are performed in parallel. The measured
latency of the configured eye tracker is 12.5 ms. A worst-case latency of ≈50ms may happen right
after saccading eye motion and before the system can adjust itself correctly again. This delay is
tolerable in this case as blur detection of the HVS does not increase significantly for up to 60 ms due
to postsaccadic suppression [LW07].
7.5.1 Acuity Calibration Study
As acuity fall-off is a user-dependent property, a calibration study has been conducted first to
conservatively find well-working parameters for the size of the foveal region f , acuity limit ω0,
acuity fall-off m and minimal acuity in the wide periphery ωp (Eq. 7.1) and to avoid time-consuming
calibration later on. The algorithm was explained to six participants. Their task was to conservatively
adjust the mentioned three parameters until they did not perceive any visual difference between a full
rendering and our gaze-contingent rendering between which they could toggle at will. Three different
test scenes have been presented in the test (Fig. 7.5). For the ETHMD setup the following parameters
(Eq. 7.1) were found: The average acuity limit in normalized device space was ω0 = 1.1715. The
linear acuity slope is m =−2.45. The average size of the per-pixel shaded foveal region is f = 0.07.
For the wide periphery (e > 0.47) the minimal acuity was found to be ωp = 0.02. The estimated
conservative parameters are then used in the second experiment with a larger group of users which is
described in the next section.
7.5.2 Validation Study
In this study the perceived quality of gaze-contingent rendering has been evaluated by assigning
different visual tasks to the participants. The study was conducted with 16 persons (13 males, 3
females with corrected-to-normal vision) who had not used the system before and had not been
informed about the strategy of our method. The following tests were performed targeting different
aspects of the proposed technique. The user had to fulfill given tasks in a virtual environment (Sponza).
Six trials were performed per test in which the respective test parameter was randomly activated or
deactivated. For better comparison after each trial the screen switched to gray with a marker to focus
the user’s view on the screen center again. After each trial pair the participant was asked for perceived
visual quality differences by choosing between the options "first better", "equal" or "second better".
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T1 Cognitive load. The goal of this test was to draw the attention of the user to a specific and
comparable task ("Count the colored spheres in the environment."). The positions of the visible
spheres forced the user to look around and rotate his head in the virtual environment. The camera
position automatically moved forward in the scene on a pre-defined camera track over 20 seconds. In
each trial the colors and positions of the spheres changed randomly. Each trial randomly activated
either the proposed gaze-aware method or the per-pixel shaded reference.
T2 Free viewing. In this test the task was to freely explore the environment without having a
specific task to make it easier to detect quality differences. The time was constrained to 8 seconds.
Again, each trial activated randomly either the gaze-aware method or ground-truth reference.
T3 Toggle manually. In this test, like in the calibration study, the user was able to toggle manually
between our sampling and the reference as often as desired. This test was performed without time
constraints. Therefore, the test was conducted only once per person.
T4 Brightness adaptation. In this test the user was asked to test the eye adaptation feature. In the
virtual environment the user was seated in front of a wall partly lit by the sun, leading to under-exposed
shadow areas or over-exposed lit parts depending on the user’s gaze. The adaptive sample reduction
for over- and under-exposed image regions was randomly activated or deactivated in each trial. As
before, the user was asked for visual quality differences.
T5 Eye motion. In this test the eye motion-based sampling was activated/deactivated randomly to
examine if the user perceives the reduced amount of detail in image parts moving differently to gaze
motion. The user was asked to focus for 8 seconds on a sphere moving into the virtual environment.
The moving sphere allowed to trigger smooth pursuit eye motion that is repeatable for each trial.
T6 Texture adaptation. In the last test the texture adaptation feature was randomly switched on/off
while the user was freely exploring the environment. The goal of this test was to validate that the
acuity-based peripheral textural detail reduction is not perceivable by the user.
7.6 Results
7.6.1 Shading Costs
Shading Samples The algorithm has been tested using three scenes featuring different character-
istics. The Cerberus scene (Fig. 7.5, first row) shows an old revolver in the sand which contains
many specular highlights due to the shininess of the metal. The Crytek Atrium scene (Fig. 7.5, second
row) contains complex illumination including high contrast between shadows and lit areas as well
as shadow edges of different intensities. The Mothership scene shows the engine room of a giant
spaceship containing a high amount of geometric detail (Fig. 7.5, third row).
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Fig. 7.6 Benchmark results. The amount of evoked fragment shader calls is shown for three scenes
of 300 frames each. The adaptive method achieved comparable shading benefits in relation to the
fully-shaded reference and temporally stable sampling rates for each test scene.
In all cases the amount of fully shaded pixels was reduced to roughly one third of the fragments
(32.3% (Cerberus), 41.1% (Sponza), 37.2% (Mothership)). A detailed analysis over 300 frames is
given in Fig. 7.6.
Render time The computational overhead of the proposed method is very low, about 0.9ms for
the sampling creation step for both eyes (see Sec. 7.5 for PC specifications and resolution), and
about 1ms for the shading interpolation, which is similar to creating mipmaps. As these are needed
for many effects, anyway (depth-of-field, adaptive tone mapping, rough screen-space reflections,
etc.) image interpolation comes almost for free. Using the implemented non-optimized renderer
prototype, an overall reduction of rendertime of 25.4%, on average, has been achieved for the tested
scenes. Full rendering for both eyes requires 15.1ms per frame, in average for all scenes, whereas
the proposed approach requires only 11.2ms. Shading time is reduced by 41% (11.9ms to 7.0ms).
The performance gain using adaptive sampling generally depends on the shading cost per pixel.
Benefits are more significant if per-pixel shading is expensive. The difference between shaded pixels
and savings in render time is mostly due to a hardware feature of current GPU architectures which
always shade a 2× 2 fragment group concurrently, no matter how many fragments are discarded
[KNC16]. This limitation increases the amount of shaded pixels from 37 to 59%, on average, and
therefore significantly reduces the shading benefit of the method on current hardware. Hopefully,
next-generation GPU hardware will remove this constraint. Integrating hardware constraints directly
into the sampling procedure has not been investigated yet.
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Fig. 7.7 Perceptual study results. Green bars show user ratings certifying visual equivalence between
the perceptual sampling method and the full-resolution rendering in a variety of test scenarios. Orange
bars show user ratings favoring the latter.
7.6.2 Perceptual Study Results
For the perceptual study a negative rating was given if the user correctly recognized the gaze-adaptive
image (Fig. 7.7, orange). In the other case the user has either seen no difference or rated the per-pixel
shaded reference as being worse (Fig. 7.7, green). In the passive viewing tasks (T2, T4, T6) most of
the users have not detected a difference between the rendering variants. This validates the quality of
the proposed perceptual model using the conservative acuity parameters derived initially. Importantly,
the results of T1 and T2 don’t expose any discernible difference: 87.5% (T1) and 88.9% (T2) of the
users perceived no difference. Hence, the perceptual sampling performs equally well regardless of the
user’s cognitive load. Even in the most demanding case, T3, when comparing sampling and reference
directly, the users have been able to recognize any difference in the images only in 26.6% of the trials
but phrased the differences as "unobtrusive". Some users who perceived a difference had no preference
for choosing the better-looking variant. The same holds for T6, testing texture adaptation to the acuity
limit. Some users reported perceiving the changed amount of detail in the periphery (20.2%). In these
cases the acuity slope could be increased resulting in more texture detail and equivalently more shaded
samples. Although not being the intention of this work, some people actually preferred the look of the
“smoother-looking” image. It may be reasoned that people perceived a reduction of aliasing in the
periphery which may occur in the per-pixel shaded reference. User feedback has been very positive
in T4 since the users liked the natural behavior of foveated brightness adaptation. The additional
reduction of samples in washed-out image regions rarely received a negative rating (12.2%). In T5,
hardly any user (6.7% of the trials) recognized a difference between sampling the acuity fall-off only
and sampling including motion-based reduction. Interestingly, the motion-based sampling reduction
often reduces the number of shaded pixels to just 10 to 15% when the eye tracks moving objects or
when the user moves in the environment.
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7.7 Discussion
In the following advantages and drawbacks of the proposed pipeline are discussed and compared with
related approaches.
Applicability Many modern game engines use tiled deferred shading. Lately, also the Forward+
method was proven to be very efficient for many-light scenes [HMY13]. The perceptual sampling
method can be applied to both approaches since both provide depth information before shading and
support early z-discard to avoid expensive shading invocations. The GPU implementation could also
apply to mobile hardware with gaze-tracking; the GearVRTM has already been tested in combination
with eye-tracking [SMI16].
The sampling technique scales favorably with resolution and FOV which are important properties
for next-generation HMDs. The number of shading samples increases sublinearly with FOV whereas
image interpolation scales linearly with resolution. In the tested scenes the shading samples decrease
from 35% on 1.2k resolution to 17% when frame resolution is doubled (2.5k per eye). The adaptive
approach provides temporal stability and predictable performance, as shown in Fig. 7.6.
Memory Consumption The required object saliency textures correlate to the overall texture usage
in a scene. The sampling uses parts of the already available depth buffer. Other than that, the
memory consumption is essentially equal to standard deferred shading. The mipmap required for the
interpolation is created in any case for effects like screen-space glossy reflection etc.
Anti-Aliasing Anti-aliasing techniques reduce flickering caused by undersampling of geometric and
shading details. Hardware-based multisample anti-aliasing reduces the causes of geometric aliasing
but cannot handle aliasing stemming from undersampling highly specular materials, both spatially
and temporally. Temporal anti-aliasing strategies, such as TXAA [KG14], solve this by accumulating
shading information along pixel trajectories over time.
Although not yet implemented in the renderer prototype, the perceptual sampling does not prohibit
usage of TXAA. In the foveal region each pixel is shaded so that TXAA can be applied as usual. In
the periphery, flickering specular highlights are avoided due to texture adaptation (Sec. 7.3.2) which
reduces frequencies in every material channel. Pixels with specular highlights induced by small-scale
geometry are sampled due to the highlight detector. In this respect, TXAA should eliminate flickering
specular highlights also in the peripheral viewing areas.
In the conducted study one user perceived peripheral flickering stemming from under-sampled
shadow edges, which are not explicitly handled by our model but could be included by the extension
of He et al. [HGF14]. However, modern shadow algorithms are optimized to produce appealing soft
shadows, reducing this artifact by default.
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Comparison to prior work In the following we compare the proposed approach to the related
work in foveated 3D graphics (F3D) [GFD+12], multi-rate shading (MRS) [HGF14] and coarse pixel
shading (CPS) [VST+14]. Both MRS and CPS are currently only theoretical concepts, implemented
in software simulators. Both require adaptive shading features which are not available on commodity
hardware. Only F3D and the presented perceptual sampling are directly applicable to current GPUs.
Looking at the shading rates from MRS, CPS and adaptive sampling, comparable numbers are
reported with relative instruction counts of about 30 - 70 %, depending on the scene complexity. This
is reasonable since all mentioned approaches shade accurately in regions of high contrast and lower
shading quality in low-contrast regions. F3D reports shading reductions by a factor of 10–15. Several
reasons cause this discrepancy:
F3D theoretically undersamples the image drastically which results in very high frame rates. To
diminish the resulting visible aliasing artifacts, F3D needs to rely on specifically designed anti-aliasing
strategies, including jittered sampling of the image plane, temporal reprojection, and high-refresh
rates to make use of eye integration over several frames. However, this limits F3D to simpler material
models and less complex geometry. In contrast, adaptive sampling concentrates on carefully selecting
samples for each single frame which allows incorporating additional features into the visual perception
model besides acuity. In addition, the requirements of low-latency eye tracking hardware and high
image refresh rates are relaxed by explicitly incorporating eye motion into the sampling model and
accurately selecting samples around salient geometry and material features. This increases shading
sample count but is necessity to be less dependent on specific anti-aliasing techniques or certain
refresh rates.
A novel feature introduced in this work, from which F3D, MRS, and CPS can benefit, is texture
adaptation. The efficiency of MRS and CPS heavily depends on scene content and material complexity.
By reducing texture detail to the visual capabilities of the viewer, the proposed method is effective for
arbitrary materials, including bump mapping.
MRS and CPS use a regular grid at three different shading levels. F3D also uses discrete
resolution layers. In contrast, the novel sampling method may vary image quality continuously, giving
the underlying model of the HVS a much higher level of flexibility. Considering the above similarities
and differences, the perceptual sampling technique can be seen as a generalization of F3D, MRS and
CPS rendering that is suitable for gaze-contingent rendering on commodity graphics hardware.
Future Work Further performance improvements may be achieved by collecting material data late
in the deferred pass (deferred texturing). Then texture look-ups are only executed for those pixels
that are actually shaded. In this case, the G-Buffer material data reduces to a material ID and UV
coordinates instead of holding all material data. A straight-forward idea to improve performance for
gaze-contingent rendering is view-dependent geometric level-of-detail [Red01]. Related approaches
rely on drawing less vertices in the periphery or on reducing tessellation [WLC+03]. However, the
HVS reacts quite sensitive to geometry changes. An analysis of a combined method of geometry and
shading adaptation rate is a promising research direction. There is also promising work on decoupled
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sampling that renders defocus and motion blur with less samples by introducing a memorization
cache for reusing samples across visibility samples [CTM13, RKLC+11]. Mauderer et al. show
that accommodation simulation has a positive effect on depth perception also for HMDs [MCNV14].
However, gaining performance benefits from accommodation in real-time rendering is still an open
problem.
7.8 Conclusion
In this chapter a novel rendering paradigm for gaze-contingent rendering has been presented which
combines the benefits of sampling flexibility and fast rendering based on a deferred shading rasteriza-
tion pipeline. Previously, the flexibility to adjust shading quality accordingly to perceptual properties
has been only available in ray-tracing approaches. Adaptive image-space sampling creates images
that are perceptually equal to images rendered with full per-pixel shading, but at significantly reduced
shading costs. For typical images of 1.2k resolution per eye, the method selects only about 30-40% of
the pixels for shading while interpolating the rest. For higher resolution and wider fields-of-view, e.g.
for HMDs, the amount reduces down to 20% of the original number of pixels.
The approach is universally applicable in the sense that perceptual sampling and rendering can
be adapted to a variety of models to describe what attracts a user’s attention and, what is equally
important, what can be computed before the actual shading takes place. While the approach reduces
shading cost, it does not reduce the cost for the geometry pass which is rendered at full resolution.
This is necessary in order to predict the visually important parts of the image. Otherwise, it would not
be possible to reliably and robustly detect silhouettes or fine surface detail before actual shading.
In the future, further refinements of the visual perception model should be investigated. Currently,
the human vision model is tuned rather conservatively as the number of samples is potentially
overestimated in order to not miss any attractors. It would, however, be interesting to see if one can
compute the minimal number and positions of required samples. As this is partially user-dependent,
further research is required, in graphics as well as in the field of psychophysics.
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8.1 Conclusion
Knowing where we are looking allows gaze-contingent display algorithms to provide for a much
enhanced viewing experience. Whether by avoiding aliasing artifacts, by providing superior perceived
visual quality or by allocating computational resources more efficiently, gaze-contingent computational
methods are able to boost visual fidelity for all kinds of conventional displays. In this dissertation
several challenges have been addressed from a perception-based point of view.
First, the mismatch of spatial resolution of common film cameras and (mostly much lower) display
resolution has been identified. The first contribution of this thesis (Chapter 4) has been a method
that enables apparent display resolution enhancement (ADRE) for arbitrary footage. This approach
determines a spatio-temporal video transformation from saliency and gaze data for a given video in
such a way that a previous resolution enhancement algorithm yields optimal results. The resolution
enhancement effect exploits temporal summation in the foveal region during smooth pursuit eye
motion to reconstruct high spatial detail in the retina. As a result, a commodity high frame-rate display
is able to show arbitrary videos at higher perceived quality.
Second, the mismatch between camera blur and motion blur perceived in reality by the HVS
motivated the contributions in Chapter 5. Gaze-aware perceptual blur model takes the estimated scan
path of a given video into account and enables to recreate the amount of blur perceived naturally
while watching the video. This way, temporal video artifacts such as judder and ghosting, perceived
in the periphery when watching short exposure HFR videos, are removed. In addition, the approach
can be used to subtly direct the user’s gaze due to the property of the HVS to unconsciously follow
regions of high detail. Another application is synthetic and virtual shutter simulation which can be
pixel-precisely adjusted at interactive rates.
Over the last years, tremendous progress in head-mounted displays (HMD) has made virtual
reality available for the consumer market. Immersion is the ultimate goal of VR headsets in order
to produce a convincing user experience. However, the personal user experience is limited by
insufficient or imprecise calibration functionality with current HMDs which often induce motion
sickness. Active gaze tracking is not available in popular VR headsets. This prevents usage of gaze-
aware applications in HMDs. Furthermore, it is difficult to learn about user behavior in virtual worlds.
Although proprietary extensions are provided by a small number of companies, those components are
prohibitively expensive and usability is limited due to closed-source implementations.
In the third part of this thesis, an affordable hardware and software solution for drift-free eye-
tracking and user-friendly HMD calibration has been presented in Chapter 6. The novel modular
binocular eye-tracking head-mounted display (ETHMD) relies on video-oculography for low-latency
tracking of both eyes. The prototype supports personalizable lens positioning to accommodate for
different interocular distances. The integrated mirrors split infrared light for eye tracking and, as a
result, overcome the problem of a non-optimal viewing angle of the eye-tracking camera of previous
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HMD hardware designs. The lean design of the presented prototype provides full FOV while using
commodity cameras for eye tracking.
On the software side, a model-based calibration procedure adjusts the eye tracking system and
gaze estimation to varying lens positions. Challenges such as partial occlusions due to the lens holders
and eye lids are handled by a novel robust monocular pupil-tracking approach. The HMD design
and the introduced algorithms constitute a low-latency VR system which is affordable and simple to
calibrate. It is suited to the needs of immersive VR and gaze-contingent real-time display algorithms.
Measuring relative gaze direction opens the door to a much wider spectrum of gaze-aware VR
applications and games when using HMDs. A selection of applications has been demonstrated in
Chapter 6, such as gaze calibration, accommodation simulation, gaze control of virtual avatars, gaze
map estimation and gaze analysis for immersive videos. Due to the fact that VR applications require
high display refresh rates and a wide FOV to avoid motion sickness, rendering for the HMD is
especially GPU-demanding.
For this reason, the fourth and last contribution in this dissertation focuses on gaze-contingent
real-time rendering, presented in Chapter 7. Exploiting the decrease in perceivable display quality
in the periphery is especially beneficial for wide field-of-view VR headsets. The novel perceptual
sampling scheme adaptively adjusts shading quality to different limitations of the HVS, such as
spatial acuity, brightness adaptation and temporal sensitivity. The approach is suited for modern
physically-based shading models and fits into current rendering pipelines. In contrast to related
approaches, the method is compatible with common GPU hardware and shading languages, making it
well-suited for many platforms.
Current limitations of passive gaze-aware display algorithms arise from imperfect saliency predic-
tion, e.g., for video content that features no or multiple salient regions. The precision of attention
models being able to simulate and predict selective attention determines the success of gaze-aware
video rendering methods. Our perceived environment is not only the sum of colors, angles, and
motion. People and objects around us resonate with emotional meaning. For robust gaze prediction it
is mandatory to understand how attention and empathy interact. Selective attention is determined both
by goal-directed, top-down control as well as by bottom-up processing of all input channels. Unified
perceptual models should, therefore, include more than just vision. Auditory and haptic perception
also have a large impact when selecting attention. In addition, more research is needed into how
we perceive with our peripheral vision and how to suitably render and display image information in
the periphery. As displays become more sophisticated and advanced, a deeper understanding of our
perception will be needed, including difficult-to-measure aspects such as visual comfort.
The fact that gaze-contingent methods concentrate largely on the single-viewer case constitutes
another limitation. To accommodate several people looking at the same screen the presented methods
need to be suitably adapted and extended.
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8.2 Future Directions
Authentic visual realism arguably constitutes the strongest cue for our sensation of reality. By enabling
immersive visual realism, the presented and future research will open up exciting new application
scenarios for the use of gaze-contingent displays, not only in visual entertainment and gaming but
also in areas like visualization and fundamental perception research.
The software-based approach for apparent display resolution enhancement has been only tested for
videos so far. However, current VR headsets are mostly limited in terms of spatial display resolution.
Hence, increasing perceived resolution can render highly beneficial in this area. Currently, the image
optimization is computationally costly if applied as described in Chapter 4. However, as we perceive
high frequency detail only in ≈1% of our visual field, the amount of pixels required to be processed is
limited. A fast GPU implementation as suggested by Templin et al. could therefore be an option to
exploit ADRE in real-time applications to overcome the currently limited spatial resolution in VR
headsets [TDR+11].
Another important path of future work are ways for rendering perceptually convincing, viewpoint-
correct synthetic worlds as well as captured videos at very high frame rates. In theory, AMOLED
displays, which are primarily used for novel HMDs, enable refresh rates of more than 1000Hz, much
higher than traditional video and application frame rates. High temporal display resolution brings
perceived visual impression closer to what we perceive in reality. However, rendering for a wide
FOV and at high frame rates is prohibitively expensive for complex scenes. Temporal reprojection
of videos, such as presented for ADRE and the perceptual blur, or time warp features for real-time
applications currently approximate in-between frames to increase the frame rate at much lower cost.
However, effects on visual perception and motion sickness have not exhaustively been analyzed
yet when presenting interpolated frames instead of viewpoint-correct frames. Especially wide FOV
displays may benefit from gaze-aware temporal upscaling methods due to the strong decrease in visual
performance towards the periphery.
Orthogonally, adjusting rendering quality to perceptual limits has proven to be beneficial, as
shown in the perceptual sampling project. Although not tested for mobile VR headsets, such as the
GearVRTM, once mobile gaze tracking is available the proposed approach is directly applicable. In
comparison to a desktop environment, the gaze-aware render method would probably result in an even
higher performance boost on mobile hardware due to the fact that mobile GPU architectures are more
sensitive to expensive shading calls. In addition, extended approaches could combine shading-based
with geometry-based foveation schemes to maximize the decrease in work load.
The selection of gaze-aware applications presented in this dissertation, and the extent to which
these methods enhance user experience, only form a small subset of what is possible if models of
visual perception are included into the render pipeline. For example, the perceptual blur described
in Chapter 5 assumes a reasonable but constant display brightness for estimating the amount of
blur required for a natural video impression without artifacts. However, in reality spatio-temporal
sensitivity depends on a number of factors such as environment luminance as well as local display
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brightness which changes over time. Additionally, sensitivity depends on eccentricity of the stimulus
and varies accordingly across the visual field. Although, the formulated perceptual blur model supports
pixel-precise filtering, the mentioned properties of human vision with respect to spatio-temporal
sensitivity (Chapter 2.3) have not been considered and remain to be explored in future research.
An extended spatio-temporal model of the perceptual blur could take per-pixel display brightness,
eccentricity information and eye adaptation into account to control the simulated summation duration
as well as the amount of spatial blur.
Another wide field for future research is high-fidelity video rendering. The most striking limi-
tations of current rendering approaches for immersive video are available bandwidth and the view
location constraint. Gaze-aware video rendering and foveated video compression schemes are promis-
ing directions to achieve the bandwidth reduction necessary to raise video resolution to the acuity limit
in the foveal and peripheral viewing areas. The practicability of streamable foveated video systems
is currently limited by system latency [RYS+16]. This lag potentially results in a noticeable switch
of streamed video resolution when the user rotates his head or performs a saccade. Therefore, novel
methods for robustly predicting gaze direction several frame ahead are required to decrease the latency
to an acceptable level. The second challenge is to overcome the limitation of not being able to change
the viewpoint while watching a panoramic video. Being restricted to a static viewpoint results from the
fact that immersive videos are currently captured by a single monocular panoramic camera. However,
assuming a fixed head position limits achievable immersion. Desirably, a deeper degree of immersion
could be achieved by facilitating ego-motion parallax as well as viewpoint-correct stereopsis during
immersive video playback. Inspired by previous work on free-viewpoint video rendering [LKM14],
one way could be to estimate depth and image correspondences from omni-directional, multi-stereo
footage and apply wide-baseline reconstruction. However, to achieve this goal in real-time for VR
headsets, a number of interdisciplinary challenges from video processing, computer graphics, and
applied visual perception need to be addressed collectively.
We have only just begun to explore the possibilities of gaze-contingent computational displays. Many
more exciting methods and applications are certain to be discovered in the coming years. With
affordable eye tracking solutions becoming consumer electronics items, the widespread deployment
of gaze-contingent VR displays is only a question of time and social acceptance.
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Glossary
ACCOMMODATION The ability of changing the focal distance of the eye’s lens. This is done
to bring a new object into focus, normally in coordination with vergence eye movements
(convergence and divergence).
ADAPTATION Adaptation is the automatically triggered and time-dependent process of tuning
sensitivity of retinal cells and neurons to the amount of incoming light.
ALIASING Aliasing may result in visual artifacts caused by undersampling a signal spatially or
temporally. Spatial aliasing may result in jagged edges whereas temporal aliasing results in
animation artifacts, such as ghosting, incomplete plane rotors or wheels apparently rotating
backwards.
AMOLED See light-emitting diode.
ANTI-ALIASING Strategies for removing or reducing aliasing artifacts arising from spatial or
temporal undersampling.
AR See augmented reality.
AUGMENTED REALITY (AR) In an AR experience the user perceives the real and virtual world
combined and at the same time. Virtual objects appear fixed in space and can be interacted with
(Azuma 1997).
AVATAR The representation of a user in a virtual environment. Depending on the intention and
complexity of the application the representation may be physically plausible or intentionally
abstract.
BINOCULAR Using two eyes.
BINOCULAR DEPTH CUES See depth cues.
BINOCULAR DISPARITY The differences in perspective between the viewpoints of the left and
right eye. The binocular disparity has to match the IPD for realistic depth impression of the
virtual environment (see inter-pupillary distance).
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BINOCULAR VISION Viewing with two eyes. Both views are fused by the brain resulting a
three-dimensional scene representation.
BOUNDING VOLUME A bounding volume that completely contains an object; typically a box or
a sphere.
CFF See critical flicker frequency.
COLLECTOR CELLS The group of cells in the retina that lie between the photoreceptor cells and
retinal ganglion cells.
CONE A color-sensitive photoreceptor in the human retina (see photopic vision).
CONTRAST The light intensity difference received at one point of the retina and its local surround-
ing.
CONTRAST GRATING An alternating pattern of bright and dark bars. Used to measure a subject’s
contrast sensitivity.
CONTRAST SENSITIVITY The reciprocal of threshold contrast measuring the subject’s sensitiv-
ity to spatial detail. Measurements over spatial frequency and contrast result in the Contrast
Sensitivity Function (CSF).
CONVERGENCE Ability of the eyes to move inwards. See accommodation.
CORNEA The transparent matter at the frontal part of the eye.
CORTICAL MAGNIFICATION FACTOR (CMF) Describes the drop-off in retinal sensitivity
out toward the peripheral field. This factor is often given the label M. It has been shown that M²
is directly proportional to the density of receptive fields of retinal ganglion cells.
CRITICAL FLICKER FREQUENCY (CFF) The frame rate at which a sequentially presented
series of images appears continuous, or is perceptually fused, synonymously named critical
flicker frequency. Measured in Hertz (Hz). For most people, the CFF is roughly 70 Hz. The
CFF in the visual periphery may be even higher under non-default environment illumination.
CSF See contrast sensitivity.
DARK ADAPTATION Describes the adjustment process of the light-adapted eye to a dark environ-
ment.
DEFERRED SHADING The term coins a rendering technique which splits visibility computation
from shading. This allows to simulate thousands of dynamic lights in a highly complex
simulated scene.
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DELAY See latency.
DEPTH BUFFER The depth buffer (also z-buffer) is a memory buffer holding depth values repre-
senting the distance between camera and scene geometry. The buffer enables fast hardware-
supported depth tests being essential for most drawing and shading tasks.
DEPTH CUES Strategies such as eye convergence (binocular depth cue), motion parallax (monocu-
lar depth cue) and perspective for estimating the distance of an object.
DIVERGENCE Ability of the eyes to move outwards. See accomodation.
ECCENTRICITY Angular deviation from the center of the fovea.
ETHMD See eye-tracking head-mountd display.
EYE TRACKING Capturing the gaze direction of one eye (monocular eye tracking) or both eyes
(binocular eye tracking).
EYE-TRACKING HEAD-MOUNTED DISPLAY (ETHMD) A VR headset (head-mounted dis-
play) with integrated gaze estimation functionality.
FIELD OF VIEW (FOV) The solid angular region that is visible to the eye.
FIXATION Gazing at a point of the scene or display for a certain time (fixation duration).
FOV See field of view.
FOVEA The retinal area able to perceive a visual information at highest detail.
FRAME A complete image in an animated (mono or stereo) sequence. Cinematic film typically use
24 frames per second. Every element of a frame represents the same moment in time.
FRAME RATE The number of frames displayed in a certain amount of time. Typically measured in
frames per second (fps) or Hertz (Hz).
FRAME TIME The duration, or time of display, for one frame. Frame time is the inverse of frame
rate. Typically measured in milliseconds (ms).
GAZE DIRECTION The viewer’s eye direction.
HEAD TRACKING Measuring the location (position and orientation) of the user’s head with respect
to a global reference frame.
HEAD-MOUNTED DISPLAY (HMD) A wearable display mounted in front of the user’s eyes for
VR or AR applications.
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HFR See high frame rate video.
HIGH FRAME RATE VIDEO (HFR) Video frame rates of 48 – 60 Hz; successor of traditional
frame rate enables reduced motion blur and smoother motion perception in movies and immer-
sive experiences.
HIGH-LEVEL PERCEPTION The “top-down” processing of the human visual system. High-level
perception is concerned with how known objects are recognized. See also low-level perception.
HMD See head-mounted display.
HUMAN VISUAL SYSTEM (HVS) The HVS abstracts those parts of the human body which are
responsible for visual information processing. The common HVS model comprises the eyes,
the connecting visual pathways and the visual cortex of the brain.
HVS See human visual system.
HYPERACUITY Perception of features that are smaller than the spacing of a photoreceptor cells.
IMAGE PYRAMID A data structure used for efficient filtering of images and texture data.
IMMERSION A term for the sensation of being in an environment. This can be a purely mental
state (mental immersion) or can be accomplished through physical means (sensory immersion).
IMU See inertial measurement unit.
INDEX OF REFRACTION (IOR) The index of refraction (also refractive index) is a material-
specific number describing how much light is bent or refracted when light enters that material.
INERTIAL MEASUREMENT UNIT (IMU) A multi-sensor device used for measuring the orien-
tation of objects in relation to a calibrated world frame. Typically, an IMU integrates data from
an accelerometer, a gyroscope and a magnetometer.
INFRARED LIGHT (IR) The part of the light spectrum from 700 nm to 1mm being invisible to
human visual perception. Used for unobtrusive active gaze tracking.
INTER-PUPILLARY DISTANCE (IPD) The distance between the optical centers of our eyes.
The term inter-ocular distance is used synonymously.
IOR See index of refraction.
IPD See inter-pupillary distance.
IR See infrared light.
LAG See latency.
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LATENCY A term describing the duration from starting computations of an image until photons
from the displayed frame hit the user’s retina. The terms delay and lag are used synonymously.
LED See light-emitting diode.
LEVEL OF DETAIL (LOD) Rendering objects at different resolutions allows adjusting between
rendering performance and image quality with respect to the resulting visual detail in the
projected image.
LIGHT ADAPTATION Describes the adjustment process of the dark-adapted eye to a bright envi-
ronment.
LIGHT-EMITTING DIODE (LED) A light-emitting diode (LED) is a semiconductor light source
which emits light of a specific wavelength. LEDs are generally used for lighting, illumination
units in displays or as sensors. Organic LEDs (OLED) contain an organic compound and enable
displays without a backlight resulting in higher contrast and brighter displays.
LOD See level of detail.
LOW FRAME RATE VIDEO (LFR) Video frame rates of 24 – 30 Hz; traditionally used in cine-
mas and for TV broadcasting.
LOW-LEVEL PERCEPTION The “bottom-level” processing in the early stages of the human
visual system. Models allow saliency estimation for gaze-contingent rendering and computer
vision applications. See also high-level perception.
MIP-MAPPING A fast linear texture filtering approach using an image pyramid performed on GPU
hardware.
MONOCULAR Using one eye.
MONOCULAR DEPTH CUES See depth cues.
MOTION SICKNESS Over time conflicting visual and motion cues result in motion sickness (also
known as “nausea” or “simulation sickness”).
OBJECT CONSTANCY The way objects in the real world appear stationary although the eyes or
the head are in motion.
OBJECT OF INTEREST (OOI) An object or part of a scene the user is looking at. The OOI can
be estimated either by using active eye tracking or approximated by saliency analysis.
OLED See light-emitting diode.
OOI See object of interest.
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PERIPHERAL VISION Visual information detected at the periphery of our field of view.
PHOTOPIC VISION Vision with the use of cone receptors.
PHOTORECEPTORS Include those retinal cells (rods and cones) which convert light received at
the retina into nerve signals. Rods are achromatic and sensitive to motion. Cones provide color
sensitivity.
PRESENCE The sense of presence means being mentally immersed.
PULL-PUSH An efficient algorithm based on a data pyramid for the interpolation of scattered data.
RAY TRACING Computation of the light transport in a scene based on the the geometry of light
rays.
REAL-TIME An almost instantaneous visual reaction to any change of the input to the rendering
system.
REFRESH RATE The rate at which the display screen is refreshed (measured in Hz).
RENDERING The process of computing for a 3D object a 2D representation which can be displayed.
RESOLUTION A measure of a system’s ability to capture or display spatial detail (number of pixels,
cf. spatial resolution) or temporal detail (frequency in Hz).
RETINAL GANGLION CELLS The output neurons containing circular receptive fields in order
to encode and transmit information from the eye to the brain.
RODS Light receptors in the retina that are active in dim lighting conditions (scotopic vision).
SACCADE A rapid reflex movement of the eye which is made in order to fixate a target onto the
fovea.
SACCADIC SUPPRESSION The effect that the visual system seems to shut down to some degree
during saccades. That is, even though the point of fixation moves at very high velocities during
a saccade, blurred vision is not experienced.
SALIENCY The perceptual importance of an object in a scene. Saliency estimation in Computer
Vision commonly computes a saliency value for each image pixel by models of low-level or
high-level properties of human vision.
SHADING The process of computing the light transport in a scene based on models of optics and
materials.
SPATIAL RESOLUTION A measure of the degree of spatial detail that the eye can perceive. This
is normally given in units of cycles per degree of visual arc (c/deg).
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SPATIOTEMPORAL THRESHOLD SURFACE The surface that describes the sensitivity of an
observer to stimuli of varying spatial and temporal characteristics.
STEREOPSIS See binocular vision.
SYSTEM LATENCY (LAG) The time duration required for creating and displaying a visual infor-
mation via the rendering system. Measured in milliseconds (ms).
TELEPRESENCE The experience of presence in an environment by means of a communication
medium [? ].
THRESHOLD CONTRAST The minimum contrast required to see a target.
TRACKING Monitoring an object’s position and orientation.
UHFR See ultra-high frame rate video.
ULTRA-HIGH FRAME RATE VIDEO (UHFR) Video frame rates above 1000 Hz; enables tem-
poral filtering for almost aliasing-free video playback.
UPDATE RATE See refresh rate.
VE See virtual environment.
VERGENCE EYE MOTION The synchronized movement of both eyes which, along with accom-
modation, allows to focus at a point with particular depth.
VESTIBULAR SYSTEM Monitors the body’s acceleration, equilibrium and relationship with the
earth’s gravitational field.
VIEW-DEPENDENT LOD A level-of-detail scheme in which surface detail is varied dynamically,
retessellating objects on the fly relative to the user’s viewpoint, and continuously, allowing a
single object to span multiple levels of detail.
VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENT (VE) The rendered 3D scene which can represent real-world objects
or abstract data.
VIRTUAL REALITY (VR) A generic term for systems that create a real-time immersive visual/au-
dio/haptic experience. In other words, VR means an alternate world filled with computer-
generated images that respond to human movements (Greeenbaum, 1992). VR is realized by
an electronic simulation of environments experienced via head-mounted displays and tracking
devices enabling the user to interact in realisitc three-dimensional situations (Coates, 1992).
VISUAL ACUITY Measurement for the ability to see visual detail under ideal illumination condi-
tions. Visual acuity is primarily limited by the optics of the eye and by the physiology of the
visual system [AKLA11].
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VISUAL CORTEX Part of the brain used for processing visual information.
VISUAL CUES Signals or prompts derived from a scene.
VISUAL MASKING The observation that visual pattern affect each other. Hence, if a pattern is
present another pattern may get less visible.
VR See virtual reality.
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